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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, we focus on using combinatorial and algebraic methods on
two classes of NP-hard problems, the set covering problem and the set partitioning problem. The inputs to both problems are a universe of elements U , and a
collection S of subsets of U . NP-hard problems are generally believed not to be
solvable exactly in polynomial time. One direction to study NP-hard problems
is to find polynomial-time approximation algorithms which aim at improving the
approximation guarantee.
We study approximation algorithms based on local improvements for the k-Set
Packing problem. The k-Set Packing problem asks to find a disjoint collection of
sets with size k which have the maximum coverage. We present a local search
algorithm which looks for a class of local improvements of O(log n) sets (n =
|S|), which we call the canonical improvements with tail changes. The algorithm
3
−  in time singly exponential to 12 . On the
achieves an approximation ratio k+1
3
other hand, we construct an instance with locality gap k+1
for any algorithm using
1/5
local improvements of size O(n ). Thus, our approximation guarantee is optimal
with respect to results achievable by algorithms based on local improvements.
The k-Set Cover problem asks to find a collection of minimum number of sets
which cover the entire universe, where the sets have size at most k. The standard
greedy algorithm for the k-Set Cover problem selects i-sets greedily for i from k
down to 1. We replace the greedy selection by a set packing algorithm based on
local search. Our key contribution is a new k-set packing heuristic which we call
a restricted k-Set Packing algorithm. The algorithm makes a local improvement
only when the number of 1-sets needed to complete the cover does not increase.
Equipped with the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm, our k-Set Cover algorithm
P
achieves an approximation ratio Hk − 0.6690 +  + O( k1 ), where Hk = ki=1 1i is
the k-th harmonic number. For small k, our results are 1.8583 for k = 6, 1.7143

iii

for k = 5 and 1.5 for k = 4, which are the currently best approximation guarantee
for the k-Set Cover problem for any k ≥ 4.
Although these local search algorithms achieve good approximation guarantee,
they are usually not applicable for real-world problems especially when we have
large-scale data. To obtain an efficient approximate solution to some set covering
problems, we propose a one-pass streaming algorithm which produces a prefixoptimal ordering of sets. This algorithm can be easily used to solve the Maxk-Cover and the Partial-Cover problems. The algorithm consumes space linear
to the size of the universe of elements. The processing time for a set is linear
to the size of the set. We also show with the aid of computer simulation that
the approximation ratio of the Max-k-Cover problem is around 0.3. We conduct
experiments to compare our algorithm with existing algorithms.
Another direction of studying NP-hard problems is to find efficient exponentialtime algorithms to exactly solve the problem. Dynamic programming is one generic
way for this purpose. However, it could have the drawback of requiring exponential space. We consider exact computations based on tree decomposition of graphs
using dynamic programming. In this case, the space complexity is usually exponential in the treewidth. We study the problem of designing efficient dynamic
programming algorithms based on tree decompositions in polynomial space. We
show how to construct a tree decomposition and use algebraic techniques to obtain
a dynamic programming algorithm which runs in time O∗ (2h ), where h is a parameter closely related to the tree-depth of a graph. We apply our algorithm to the
problem of counting perfect matchings on grids and show that it outperforms other
polynomial-space solutions. We also apply the algorithm to other set covering and
partitioning problems.
Finally, we consider one important application of the Set Cover problem, diversifying the subgraph search result. The subgraph search results are typically
ordered based on graph similarity score. We design two ranking measures with the
“diminishing return” property based on both similarity and diversity. We give two
efficient algorithms, the greedy selection and the swapping selection with provable
performance guarantee. We also propose a local search heuristic with at least 100
times speedup and a similar solution quality. We demonstrate the efficiency and
effectiveness of our approaches via extensive experiments.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION
One of the most important questions in theoretical computer science is to understand NP-hard problems. The complexity class N P contains many interesting
computational problems which are believed to be not exactly solvable in polynomial
time [3]. A general but difficult question is whether P equals N P . Researchers
study NP-hard problems from other perspectives. First, how to approximately
solve an NP-hard problem in polynomial time? Second, how can we exactly solve
an NP-hard problem more efficiently than doing exhaustive search? In a practical point of view, the third question is to design algorithms which work well in
real-world scenarios.
There are many NP-hard problems. Any one problem in N P can be reduced to
any other such problem in polynomial time. However, problems behave differently
in the aspect of approximability. In this dissertation, we focus on two classes of
NP-hard problems [4], the set covering problem and the set partitioning problem.
The inputs to both problems are a universe of elements U , and a collection of sets
S on U .
Definition 1 (the Set Cover problem). Assume that

S

S∈S

S = U . Select a sub-

collection of sets in S which covers U with the minimum size.
There are several variants of the Set Cover problem which will be considered
in this dissertation. When every set is of size at most k, this problem is called the
k-Set Cover problem. When we have a minimum coverage requirement instead of

2
covering the entire universe, this problem is called the Partial-Cover problem. A
maximization variant of the Set Cover problem is the Max-k-Cover problem, where
we select at most k sets with maximum coverage.
Definition 2 (the k-Set Packing problem). Assume that every set is of size k.
Select a disjoint subcollection of S with the maximum number of sets.
The goodness of an approximation algorithm is usually characterized by the
approximation ratio [5] which compares the optimal solution with the solution
returned by an algorithm.
Definition 3 (approximation ratio). Denote the optimum solution of a problem
by OP T and the solution returned by an algorithm by ALG. The approximation
ALG
.
OP T

ratio of this algorithm is

In this way, for a minimization problem, the approximation ratio is at least
1, while for a maximization problem, the approximation ratio is at most 1. One
direction to study NP-hard problems is to find polynomial-time approximation
algorithms which aim at improving the approximation ratio. We study approximation algorithms for the k-Set Packing problem and the k-Set Cover problem in
this dissertation.
The most promising way of solving the k-Set Packing problem is by local search.
Hurkens and Schrijver [6] show that using constant-size local improvements leads
2
− . Recently, Sviridenko
k
3
3
, and k+1
−  for any  >
k+2

to an approximation ratio

and Ward [1] and Cygan

[7] improve the result to

0 respectively using local

improvements of size logarithmically to the input.
We also achieve the approximation ratio

3
k+1

−  for the k-Set Packing problem

using a simple polynomial-time algorithm based on the method by Sviridenko and
Ward [1]. With the same approximation guarantee, our algorithm runs in time
singly exponential in
exponential in
3
k+1

1
.


1
,
2

while the running time of Cygan’s algorithm [7] is doubly

On the other hand, we construct an instance with locality gap

for any algorithm using local improvements of size O(|S|1/5 ). Thus, our ap-

proximation guarantee is optimal with respect to results achievable by algorithms
based on local improvements.

3
The k-Set Cover problem can be solved by a simple greedy algorithm which
picks i-sets greedily for i from k down to 1. Here an i-set is a set of size i. This
P
greedy algorithm has an approximation ratio Hk , where Hk = ki=1 1i is the kth harmonic number. We replace the greedy selection by a set packing algorithm
based on local search. However, a direct application of a set packing algorithm does
not lead to a good set cover algorithm. Our key contribution is a new k-set packing
heuristic which we call a restricted k-Set Packing algorithm. The algorithm makes
a local improvement only when the number of 1-sets needed to complete the cover
does not increase. We use the k-Set Packing algorithm from [1] and obtain an
approximation ratio

3
k+2

for any k ≥ 4.

Equipped with the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm, our k-Set Cover algorithm is composed of the recent k-Set Packing algorithm by Cygan [7] for
k ≥ 6, the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm for k = 5, 4 and the semi-local
(2, 1)-improvement by Duh and Fürer [8] for 3-Set Cover. The application of
the restricted packing algorithm in small set packing is crucial to improve the kSet Cover problem. We show that our algorithm obtains an approximation ratio
Hk − 0.6690 +  + O( k1 ). For small k, our results are 1.8583 for k = 6, 1.7143 for
k = 5 and 1.5 for k = 4. Our algorithm achieves the currently best approximation
ratio for the k-Set Cover problem of any k ≥ 4.
Although these local search algorithms have a good approximation guarantee
and run in polynomial time in theory, the high polynomial factor in the running
time makes them not applicable for real-world problems especially when we have
large-scale datasets. We consider the two variants of the Set Cover problem, the
Max-k-Cover problem and the Partial-Cover problem, which are usually more interesting in applications. The greedy algorithm for the k-Set Cover problem also
works well for those two problems as an in-memory algorithm. However, when
we are facing very large-scale dataset or in an online environment, we seek a new
algorithm which makes only one pass through the entire dataset.
We propose a one-pass streaming algorithm which produces a prefix-optimal
ordering of sets, which can be easily used to solve the Max-k-Cover and the PartialCover problems. The algorithm consumes space linear to the size of the universe
of elements. The processing time for a set is linear to the size of the set. We

4
also show with the aid of computer simulation that the approximation ratio of the
Max-k-Cover problem is around 0.3. We have conducted experiments on extensive
datasets to compare our algorithm with algorithms [9, 10] on the Max-k-Cover
problem, and with the standard greedy algorithm on the Partial-Cover problem,
and demonstrate the efficiency and the quality of our algorithm.
Another direction of studying NP-hard problems is to find efficient exponentialtime algorithms to exactly solve the problem. There are typically three major ways
of obtaining a nontrivial exponential-time algorithm, the branch-and-bound algorithm, the inclusion-and-exclusion algorithm, and dynamic programming. There
are also research on how to improve the results by carefully combining theses approaches [11, 12]. We consider the dynamic programming approach. One drawback
of dynamic programming is that for many problems it requires exponential space
to store the computation table. There are algebraic techniques [13] which can be
used to reduce the space usage. In this dissertation, we consider how to extend the
algebraic technique [13] to obtain an efficient polynomial-space algorithm when we
are doing computation based on a tree decomposition of a graph.
We apply the technique to the counting problems, which require not only to
find one solution but count the total number of solutions available. For example,
one classic counting problem is the counting perfect matchings problem.
Definition 4 (counting perfect matchings). Given a graph G = (V, E). A perfect
matching of G is a collection of |V |/2 edges such that every vertex in V belongs
to exactly one edge. The problem of counting perfect matchings on a graph is to
count the number of such collections of edges which are perfect matchings.
The problem of counting perfect matchings is in ]P , which is believed to include more difficult problems than the class N P [3]. We show that our algorithm
runs in time O∗ (2h ), where h is the maximum number of vertices in the union of
bags on the root to leaf paths on a given tree decomposition, which is a parameter
closely related to the tree-depth of a graph [14]. As the counting perfect matchings
problem can be viewed as a packing problem in graphs, our technique naturally extends to other set partitioning problems. We also apply it to set covering problems.

5
Finally, we consider applying the set covering problem to real-world applications. The set covering and partitioning problems are generalization of various
problems from data mining, machine learning, social network analysis, and operational research. We consider one application of the Set Cover problem, which is
diversifying the subgraph search result.
The subgraph search problem is to find similar subgraph mappings on a large
graph of a given graph query. This problem has wide applications in both natural
and social science. The subgraph search results are typically ordered based on a
graph similarity score. We study the problem of ranking the subgraph search results based on diversification. We design two ranking measures based on both the
similarity and diversity, where one of them is based on the Set Cover model. We
show that the two measures have the “diminishing return” property. Based on this
property, we give two efficient algorithms, the greedy selection and the swapping
selection with provable performance guarantee. We also propose a local search
heuristic with at least 100 times speedup and a similar solution quality. We conduct experiments to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our approaches.
The organization of this dissertation is as follows. In Chapter 2, we present a
local search algorithm for the k-Set Packing problem. In Chapter 3, we present a
packing-based algorithm for the k-Set Cover problem. In Chapter 4, we present a
one-pass streaming algorithm for the Max-k-Cover problem and the Partial-Cover
problem. In Chapter 5, we present a space-efficient dynamic programming on tree
decompositions. In Chapter 6, we talk about the problem of diversifying subgraph
search. We finish the discussion of each problem with concluding remarks at the
end of its chapter.

CHAPTER

TWO

THE K-SET PACKING PROBLEM
In this chapter, we study algorithms based on local improvements for the k-Set
Packing problem. We present an algorithm with local improvement of logarithmic
size which achieves an approximation ratio
an instance with locality gap
1/5

size O(n

3
k+1

3
−,
k+1

for any  > 0. We also construct

for any algorithm using local improvements of

). This chapter is based on the paper “Approximating the k-Set Packing

Problem by Local Improvements” [15].

2.1

Introduction

Given a universe of elements U and a collection S of sets with size at most k on U ,
the k-Set Packing problem asks to find a maximum number of disjoint sets from
S. The most prominent approach for the k-Set Packing problem is based on local
improvements. In each round, the algorithm selects p sets from the current packing
and replaces them with p+1 sets such that the new solution is still a valid packing.
It is well-known that for any  > 0, there exists a constant p, such that the local
improvement algorithm has an approximation ratio
time, the result has been improved to

3
k+2

2
k

−  [6]. In quasi-polynomial

[16] and later to

3
k+1

−  for any  > 0

[17] using local improvements of size O(log n), where n is the size of S. In [17],
the algorithm looks for any local improvement of size O(log n). While in [16], only
sets which intersect with at most 2 sets in the current solution are considered.

7
Sviridenko and Ward [1] have obtained a polynomial-time algorithm using the
color coding technique [18]. Their algorithm looks for local improvements similar
to [16] and has a

3
k+2

performance guarantee [1]. We observe that this result is

tight with respect to the algorithm. Recently, Cygan [7] has given a polynomialtime local search algorithm with an approximation ratio

3
k+1

− , for any  > 0.

The algorithm looks for much more general types of local improvements, namely
local improvements of bounded pathwidth.
We also give an algorithm with an approximation ratio

3
k+1

−  for the k-Set

Packing problem, for any  > 0. On the other hand, we improve the lower bound
given in [1] by constructing an instance that any algorithm using local improvements of size O(n1/5 ) has a performance ratio at least

3
.
k+1

Thus, our result is

optimal with respect to the performance guarantee achievable by algorithms using
local improvements. Our algorithm extends the types of local improvements considered in [16, 1] by first looking for a series of set replacements which swap some
sets in the current packing A with a same number of disjoint sets T which are not
in A. We then look for local improvements from sets in S \ (A ∪ T ) which intersect
with at most 2 sets in A. We also use the color-coding technique [18, 19] to ensure
a polynomial running time when the size of the local improvement is logarithmically large. Comparing with Cygan’s algorithm [7], we find that the concept and
analysis of our algorithm, which has the same approximation guarantee, are much
simpler. Moreover, our algorithm runs in time singly exponential in

1
2

while the

running time of Cygan’s algorithm is doubly exponential in 1 . We believe that
our approach makes an important step towards a practical algorithm for the k-Set
Packing problem.
Related works. The Set Packing problem has been studied for decades. Hastad has shown that the general Set Packing problem cannot be approximated
within N 1− unless N P ⊆ ZP P [20]. Here N is the size of the universe U . The
bounded Set Packing problem assumes an upper bound of the size of the sets. In
the unweighted case, i.e. the k-Set Packing problem, besides algorithms based on
local improvements [6, 16, 17, 1, 7], Chan and Lau have shown that the standard
linear programming algorithm has an integrality gap 1/(k − 1 + 1/k) [21]. They
have also constructed a polynomial-sized semi-definite program with integrality
gap

2
,
k+1

but no rounding strategy is provided. The problem is also known to have
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a lower bound Ω( logk k ) [22]. In the weighted case, Chandra and Halldórsson have
given a nontrivial approximation ratio
2
k+1

3
2(k+1)

[23]. The result was improved to

−  by Berman [24], which remains the best so far.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we review the local search

algorithms in [6, 1, 7], and define useful tools for analysis. In Section 2.3, we introduce the new type of local improvement and analyze the performance guarantee of
our algorithm. In Section 2.4, we give an efficient implementation of our algorithm
and analyze its running time. In Section 2.5, we give a lower bound of algorithms
based on local improvements for the k-Set Packing problem. We conclude in Section 2.6. As an appendix, we give the running time analysis of the main algorithm
in Section 2.7.

2.2
2.2.1

Preliminaries
Local improvements

Let S be a collection of subsets of size at most k on the universe U and the size
of S is n. The size of the universe, which can be covered by S, is at most kn.
Let A be the collection of disjoint sets chosen by the algorithm. In this chapter,
we are interested in the unweighted k-set packing problem. We assume without
loss of generality that every set is of uniform size k. Otherwise, we could add
distinct elements to any set until it is of size k. In the following context, we use
capital letters to represent sets of vertices and calligraphic letters to represent the
corresponding collections of sets.
The most widely used algorithm for the k-Set Packing problem is local search.
The algorithm starts by picking an arbitrary maximal packing. If there exists a
collection of p + 1 sets P which are not in A and a collection of p sets Q in A, such
that (A \ Q) ∪ P is a valid packing, the algorithm will replace Q with P. We call
it a (p + 1)-improvement.
With p being a constant which depends on , it is well-known that this local
search algorithm achieves an approximation ratio

2
k

− , for any  > 0 [6]. We call

this algorithm Algorithm LI1 (LI is short for local improvement) and summarize
the result in Theorem 1. The approximation ratio is known to be tight for this
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local search algorithm.
Theorem 1 ([6]). For any  > 0, there exists an integer p = O(logk 1 ), such that
the local search algorithm which looks for any local improvement of size p has an
approximation ratio

2
k

−  for the k-Set Packing problem.

Halldórsson [16] and later Cygan et al. [17] show that when p is O(log n),
the approximation ratio can be improved at a cost of a quasi-polynomial time
complexity. Based on the methods of [16], Sviridenko and Ward [1] have obtained
a polynomial-time algorithm using the color coding technique [18]. Their algorithm
searches for only a special type of local improvements. More specifically, let A be
the packing chosen by the algorithm and C = S \ A. Construct a auxiliary multigraph GA as follows. The vertices in GA represent sets in A. For any set in C which
intersects with exactly two sets s1 , s2 ∈ A, add an edge between s1 and s2 . For any
set in C which intersects with only one set s ∈ A, add a self-loop on s. In this way,
the edges in GA represent sets in C which intersect with at most 2 sets in A. The
algorithm searches for a local improvement which can be viewed as a connected
subgraph in GA with two distinct cycles (illustrated in the 1st row of Figure 2.1).
They call such an improvement a canonical improvement. As we consider three
more similar types of improvements (the 2nd row in Figure 2.1) in our algorithm,
we call all these six types of local improvements canonical improvements. We call
the first three types of canonical improvements binoculars.
A binocular can be decomposed into two cycles, two cycles and one path,
or one cycle and one path respectively. The problem reduces to finding paths
and cycles of logarithmic size where the edges in them represent disjoint sets. A
direct implementation runs in nO(log n) time. To efficiently locate paths and cycles
containing disjoint sets, the color coding technique [18] is employed. Every element
in U is assigned one color from a collection of O(k log n) colors uniformly at random.
Two sets are recognized as being disjoint if they contain distinct colors. Then a
dynamic programming algorithm is used to find “colorful” paths and cycles.
Since there are O(log n) colors in total, it can be shown that a binocular is
colorful with polynomially small probably. Hence, by running the whole procedure polynomially many times and each time with independent random colors, the
probability that a binocular can be found is almost 1. It is also known that this
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Figure 2.1. Canonical improvements. The three types in the first row are considered
in [1].

probabilistic algorithm can be derandomized using perfect hash functions [25]. We
call this algorithm Algorithm LI2. Algorithm LI2 is shown to have an approximation ratio at most

3
.
k+2

We remark that this approximation ratio is tight for

Algorithm LI2. A tight example is as follows. Assume C = S \A can be partitioned
into two collections, one collection C1 of |A| sets where every set intersects with 1
set in A, and the other collection C3 of

k−1
|A|
3

sets where every set intersects with

3 sets in A. It is easy to see that there is no canonical improvement.
Theorem 2 ([1]). With p = 4 log n + 1, there exists a polynomial-time algorithm
which solves the k-Set Packing problem with an approximation ratio
Cygan [7] has shown that an approximation ratio

3
k+1

3
.
k+2

−  can be obtained

in polynomial time by restricting the types of local improvements from anything
of size O(log n) [17] to local improvements of bounded pathwidth. Namely, let
G(A, C) be the bipartite conflict graph where A and C = S \ A represent one
part of vertices respectively. For any u ∈ A, v ∈ C, if the corresponding sets are
not disjoint, put an edge between u and v. For any disjoint collection P ⊆ C,
if the subgraph induced by P and the neighbors of P , N (P ) in A have bounded
pathwidth, a set replacement of P with N (P ) is called a local improvement of
bounded pathwidth. The color coding technique is also employed for locating such
an improvement.
Theorem 3 ([7]). For any  > 0, there exists a local search algorithm which runs in
time 2O(kr) nO(pw) with an approximation ratio

3
−
k+1

1


of the k-Set Packing problem.

Here r = 2(k + 1) log n is the upper bound of the size of a local improvement,
1

pw = 2(k + 1)  is the upper bound of pathwidth.
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v1,1

B13

v

B1i

Figure 2.2. The bipartite conflict graph.

2.2.2

Partitioning the bipartite conflict graph

Consider a bipartite conflict graph G(A, B) where one part of the vertices A representing sets A chosen by the algorithm and the other part B representing an
arbitrary disjoint collection of sets B. This bipartite graph G(A, B) is very useful
for analysis. It was first introduced by Berman and Fürer for the analysis of the
independent set problem [26]. We assume without loss of generality that B∩A = ∅.
If two sets s ∈ A and t ∈ B are not disjoint, we put an edge between the corresponding vertices in G(A, B). The collection B can be thought of as a collection of
optimal sets. It is only used for analysis. The local improvement algorithm does
not know B.
Given  > 0, let ck = k − 1, b = |B|, we further partition G(A, B) iteratively
as follows. Let B11 be the set of vertices in B with degree 1 to A. Denote the
neighbors of B11 in A by A11 . If |B11 | < b, stop the partitioning. Otherwise, we
consider B12 which is the set of vertices such that their degrees drop to 1 if we
remove A11 . Denote the neighbors of B12 in A \ A11 by A21 . If |B11 ∪ B12 | < ck b,
stop the partitioning. In general for any j ≥ 2, let B1j be the set of vertices with
j
l
their degree dropping to 1 if the vertices in ∪j−1
l=1 A1 are removed, and let A1 be
j
j−1
l
1
the neighbors of B1j which are not in ∪j−1
l=1 A1 . If |B1 ∪ · · · ∪ B1 | < ck b, we

stop. Otherwise continue the partitioning. Let i be the smallest integer such that
i−2
i−1
1
|B11 ∪ · · · ∪ B1i | < ci−1
k b. This integer i exists as ck b ≤ |B1 ∪ · · · ∪ B1 | ≤ b,
j
j
l
l
we have i ≤ 2 + logck 1 . Let B1≤j (A≤j
1 ) be the union of sets ∪l=1 B1 (∪l=1 A1 ), for

j ≥ 1. An illustration of the partition appears in Figure 2.2.
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2.3

Canonical Improvements with Tail Changes

In this section, we show that using a local search strategy based on canonical
improvements [1], we can obtain an algorithm which achieves the approximation
ratio

3
−
k+1

for any  > 0 of the k-Set Packing problem. We remark that it is known

that the ratio

3
k+1

−  can be achieved in quasi-polynomial time by an algorithm

which looks for local improvements of size O(log n) [17]. Cygan [7] has given
a different polynomial-time local search algorithm with the same approximation
guarantee. His local improvements are more general and not as efficient as what
we will show later.

2.3.1

The new local improvement

In this section, we define the new type of local improvements. Let A be a packing
chosen by the algorithm, and let C = S \ A. We create the bipartite conflict graph
G(A, C) as in Section 2.2.2. Recall that only those sets in C which intersect with
at most 2 sets in A are considered in a canonical improvement of [1]. Our approach
on the other hand, tries to include more sets in a local improvement by swapping
p ≥ 1 sets in A with p sets in C. In this way, if the degree of a vertex in C drops
to 2, it can be considered in some canonical improvement.
Definition 5 (Tail change). Consider any vertex v ∈ C of degree at least 3, we call
a swapping of p sets U in A with p disjoint sets V in C a tail change associated
with an edge (v, u) of v if the following three requirements are satisfied: (1) v
is disjoint from any set in V . (2) u is the unique neighbor of v in U . (3) The
neighbors of V in A are exactly U . We say that the size of this tail change is p.
We denote a tail change of e which swaps U with V by Te (U, V ). We say that
two tail changes Te (U, V ), Te0 (U 0 , V 0 ) of vertices v, v 0 respectively are consistent, if
either v 6= v 0 and ({v} ∪ V ) ∩ ({v 0 } ∪ V 0 ) = ∅, or v = v 0 , e 6= e0 and V ∩ V 0 = ∅.
Moreover we require that the degrees of v, v 0 after the tail changes remain at least
2. Therefore, for any vertex v ∈ C of degree d ≥ 3, we could perform at most d − 2
consistent tail changes for v.
We are now ready to introduce the new local search algorithm. We first consider
an algorithm that runs in quasi-polynomial time. Given parameter  > 0, in each
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iteration, the algorithm starts by performing local improvements of constant size
O( k ). If no such local improvement is present, the algorithm starts looking for
improvements of size O(log n). For any disjoint collection I of at most

4


log n sets

in C, let I3 ⊆ I be the collection of vertices with degree at least 3 in the conflict
graph G(A, C). The algorithm checks if there exists a collection of consistent tail
changes each of size at most

2(k−1)


for I3 , which together replace U ⊆ A with

V ⊆ C, such that V ∩ I = ∅, and after the replacement the degree of every set
in I3 drops to 2. If so, the algorithm goes on to check in the auxiliary multigraph GA with edges representing sets in I assuming the swapping of U with V
is performed, if there is a subgraph which forms a canonical improvement as in
Figure 2.2.1. (Here in addition to the three types of improvements considered in
[1], we add three new types of canonical improvements, namely one path, one cycle,
one path attached to a cycle.) The algorithm performs the improvement if one is
found. We call this algorithm Algorithm LI30 and the new local improvement
the canonical improvement with tail changes. We will explain the parameter
settings in Algorithm LI30 in the next section.
Before showing how to efficiently locate a canonical improvement with tail
changes, we first show that the approximation ratio of Algorithm LI30 is

2.3.2

3
k+1

− .

Analysis

For the sake of the analysis, it is sufficient to consider a special type of tail changes
which we define as follows. Given a packing A chosen by Algorithm LI30 and for
an arbitrary packing B, consider the auxiliary bipartite graph G(A, B) defined in
Section 2.2.2. First, we remark that since we make all O( k )-improvements at the
beginning of Algorithm LI30 , for any set V ⊆ B of size O( k ), there are at least |V |
neighbors of V in A.
We decompose a tail change Te (U, V ) of edge e = (v, u) with U ⊆ A, V ⊆ B as
follows. We assume V1 = V ∩ B11 is not empty. Let U1 be the neighbors of V1 . In
general, let Vj be the set of vertices in V with degree 1 to A \ ∪j−1
l=1 Ul , and let Uj
be the neighbors of Vj excluding those in ∪j−1
l=1 Ul . We call a tail change a special
tail change if it has the following properties based on the above decomposition.
(1) V1 6= ∅. (2) Every vertex in Uj has a neighbor in Vj+1 . (3) There exists
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some i ≤ 2 + logck 1 , such that the decomposition ends at Vi , and Vi contains
only one vertex vi which is the unique neighbor of u in V . (4) V = ∪il=1 Vl ,
U = ∪il=1 Ul . We denote a special tail change by Te∗ (U, V, i). For example in
Figure 2, let U = {u1,1 , u2,1 , u2,2 , u3,1 , u3,2 , u3,3 }, V = {v1,1 , v2,1 , v2,2 , v3,1 , v3,2 , v3,3 },
Te∗ (U, V, 3) is a special tail change for edge e = (u1,1 , v).
We estimate the size of a special tail change Te∗ (U, V, i). First, we have |Uj | ≤
|Vj | for j ≥ 1 by definition. Since every node has at most k neighbors, there are at
P
i −1
most ij=1 (k − 1)j−1 = (k−1)
vertices in V . Let i = 2 + logck 1 where ck = k − 1.
k−2
Then the size of this tail change is at most

2(k−1)
.


Notice that indeed we have

|Vj | = |Uj | for 1 ≤ j ≤ i. Otherwise there exists a O( k )-improvement. Hence in
G(A, B), there is no vertex v ∈ B1j which does not have a neighbor in Aj1 .
We are ready to prove the performance guarantee of Algorithm LI30 . The
notations follow from Section 2.2.2. Given the bipartite conflict graph G(A, B),
we make every vertex a in A full degree k by adding null edges which are self-loops
of a. We define a surplus edge which is either a null edge, or an edge incident to
some vertex in B which is of degree at least 3. We first show that there exists
a one-to-one matching from almost every vertex in B11 to a surplus edge with
the condition that after excluding the matched surplus edges of a vertex in B, the
degree of this vertex remains at least 2. We define such a matching in the following
matching process.
The matching process. Pick an arbitrary order of vertices in B11 . Mark
all edges and vertices as unmatched. Try to match every vertex with a surplus
edge in this order one by one. For any vertex v1 ∈ B11 , starting from v1 , go to
its neighbor u1 ∈ A11 . If u1 has an unmatched null edge, match v1 to it, mark
this null edge as matched and stop. Otherwise, if u1 has a neighbor v in B such
that v is unmatched and the degree of v is at least 3, match v1 to the unmatched
edge (u1 , v) of v, and mark this edge as matched. If the degree of v drops to 2 by
excluding all matched edges, mark v as matched. If u1 does not have a neighbor
satisfying the requirement, try every neighbor v2 (except v1 ) of u1 and continue
the process from v2 . In general, suppose we are at vertex vj ∈ B1j and it has a
neighbor uj ∈ Aj1 . We try to match v1 with a null edge of uj , or a surplus edge of
an unmatched neighbor of uj . If no matching edge is found, continue by starting
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Figure 2.3. An example of the matching process for the 3-Set Packing problem. The
self-loop in dotted line represents a null edge. Vertices and edges in the same color are
matched.

with every neighbor of uj in B1j1 , j1 > j until v1 is matched, or j > 2 + logck 1 . In
the latter case, we stop the matching process for v1 and mark v1 as unmatched.
We include an example of the matching process in Figure 2.3. We try to match
v1 , v2 , v3 ∈ B11 . v1 (red) has neighbor u1 ∈ A11 with a null edge. We match v1 to this
null edge (dotted red line). v2 (green) has neighbor u2 ∈ A11 , u2 has a neighbor v6
with a surplus edge (green). We match v2 to edge (v6 , u2 ). In this way, the degree
of v6 drops to 2, and v6 is marked as matched. v6 is also a neighbor of u3 ∈ A11
which is adjacent to v3 . However since it is matched, we go on to u5 , then v8 , u7 .
u7 has a neighbor v10 with a surplus edge (blue). We match v3 to edge (u7 , v10 ).
Lemma 4. Given any  > 0, let b be the size of B. There exists a set of surplus
edges E1 , such that except for at most b vertices, every vertex in B11 can be matched
to E1 one-to-one. Moreover, every endpoint of E1 in B has degree at least 2 after
excluding E1 .
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that at most b vertices in B11 are marked as unmatched. Let v be an unmatched vertex in B11 . The neighbor of v in A, u has
no null edges and thus has degree k, and none of the neighbors of u have an un1

(k−1)i −(k−1)
k−2

matched surplus edge. The matching process runs in exactly i − 1 = 1 + logck
iterations for v and has tried k − 1 + (k − 1)2 + · · · + (k − 1)i−1 =

vertices in B1≤i . Notice that for two different vertices v, v 0 ∈ B11 which are marked
unmatched, the set of vertices the matching process tries in B1≤i must be disjoint.
Otherwise, we can either find a matching for one of them by the definition of
the matching process, or there exists a local improvement of size O( k ). Suppose
there are num unmatched vertices in B11 . Recall that |B1≤i | ≤ ci−1
k b. Therefore,
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˙ +
num (1

(k−1)i −(k−1)
)
k−2

≤ |B1≤i | ≤ cki−1 b. We have num ≤ b as ck = k − 1.

If we view the matching process reversely, we can formalize Lemma 4 from the
perspective of tail changes. Consider a vertex v1 ∈ B11 which is matched to a surplus
edge e = (u, v) after trying the set of vertices V 0 ⊆ B. Let U1 be the neighbors
of V 0 in A1 and V1 be the neighbors of U1 in B11 . We have a special tail change
Te∗ (U, V, j) associated with e, where V = V 0 ∪V1 , U is the set of neighbors of V , and
j ≤ 2 + logck 1 . For example in Figure 3, U = (u7 , u5 , u2 , u3 ), V = (v8 , v6 , v2 , v3 ) is
a tail change associated with the surplus edge (u7 , v10 ) which is matched to v3 .
Consider the collection of special tail changes TS associated with the surplus
edges which are not null edges. Assume those tail changes together replace a set
U ⊆ A with V ⊆ B. Let BL be the subset of B11 which is contained in V . Let BN
be the subset of B11 which are matched to null edges. By Lemma 4, we know that
|B11 \ (BL ∪ BN )| ≤ |B|. Moreover, we show that,
Corollary 1. There exists a subcollection Tc of consistent tail changes from TS ,
which together replace a set Uc ⊆ A with Vc ⊆ B, such that Vc ∩ B11 = BL .
Proof. We construct Tc following the matching process. Let w1 ∈ B11 be the first
vertex matching to a surplus edge e1 . We add the special tail change Te∗1 (U1 , V1 , j1 )
to Tc . Here contrary to the matching process, we do not need to consider tail
changes of a surplus edge associated with any other vertex belong to V1 ∩ B11 . By
induction, suppose we have a consistent collection of tail changes Tc and for the
i-th vertex wi ∈ B11 , assume the matching process matches wi to ei . If Te∗i (Ui , Vi , ji )
is consistent with every tail change in Tc , we include Te∗i (Ui , Vi , ji ) in Tc . Otherwise,
there exists Te∗l (Ul , Vl , jl ) ∈ Tc with el = (ul , vl ) such that at the time the matching
for wi has tried vl , vl has been marked as matched. Hence, Vl ⊆ Vi . We replace
Te∗l (Ul , Vl , jl ) with Te∗i (Ui , Vi , ji ). For any other Te∗m (Um , Vm , jm ) ∈ Tc such that
Vm ∩ Vi 6= ∅, we have Vm ⊆ Vi by the definition of the matching process. We
discard Te∗m (Um , Vm , jm ) from Tc .
Theorem 5. For any  > 0, Algorithm LI30 has an approximation ratio

3
k+1

− .

Before proving the theorem, we state the following result from [1] which is
implied by a lemma from [26]. The lemma in [26] states that when the density
of a graph is strictly greater than 1, there exists a subgraph of size O(log n) with
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more edges than vertices. If the underlying graph is the auxiliary multi-graph GA
defined in Section 2.2.1 and this condition holds, we know from [1] that there exists
a canonical improvement of size O(log n).
Lemma 6 ([1]). For any integer s ≥ 1 and any undirected multigraph G = (V, E)
with |E| ≥

s+1
|V
s

|, there exists a binocular of size at most 4s log n − 1.

Proof of Theorem 5. For a given , let 0 =

2k+5

3

> 3. We run Algorithm LI30

which looks for canonical improvements of size at most

4


log n. Let A be the

0

packing returned by Algorithm LI3 and for any other packing B, we show that
( k+1
+ )|A| ≥ |B|.
3
In the following, we use the corresponding small letter of a capital letter (which
represents a set) to represent the size of the set.
By Corollary 1, assume the collection of consistent tail changes Tc together
replaces at vertices At in A with bt = at vertices Bt in B. We exclude theses
vertices from the original bipartite conflict graph G(A, B). Denote the remaining
graph by G(A0 , B 0 ). We add null edges to vertices in A0 such that every vertex has
degree k. There are at most ka0 edges from A0 .
0
= BN ∩ B 0 which are matched to null
Let b1n be the number of vertices in BN
0
when we
edges. We can also think of that there is a null edge at each vertex in BN

count the number of edges from B 0 . By Lemma 4, there are at most 0 b unmatched
0

vertices in B11 . We further partition the vertices in B 0 as follows. Let B32 (B32 ) be
the set of vertices in B 0 whose degree drops to 2 after performing the tail changes
0

in Tc , and for any vertex v ∈ B32 (v 0 ∈ B32 ), there is at least (no) a tail change in
Tc associated with v (v 0 ). By the construction of Tc , there is no vertex of degree at
least 3 in G(A, B) but degree 1 in G(A0 , B 0 ). Let B22 be the set of vertices in B 0 with
degree 2 in G(A0 , B 0 ) and no neighbors in At . Let B21 (B31 ) be the set of vertices
in B 0 whose degree drops from 2 (at least 3) in G(A, B) to 1 in G(A0 , B 0 ). Let B33
be the set of vertices in B 0 with degree at least 3 in G(A0 , B 0 ). Moreover, there is
no vertex in G(A0 , B 0 ) of degree 0, otherwise, there exists a local improvement.
By Corollary 1, the number of edges in G(A0 , B 0 ) is at least 2b1n + 0 b + b12 +
0

2b22 + 2b23 + 3b33 + 2b23 + b13 . Therefore,
0

k(a − at ) ≥ 2b1n + 0 b + b12 + 2b22 + 2b23 + 3b33 + 2b23 + b13 .

(2.1)
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Next, we show that b1n + b12 + b22 + b23 ≤ (1 + 0 )(a − at ). Suppose the set of
0
neighbors of BN
, B22 , B21 , B32 in A0 is A2 . Construct a auxiliary multi-graph GA2 as
0
in Section 2.1, where the vertices are A2 , every vertex in BN
, B21 creates a self-loop,

and every vertex in B22 , B32 creates an edge. Assume GA2 has at least (1 + 0 )|A2 |
edges, implied by Lemma 6, there exists a binocular of size at most

4
0

log |A2 | − 1

in GA2 .
Let GA be the auxiliary multi-graph with vertices being A, every degree-1
vertex in B creates a self-loop, every degree-2 vertex in B creates an edge, and
every vertex with degree dropping to 2 by performing some consistent tail changes
in TS creates an edge between the two neighbors of v which are not associated with
any tail change. (Notice that contrary to the auxiliary multi-graph considered in
[1], here some vertices in B might simultaneously create an edge in GA and involve
in tail changes.) We have the following claim for sufficiently large n (n > ( k )O() ).
Claim 1. If there is a binocular of size p ≤

4
0

log |A2 | − 1 in GA2 , there exists a

canonical improvement with tail changes in GA of size at most

12
0

log n.

Implied by the claim, we know that there exists a canonical improvement with
tail changes in GA of size

12
0

log n < 4 log n, which can be found by Algorithm LI30 .

Therefore
(1 + 0 )(a − at ) ≥ (1 + 0 )|A2 | ≥ b1n + b12 + b22 + b23 .

(2.2)

Combining (2.1) and (2.2), we have
0

(k + 1 + 0 )(a − at ) ≥ 3b1n + 0 b + 2b12 + 3b22 + 3b23 + 3b33 + 2b23 + b13
0

= 3(b − bt − 0 b) − b12 − b23 − 2b13 + 0 b.

(2.3)

0

Hence, (3 − 20 )b ≤ (k + 1 + 0 )a − (k − 2 + 0 )at + b12 + b23 + 2b13 .
0

Since every vertex in At can have at most k − 2 edges to B 0 , we have b12 + b23 +
2b13 ≤ (k − 2)at . Therefore, (3 − 20 )b ≤ (k + 1 + 0 )a. As 0 =

2k+5
,
3

we have

b ≤ ( k+1
+ )a.
3

Proof of Claim 1. There are two differences between GA2 and GA . First, there
is no tail changes involved in any improvement from GA2 . While in GA , if we
want to include edges which come from vertices of degree at least 3 in B into an
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improvement, we also need to perform tail changes. Second, any vertex in B21
creates a self-loop in GA2 , while in GA it creates an edge.
Consider any binocular I in GA2 which forms a pattern in the first row of Figure
1. If there is no edge in I which is from B21 , we have a corresponding improvement
I 0 in GA by performing tail changes for any edge from B32 in I. As we select a
consistent collection of tail changes Tc , I 0 is a valid improvement.
Otherwise, we first assume that there is one self-loop in I from v ∈ B21 . By
definition, one neighbor u1 of v lies in At and the other u2 in A0 . Suppose u1
belongs to a tail change in Tc which is associated with w ∈ B32 . By the matching
process and Corollary 1, there exists a path from u1 to a vertex b1 ∈ BL1 , where
the edges in this path might come from degree-2 vertices, or from higher degree
vertices with consistent tail changes. Let a1 be the neighbor of b1 .
If w ∈
/ I, we have a canonical improvement in GA by replacing the self-loop
from v by the path from u2 , u1 to a1 and a self-loop on a1 from b1 . The size of the
improvement increases by at most 1 + logk−1 1 . If w ∈ I, we associate w with tail
changes in GA . We replace the self-loop on u2 from v to the edge (u1 , u2 ). In this
way, we have a path together with the other cycle in I which form an improvement
in GA , assuming the other cycle in I is not a self-loop from B21 .
Finally, if the other cycle in I is also a self-loop from v 0 ∈ B21 , let u01 be a
neighbor of v 0 in At and u02 be another neighbor of v 0 in A0 . If u01 belongs to the tail
change associated with w0 ∈ B32 and w0 ∈ I, the path between the two self-loops
in I together with the edges (u1 , u2 ), (u01 , u02 ) form an improvement (as there are
tail changes involved). Here w0 and w could be the same vertex. Otherwise, we
can also replace the self-loop of v 0 by a path with one endpoint attaching a new
self-loop. In this way, there is an improvement in GA with size increasing by at
most 2(1 + logk−1 1 ). Notice that if the two new self-loops are the same, two new
paths and the original path between v, v 0 form a cycle.
Notice that 1 + logk−1
of size p ≤

4
0

1


<

4
0

log n for n > ( k )O() . Therefore, for any binocular

log |A2 |−1 in GA2 , there exists a corresponding canonical improvement

in GA of size at most

12
0

log n.
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2.4

The Algorithm

In this section, we give an efficient implementation of Algorithm LI30 using the color
coding technique [18] and dynamic programming. Let U be the universe of elements
2

and K be a collection of kt colors, where t = 4 log n · 2(k−1)
· (k − 2) ≤ 4 log n · 2k .

We assign every element in U one color from K uniformly at random. If two k-sets
contain 2k distinct colors, they are recognized as disjoint. Applying color coding is
crucial to obtain a polynomial-time algorithm for finding a logarithmic-sized local
improvement.

2.4.1

Efficiently finding canonical improvements with tail
changes

In this section, we show how to efficiently find canonical improvements with tail
changes using the color coding technique. The details of running time calculations
are presented at the end of this chapter. Let C(S) be the set of distinct colors
contained in sets in S. We say a collection of sets is colorful if every set contains
k distinct colors and every two sets contain different colors.
Tail change. We say a tail change Te (U, V ) of a vertex v is colorful if V is
colorful, and the colors in C(V ) are distinct from C(v). Typically, a surplus edge
can be associated with many tail changes. Let Tv (e) be all colorful tail changes
of size at most

2(k−1)


which are associated with an edge e of v. We enumerate all

subsets of S \ A of size at most

2(k−1)


and check if they are colorful, and if they

are tail changes associated with e. The time to complete the search for all edges
is at most nO(k/) .
The next step is to find all colorful groups of tail changes associated with v
such that after performing one group of tail changes, the degree of v drops to 2.
Notice that the tail changes in a colorful group are consistent. Let the degree
of v be dv . Let Tv (ei , ej ) be a collection of colorful groups of tail changes which
associate with all edges of v except ei , ej . We can compute Tv (ei , ej ) by comparing
all possible combinations of tail changes from E(v) \ {ei , ej }. There are at most
3

(nO(k/) )k−2 combinations. For each combination, it takes at most O( k ) time to
check if all vertices to be included in the packing by the tail change have distinct
colors. Hence, the time of finding all consistent tail changes for vertices of degree
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at least 3 is in the order of nO(k

3 /)

. For every group of colorful tail changes which

together replace V with U , we explicitly keep the information of which vertices are
in U, V and the colors of V . It takes at most nO(k

3 /)

space.

To summarize, the time of finding colorful groups of tail changes for every vertex of degree at least 3 is nO(k

3 /)

.

Canonical improvements with tail changes. After finding all colorful tail
changes for every vertex of degree at least 3, we construct the auxiliary multi-graph
GA . For vertices a1 , a2 in GA , we put an edge e(a1 , a2 ) between a1 and a2 if first,
there is a set b ∈ C = S \ A intersecting with only a1 , a2 . Or secondly, there is a
set b ∈ C of degree db ≥ 3 intersecting with a1 , a2 , and for other edges of b, there
exists at least one group of db − 2 colorful tail changes. In the first case, we assign
the colors of e(a1 , a2 ) by the colors of b. In the second case, we add as many as
|Tb ((b, a1 ), (b, a2 ))| edges between a1 and a2 , and assign for each edge the colors of
b together with the colors of the corresponding group of db − 2 tail changes. The
number of edges between two vertices in GA is at most n · n
colors assigned on each edge is at most
an edge is at most k(1 +

2k3


(k−1)2 /−1
)(k − 2).
k−2

2(k−1)


. The number of

(Notice that the number of colors on

This is at most

2k3


for  < k + 5, which

is usually the case). Moreover, we add a self-loop for a vertex in GA if there exists
a set b ∈ C such that b intersects with only set a and assign the colors of b to this
self-loop.
We use the dynamic programming algorithm to find all colorful paths and
cycles of length p = 4 log n in GA . A path/cycle is colorful if all the edges contain
different colors. If we did not consider improvements containing at most one cycle,
we could use a similar algorithm as in [1]. In our case, when extending a path
by an edge e by dynamic programming, we would like to keep the information of
the vertices replaced by the tail changes associated with e, and the new vertex
included in this path. This would take quasi-polynomial time when backtracking
the computation table. By Claim 1, it is sufficient to check for every path with
endpoints u, v, if there is an edge of this path containing a tail change Te (U, V ),
such that u ∈ U (v ∈ U ). We sketch the algorithm as follows. For a given set of
colors C, let P(u, v, j, C, qu , qv ) be an indicator function of whether there exists a
path of length j from vertex u to v with colors of the edges exactly in C. qu (qv ) are
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indicator variables of whether there is a tail change Te (U, V ) associated with some
edge in the path such that u ∈ U (v ∈ U ). The computation table can be initialized
as P(u, u, 0, ∅, 0, 0) = 1 and P(u, v, 0, C, 0, 0) = 0, for every u, v ∈ A, |C| > 0. In
general, for a fixed set of colors C and integer j ≥ 1, P(u, v, j, C, qu , qv ) = 1 if there
exists a neighbor w of v, such that P(u, w, j − 1, C 0 , qu , qw ) = 1, C 0 ∪ C((w, v)) = C
and C 0 ∩C((w, v)) = ∅. If C((w, v)) > k (i.e. there are tail changes), we check every
edge between w and v which satisfies the previous conditions. If there exists an edge
associated with a tail change Te (U, V ) such that u, v ∈ U , we mark qu = 1, qv = 1.
Otherwise, if there exists an edge associated with a tail change Te (U, V ) such
that u ∈ U , we mark qu = 1. To find colorful cycles, we query the result of
P(u, u, j, C, qu , qu ) for j ≥ 1. Recall that we use kt many colors, where t ≤ p ·

2k2
.


The running time of finding all colorful paths and cycles is O(n3 kp2kt ), which is
nO(k

3 /2 )

.

The final step is to find canonical improvements by combining colorful paths
/cycles. We refer to Figure 2.1. For the first type of canonical improvement, we
check for every set S if there exist two cycles at S with disjoint colors. It takes
time O(np2 t3 k2kt ). For the second type, we check for every pair of sets S and T
if there exist two cycles containing S and T respectively, and one path connecting
the two sets, such that they are of distinct colors. It takes time O(n2 p3 t4 k2kt ).
For the third type, we check for every pair of sets S and T if there exist three
paths connecting them with disjoint colors. It takes time O(n2 p3 t4 k2kt ). With tail
changes involved, one path, one cycle or one path with one cycle might also form an
improvement (the fourth to sixth type of canonical improvements). For the fourth
type, for every pair of sets S, T , we check if there exists a path between them such
that qS = 1, qT = 1. It takes time O(npt2 k2kt ). For the fifth type, for every pair
of sets S, T , we check if there exists a path between them with qS = 1 and a cycle
of different colors from the path at T . It takes time O(n2 p2 t3 k2kt ). For the sixth
type, we check for every set S if there exists a cycle at S with qS = 1. It takes
time O(npt2 k2kt ). We can find explicitly the sets involved in an improvement by
backtracking the computation table. Hence, the total running time for searching
a canonical improvement is O(n2 p3 t4 k2kt ), which is nO(k

3 /2 )

.

Therefore, the total running time of finding colorful tail changes, colorful
paths/cycles and canonical improvements is nO(k

3 /)

+ nO(k

3 /2 )

, which is nO(k

3 /2 )

.
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We call this color coding based algorithm Algorithm CITC (canonical improvement with tail changes). We analyze the probability that Algorithm CITC
succeeds in finding a canonical improvement with tail changes if one exists. We
observe that a colorful canonical improvement is a real canonical improvement
with possibly tail changes, the converse might not be true. On the other hand, we
can show that the probability a random coloring makes a canonical improvement
with tail changes colorful is polynomially small. The number of sets involved in
a canonical improvement with tail changes is at most

2k2


·

4 log n
.


The probability

that an improvement with i sets having all ki elements of distinct color is
kt
ki



(ki)!
(kt)!
(kt)!
3 2
=
≥
> e−kt ≥ n−8k / .
ki
ki
kt
(kt)
(kt − ki)!(kt)
(kt)

2.4.2

(2.4)

The complete algorithm

In this section, we first present a randomized local improvement algorithm for
the k-Set Packing problem and then give a deterministic implementation. Let
N = n8k

3 /2

ln n. We run Algorithm CITC 2N times and each time with a fresh

random coloring. From (2.4), we know that the probability that at least one call
of CITC succeeds in finding an improvement is at least
1 − (1 − n−8k

3 /2

)2N ≥ 1 − exp(n−8k

3 /2

· 2n−8k

3 /2

ln n) = 1 − n−2 .

(2.5)

Since there are at most n local improvements for the problem, the probability
that all attempts succeed is at least (1 − n−2 )n ≥ 1 − n−1 −→ 1 as n −→ ∞.
Hence this randomized algorithm has an approximation ratio

3
k+1

−  with high

probability. We call this algorithm Algorithm RLI3 (R stands for randomized).
The running time of the algorithm is 2N ·nO(k

3 /2 )

, which is nO(k

3 /2 )

. We summarize

the algorithm in Algorithm RLI3.
A deterministic implementation. We now explain how to obtain a deterministic implementation of Algorithm RLI3, which always succeeds in finding a
canonical improvement with tail changes if one exists. We call this deterministic
algorithm Algorithm LI3. The general approach is given by Alon et al. [25].
The idea is to find a collection of colorings K, such that for every improvement
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Algorithm RLI3 Randomized implementation of canonical improvements with
tail changes for the k-Set Packing problem
1: Input: a collection of k-sets S on universe U , parameter  > 0.
2: Pick a packing A greedily.
3: repeat
4:
Perform all local improvements of size O( k ).
3 2
5:
Loop 2n8k / ln n times:
n
6:
- Assign kt colors to U uniformly at random, t = 2(k−1)(k−2)
· 4 log
.


7:
- Find all colorful groups of tail changes for sets in S \A of degree at least 3.
8:
- Construct the auxiliary multi-graph and find canonical improvements by
dynamic programming.
9:
- Update A if an improvement is found.
10: until there is no local improvement.
11: Return A.
there exists a coloring K ∈ K that assigns distinct colors to the sets involved in
this coloring. Then Algorithm CITC can be implemented on every coloring until
an improvement is found.
The collection of colorings satisfying the requirement can be constructed using
perfect hash functions from U → K. A perfect function for a set S ⊆ U is a
mapping which is one-to-one on S. A p-perfect family of hash functions contains
one perfect hash function for each set S ⊆ U of size at most p. Alon and Naor [25]
show how to construct a perfect hash function from [m] to [p] in time O(p log m)
explicitly. This function can be described in O(p + log p log log m) bits and can be
evaluated in O(log m/ log p) time.
We use a kt-perfect family of perfect hash functions from U to every K ∈ K.
S covers at most nk elements. The number of the perfect hash functions in this
family is at most 2kt+log kt log log nk , which is nO(k

3 /2 )

. Hence, we need nO(k

3 /2 )

runs

of dynamic programming to find an improvement.
Theorem 7. For any  > 0, Algorithm LI3 achieves an approximation ratio
of the k-Set Packing problem in time nO(k

3 /2 )

.

3
−
k+1
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2.5

Lower Bound

In this section, we construct an instance with locality gap
no local improvement of size up to O(n

1/5

3
k+1

such that there is

). Our construction is randomized and

extends from the lower bound construction in [1]. This lower bound matches the
performance guarantee of Algorithm LI3.
 3 1/5
Theorem 8. For any t ≤ 3ek n
, there exist two disjoint collections of k-sets
A and B with |A| = 3n and |B| = (k + 1)n, such that any collection of t sets in B
intersect with at least t sets in A.
Proof of Theorem 8. Consider a universe UA of 3kn elements. Let A be a collection
of a = 3n disjoint k-sets on UA . We index the sets in A by 1 to 3n. Let B be a
collection of (k + 1)n disjoint k-sets, such that every set induced on UA is a 2-set
or a 3-set. There are b2 = 3n 2-sets covering m2 = 6n elements and b3 = (k − 2)n
3-sets covering m3 = 3kn − 6n elements in B. We index the 2-sets in B by 1 to
3n. The i-th 2-set intersects with the (i − 1)-th and the i-th set in A (the 0-th set
is the n-th set in A). The 3-sets are constructed by partitioning the elements not
covered by 2-sets in U into groups of three uniformly at random.
Consider an arbitrary collection At of t sets in A. We compute the probability
that there are t sets Bt in B which are contained entirely in At . We call such an
event unstable. Assume there are t2 2-sets Bt2 and t3 3-sets Bt3 in Bt . Suppose the
sets in At belong to r disjoint index intervals, i1 , ...., ir ≥ 1 for 1 ≤ r ≤ t. Here we
use modular 3n to compute the connectivity. Then t2 = i1 −1+i2 −1+· · ·+ir −1 =
i1 + · · · + ir − r = t − r and Bt2 cover 2(t − r) elements. t3 = r and Bt3 cover 3r
elements from a set of mt = kt − 2(t − r) = (k − 2)t + 2r elements.
Let τ (m) be the number of ways to partition m elements into m/3 disjoint sets.
We have
τ (m) =

m!
.
(3!)m/3 (m/3)!

(2.6)

Let Pr(t, r) be the probability that all t3 3-sets are contained in At . We have
 
mt
τ (3r)τ (m3 − 3r)
Pr(t, r) =
·
=
3r
τ (m3 )

mt
3r



·

m3 /3
r

m3
3r


.

(2.7)

Let Ut,r be the number of all unstable events summing over the distribution of
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t−1
positive integer solutions
r−1

a−t
intervals of length i1 , ..., ir
r



B. There are
There are

of the function t = i1 + i2 + · · · + ir .
in index range 1 to a. Hence, the

expected number of unstable events can be estimated as follows,

 

  
 (k−2)t+2r (k−2)a/3
·
t−1
a−t
t
a−t
3r
·
· Pr(t, r) ≈
·
·
 r
(k−2)a
r−1
r
r
r
3r
!
r

(k−2)t+2r 3 (k−2)a r
t a−t
· r · ( 3r ) · 3r
t(a − t)((k − 2)t + 2r)3
r
(2.8)
=
3e3 r3 (k − 2)2 a2
( e(k−2)a )3


E[Ut,r ] =
≤

3r

The inequality in (2.8) follows from an upper and lower bounds of the combinatorial number as
 n k
k

   
n
en k
≤
≤
.
k
k

(2.9)

E[Ut,r ] can be further bounded from (2.8) as,
3 !r
(k − 2)t
+2
E[Ut,r ] =
r

r 
r
kt4
t
k 3 t3
·
≤
.
≤
3e3 (k − 22 a2 ) r3
3e3 ar3
t(a − t)
·
3e3 (k − 2)2 a2

Since t ≤
1 k 1/5
( )
3 e3 a

t0 =



e3 a
k

< 1
1/52



3e3 n
k

1/5

=



e3 a
k

1/5

= t0 by assumption, we have

kt4
3e3 ar3

(2.10)

≤

kt4
3e3 a

≤

as a  1. Hence by summing up r from 1 to t and t from 1 to
in (2.10), we have,

t0 X
t
X
t=1



r X
t0 X
t0
t 
X
kt4
2kt4
2k
E[Ut,r ] <
<
< 3 · t50 < 1.
3
3
3e a
3e a
3e a
r=1
t=1 r=1
t=1

(2.11)

Therefore, there exists some collection B given A which does not contain any
unstable collection of size at most t.
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2.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose a new polynomial-time local search algorithm for the
k-Set Packing problem and show that the performance ratio is

3
−
k+1

for any  > 0.

While the approximation guarantee is the same as for Cygan’s algorithm [7], our
algorithm has a better running time, which is singly exponential to

1
.
2

We also give

a matching lower bound, which shows that any algorithm using local improvements
of size at most O(n1/5 ) cannot have a better performance guarantee. This indicates
that this is possibly the best result that can be achieved by a local improvement
algorithm for the k-Set Packing problem. On the other hand, algorithms based
on LP/SDP for the k-Set Packing problem are far from being well understood. It
is interesting to explore possibilities using that approach. A more general open
question is to further close the gap between the upper bound
bound

Ω( logk k )

2.7

3
k+1

−  and the lower

of the k-Set Packing problem [22].

The running time of Algorithm CITC

We give detailed running time analysis of Algorithm CITC in this section.
Running time of finding colorful tail changes. The time to complete the
search of all tail changes for every edges by enumerating subsets in S \ A of size
at most

2(k−1)


is at most

2

n ·

2(k−1)/ 

X
i=1


k
n
2k 2 2(k−1) +2
· (i + 1)k ≤
n 
= nO(  ) .
i


(2.12)

The time to find all consistent tail changes for every vertex of degree at least 3
is in the order of

 
k
k2
k
k2
n
· (nO(  ) )k−2 · O( ) = nO(  ) .
2


(2.13)

Combining (2.12) and (2.13), the time of finding colorful groups of tail changes
for every vertex of degree at least 3 is nO(

k2
)


.

In the following, the length of a path/cycle is at most p = 4 log n. The number
of colors is at most kt, where t = p ·

2(k−1)(k−2)
.


This part is similar as [1].
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Running time of finding colorful paths. There are at most 2kt sets of
colors. For every path of length j, there are at most n2 2kt entries in P(u, v, j, C).
It takes time O(nk) to check if C 0 ∪ C((w, v)) = C and C 0 ∩ C((w, v)) = ∅. Hence,
the total time to fill in the computation table is in the order of
p
X

n2 2kt · nk = n3 kp2kt .

(2.14)

j=1

Running time of finding canonical improvements.
1. The first type of canonical improvement. For every vertex s ∈ A, and for all
disjoint collections C1 , C2 of kc1 , kc2 colors respectively, such that c1 + c2 ≤ t,
check if there exists integers l1 , l2 with l1 +l2 ≤ p, such that P(s, s, l1 , C1 ) = 1
and P(s, s, l2 , C2 ) = 1. This takes time in the order of
n

t t−c
X
X2

2kc1 2kc2 p2 · tk ≤ np2 t3 k2kt .

(2.15)

c2 =1 c1 =1

2. The second type of canonical improvement. For all pairs of vertices s, t ∈ A,
and for all disjoint collections C1 , C2 , C3 of kc1 , kc2 , kc3 colors respectively,
such that c1 +c2 +c3 ≤ t, check if there exists integers l1 , l2 , l3 with l1 +l2 +l3 ≤
p, such that P(s, s, l1 , C1 ) = 1, P(t, t, l2 , C2 ) = 1 and P(s, t, l3 , C3 ) = 1. This
takes time in the order of
n2

t t−c
2 −c3
X
X3 t−c
X
c3 =1 c2 =1

2kc1 2kc2 2kc3 p3 · tk ≤ n2 p3 t4 k2kt .

(2.16)

c1 =1

3. The third type of canonical improvement. For all pairs of vertices s, t ∈ A,
and for all disjoint collections C1 , C2 , C3 of kc1 , kc2 , kc3 colors respectively,
such that c1 +c2 +c3 ≤ t, check if there exists integers l1 , l2 , l3 with l1 +l2 +l3 ≤
p, such that P(s, t, l1 , C1 ) = 1, P(s, t, l2 , C2 ) = 1 and P(s, t, l3 , C3 ) = 1. This
takes time in the order of
n2

t t−c
2 −c3
X
X3 t−c
X
c3 =1 c2 =1

c1 =1

2kc1 2kc2 2kc3 p3 · tk ≤ n2 p3 t4 k2kt .

(2.17)
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4. The fourth to sixth type of canonical improvement. The running time is
dominated by the fifth type, namely when a path from S to T and a cycle
of S form an improvement. For every vertex s, t ∈ A, and for all disjoint
collections C1 , C2 of kc1 , kc2 colors respectively, such that c1 + c2 ≤ t, check
if there exists integers l1 , l2 with l1 + l2 ≤ p, such that P(s, s, l1 , C1 ) = 1 and
P(s, t, l2 , C2 ) = 1. Moreover, backtrack in the computation table, check if
the sets indeed form an improvement. This takes time in the order of
n

2

t t−c
X
X2
c2 =1 c1 =1

2kc1 2kc2 p2 · tk ≤ n2 p2 t3 k2kt .

(2.18)

CHAPTER

THREE

THE K-SET COVER PROBLEM
In this chapter, we present a packing-based approximation algorithm for the kSet Cover problem. The key component is a k-set packing heuristic which we
call a restricted k-Set Packing algorithm. We show that our algorithm obtains an
approximation ratio Hk − 0.6690 +  + O( k1 ). For small k, our results are 1.8583
for k = 6, 1.7143 for k = 5 and 1.5 for k = 4. This chapter is based on the paper
“Packing-Based Approximation Algorithm for the k-Set Cover Problem” [27].

3.1

Introduction

Given a set U and a collection of subsets S of U with each subset of S having size at
most k and the union of S being U , the k-Set Cover problem is to find a minimum
number of sets from S whose union remains U . Without loss of generality, we
assume that S is closed under subsets. Then the objective of the k-Set Cover
problem can be viewed as finding a disjoint union of sets from S which covers U .
The k-Set Cover problem is NP-hard for any k ≥ 3. For k = 2, the 2-Set
Cover problem is polynomial-time solvable by a maximum matching algorithm.
The greedy approach for approximating the k-Set Cover problem chooses a maximal collection of i-sets (sets with size i) for each phase i from k down to 1. It
achieves a tight approximation ratio Hk (the k-th harmonic number) [28]. The
hardness result by Feige [29] shows that for n = |U |, the Set Cover problem is not
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approximable within (1 − ) ln n for any  > 0 unless NP⊆DTIME(nlog log n ). For
the k-Set Cover problem, Trevisan [30] shows that no polynomial-time algorithm
has an approximation ratio better than ln k −Ω(ln ln k) unless subexponential-time
deterministic algorithms for NP-hard problems exist. Therefore, a tremendous improvement of the approximation ratio is not possible.
There is no evidence that the ln k − Ω(ln ln k) lower bound can be achieved.
Research on approximating the k-Set Cover problem has been focused on improving the positive constant c in the approximation ratio written as Hk − c. Small
improvements on the constant might lead us closer to the optimal ratio. One of
the main ideas to improve the greedy algorithms is to handle small sets differently.
Goldschmidt et al. [31] give a heuristic using a matching algorithm to deal with
sets of size 2 and obtain an Hk − 16 approximation ratio. Halldórsson [32] improves
c to

1
3

via the “t-change” and “augmenting path” techniques. Duh and Fürer [8]

give a semi-local search algorithm and further improve c to 12 .
A different idea is to replace the greedy approach by a set-packing approach.
The k-Set Packing problem asks to pick a maximum number of disjoint sets of
size k from a given collection of k-sets Sk . The most promising way to solve the
k-Set Packing problem is by local search. Hurkens and Schrijver [6] show that an
approximation ratio

2
k

−  can be achieved using local improvements of constant

size. Recently, Sviridenko and Ward [1] improve the result to
gives an algorithm with approximation ratio

3
k+1

3
.
k+2

Cygan [7]

− . Both of the latter two works

consider local improvements of size O(log |Sk |) (Sk is the collection of k-sets) and
use the color coding technique [18] to make the algorithm run in polynomial time.
On the other hand, Hazan et al. [33] show that it is NP-hard to approximate the
k-Set Packing problem within Ω( lnkk ).
For the k-Set Cover problem, Levin [34] uses the set packing heuristic [6] for
packing 4-sets and improves c to 0.5026 for k ≥ 4. Athanassopoulos et al. [35]
substitute the greedy phases for i ≥ 6 with packing phases [6] and achieve an
approximation ratio Hk − 0.5902 for k ≥ 6.
Our goal of this work is to further explore what can be achieved by applying
known packing algorithms to solve the k-Set Cover problem. We present a packingbased approximation algorithm, in short PRPSLI (which represents Packing,
Restricted Packing and Semi-Local Improvement) for the k-Set Cover problem.
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Our key observation is that a direct application of any k-set packing algorithm
[6, 1, 7] for small sets is not sufficient to achieve a good result. We introduce the
“restricted” k-Set Packing algorithm. The intuition is to control the number of
1-sets in the cover when we only have small sets. Namely, we use a set packing
algorithm with the restriction that any local improvement should not increase the
number of 1-sets which are needed to finish the disjoint set cover. Fürer and Yu [27]
apply the packing algorithm by [6] which looks for local improvements of constant
size. In this chapter, we use a better packing heuristic given by Sviridenko and
Ward [1].
We summarize the algorithm P RP SLI as follows. For i ≥ 6, we use the currently best k-set packing algorithm by Cygan [7] (we can also use the algorithm
presented in Chapter 2). For i = 5, 4, we use the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm. We prove that for any k ≥ 4, the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm
achieves the same approximation ratio

3
k+2

for the k-Set Packing problem as the

unrestricted algorithm of [1]. For k = 4, we will show that this result is tight,
namely any restricted packing algorithm using local improvements of size |S|o(1)
does not have a better approximation guarantee. For i = 3, we use the semi-local
optimization technique [8]. We use a factor-revealing linear program to analyze the
performance of our k-Set Cover algorithm. Factor-revealing linear programs are
introduced by Jain et al. [36] for analyzing the facility location problem. [35, 27]
have applied it to the k-Set Cover problem.
We thereby improve the approximation guarantee for the k-Set Cover problem
to Hk − 0.6690 from Hk − 0.6606 for large k. The improvement is more significant
for small k. Comparing to the previous best result [27], the ratio improves from
1.5208 to 1.5 for k = 4, 1.7333 to 1.7143 for k = 5, 1.8667 to 1.8583 for k = 6.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we give the description of
our algorithm and present the main results. In Section 3.3, we prove the approximation ratio of the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm. In Section 3.4, we analyze
the k-Set Cover algorithm P RP SLI via the factor-revealing linear program. We
conclude in Section 3.5.
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3.2

Algorithm Description and the Main Results

In this section, we describe our packing-based k-Set Cover approximation algorithm. We assume that the collection of sets S is closed under subsets. Will this
restriction in place, we will always restrict ourselves to disjoint covers. In Phase i
of the algorithm, we selects sets of size i.
Duh and Fürer [8] introduce the semi-local (s, t)-improvement for the 3-Set
Cover problem. First, it greedily selects a maximal disjoint collection of 3-sets.
Then each local improvement replaces t 3-sets with s 3-sets, if and only if after
computing a maximum matching of the remaining elements, either the total number of sets in the cover decreases, or it remains the same, while the number of
1-sets decreases. They also show that the (2, 1)-improvement algorithm gives the
best performance ratio for the 3-Set Cover problem among all semi-local (s, t)improvement algorithms.
Theorem 9 ([8]). The semi-local (2, 1)-optimization algorithm for the 3-Set Cover
produces a solution with performance ratio 43 . It uses a minimal number of 1-sets.
We use the semi-local (2, 1)-improvement when the size of the sets is at most 3.
In Phases 4 and 5, we follow the intuition of the semi-local improvement and modify
the packing heuristic by Sviridenko and Ward [1], requiring that any improvement
does not increase the number of 1-sets.
For a fixed constant integer s, the packing heuristic [1] starts with an arbitrary
maximal packing A. Let C = S \ A. It constructs an auxiliary multi-graph GA ,
where the vertices represent sets in A, for any set in C which intersect with only 1
set in S ∈ A, add a loop on S in GA ; for any set in C which intersect with exactly
2 sets in S1 , S2 ∈ A, put an edge between S1 , S2 in GA . The algorithm then looks
for binoculars of size p = O(log |S|) in GA (see Figure 3.1). Using the color-coding
[18] technique, this algorithm can be implemented in polynomial-time. We have
included the result of [1] in Theorem 2, Chapter 2.1.1.
We use the semi-local (2,1)-improvement to compute the number of 1-sets required to finish a cover with sets from S of size at most 3. An equal number
of 1-sets is required to finish the same cover with arbitrary sets from S because
every i-set for i ≥ 2 can easily be partitioned into 2-sets and 3-sets. We compute
this number of 1-sets first at the beginning of the restricted phase. Each time we
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S

S

T

T

S

Figure 3.1. The three types of local improvements (binoculars) considered in [1].

attempt to make a replacement via the packing heuristic, we compute the number
of 1-sets needed to finish the cover after making the replacement. If this number
increases, the replacement is prohibited.
In Phase i with i ≥ 6, we apply the set packing algorithm by Cygan [1] as
described in Chapter 2.2.1. The algorithm looks for local improvements of bounded
pathwidth. The algorithm achieves an approximation ratio

3
k+1

−  as presented in

Theorem 3, Chapter 2.2.1.
To summarize, we call our algorithm the Packing-based k-Set Cover algorithm
(P RP SLI) and give the pseudo-code in Algorithm PRPSLI as follows. We remark
that for the 6-Set Cover problem, we also run the restricted 6-Set Packing algorithm
instead of Cygan’s algorithm for Phase 6. For the sake of a clean description, we
do not specify it in Algorithm PRPSLI.
The algorithm clearly runs in polynomial time. The approximation ratio of
PRPSLI is presented in the following main theorem. For completeness, we also
state the approximation ratio for the 3-Set Cover problem, which is obtained by
Duh and Fürer [8] and remains the best result. Let ρk be the approximation ratio
of the k-Set Cover problem.
Theorem 10 (Main). For all  > 0, the Packing-based k-Set Cover algorithm has
an approximation ratio ρk = Hk − 0.669 +  + O( k1 ) for the k-Set Cover problem.
More specifically for small k, ρ6 = 1.8583, ρ5 = 1.7143, ρ4 = 1.5, and ρ3 = 43 .
We prove the main theorem in Section 3.4. Before that, we analyze the approximation ratio of the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm for k ≥ 4, and give a
tight example for the 4-Set Packing problem in Section 3.3. We state the result of
the approximation ratio of the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm as follows.
Theorem 11 (Restricted k-Set Packing). For any k ≥ 4, there is a restricted
k-Set Packing algorithm with an approximation ratio
problem.

3
k+2

for the k-Set Packing
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Algorithm PRPSLI Packing-based k-Set Cover Algorithm
Input: (U, S),  > 0.
. The k-Set Packing Phase
for i from k down to 6 do
repeat
k2
Find local improvements of pathwidth at most 2(k +1)  and size at most
k2

2(k + 1)  log n by Cygan’s algorithm [7]
until there exist no more such improvements.
end for
. The restricted k-Set Packing Phase
Run the semi-local (2, 1)-improvement algorithm on the remaining uncovered
elements to obtain the number of 1-sets.
for i from 5 to 4 do
repeat
Try to replace p = O( i ) i-sets with p + 1 i-sets or find binoculars of size
p = O(log |S|) using the algorithm by [1]. Commit to the replacement only
if the number of 1-sets computed by the semi-local (2, 1)-improvement on the
remaining uncovered elements does not increase.
until there exist no more such improvements.
end for
. The Semi-Local Optimization Phase
Run the semi-local (2, 1)-improvement algorithm on the remaining uncovered
elements.

3.3

The Restricted k-Set Packing Algorithm

In this section, we analyze the approximation ratio of the restricted k-Set Packing
algorithm for the k-Set Packing problem. We fix one optimal solution O of the
k-Set Packing problem. We refer to the sets in O as optimal sets. For fixed s, a
local improvement replaces p ≤ s k-sets with p+1 k-sets. We consider a packing of
k-sets A that cannot be improved by the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm. We
say an optimal set is an i-level set if exactly i of its elements are covered by sets
in A. For the sake of analysis, we call a local improvement an i-j-improvement
if it replaces i sets in A with j sets in O. As a convention in the rest of the
chapter, small letters represent elements, capital letters represent subsets of U ,
and calligraphic letters represent collections of sets. We first introduce the notion
of blocking in Section 3.3.1. We then prove Theorem 11 and give a tight example
of the restricted 4-Set Packing algorithm.
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3.3.1

Blocking

The main difference between unrestricted k-Set Packing algorithms and the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm is that the latter has the restriction on the number of 1-sets which are needed to finish the covering via the semi-local (2,1)improvement. This restriction can prohibit a local improvement. If any i-jimprovement is prohibited because of an increase of 1-sets, we say there exists
a blocking. In Example 1, we construct an instance of the 4-Set Packing problem
to help explain how blocking works.
Example 1 (Blocking). Consider an instance (U, S) of the 4-Set Cover problem.
Suppose there is an optimal solution O of the restricted 4-Set Packing algorithm
which consists of only disjoint 4-sets that cover all elements. Let O = {Oi }16
i=1 ∪
7
{Bi }m
i=1 , m > 12. Let {Ai }i=1 be a part of a collection of 4-sets chosen by the

algorithm. {Oi }16
i=1 is a collection of 1-level or 2-level sets. Denote the j-th element
of Oi by oji , for j = 1, 2, 3, 4. If Ai = (oji11 , oji22 , oji33 , oji44 ), we say that Ai covers the
elements oji11 , oji22 , oji33 and oji44 . Let Γ = {A1 , ..., A7 } ⊆ S be defined as follows.


A1 = (o11 , o15 , o19 , o113 )





A2 = (o12 , o16 , o110 , o114 )




1
1 1 1


 A3 = (o3 , o7 , o11 , o15 )
Γ=
A4 = (o14 , o18 , o112 , o116 )



 A5 = (o21 , o22 , o23 , o24 )





A6 = (o25 , o26 , o27 , o28 )



 A = (o2 , o2 , o2 , o2 )
7

9

10

11

12

We visualize this construction in Figure 3.2. Each rectangle prism represents
a 4-set in {Ai }7i=1 . We place {Oi }16
i=1 vertically within a 4 × 4 × 4 cube (not shown
in the figure), such that each Oi intersects with one or two sets in {Ai }7i=1 . The
sets {Ai }7i=1 are placed horizontally. Notice that O13 , O14 , O15 , O16 which intersects
with A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 respectively are 1-level sets. The other 12 sets in {Oi }16
i=1 are
2-level sets.
Let {Bi }m
i=1 be a collection of 3-level sets. Notice that for our fixed optimal
solution, all elements can be covered by 4-sets, so there is no 1-set needed to finish the cover. For a given S, when we compute an extension of the packing to
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A5

A6

A7
A1

A2

A3

A4

Figure 3.2. Placement of A1 to A7

a full cover via the semi-local (2,1)-improvement, assume the unpacked element
of Bi (1 ≤ i ≤ 12) can only be covered by a 2-set intersecting with both Bi
and Oi , or it introduces a 1-set in the cover. Assume the remaining uncovered
m
elements of {Oi }16
i=1 and {Bi }i=1 can be covered by 2-sets and 3-sets. In unre-

stricted packing, one of the local improvements is replacing A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 with
O1 , O2 , O3 , O4 , O13 , O14 , O15 , O16 . However, using the restricted packing algorithm,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ 12, adding any Oi to the packing would create a 1-set covering the uncovered element of Bi during the semi-local (2,1)-improvement. Hence, this local
improvement is prohibited as a result of restricting on the number of 1-sets.
We now formally define blocking. We are given a fixed optimal k-set packing O
of U and a k-set packing A chosen by the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm. We
consider all possible extensions of A to a disjoint cover of U by 1-sets, 2-sets and
3-sets. We order these extensions lexicographically, first by the number of 1-sets,
second by the total number of 2-sets and 3-sets which are not within a k-set of
O, and third by the number of 3-sets which are not within a k-set of O. We are
interested in the lexicographically first extension. Notice that we pick this specific
extension for analysis only. We cannot obtain this ordering without access to O.
We explain how we order the extensions in Example 2.
Example 2 (Finish the cover by 1-sets, 2-sets and 3-sets). In Figure 3.3, Figure
3.4 and Figure 3.5. Rectangles placed vertically represent optimal sets. Circles
represent 1-sets. Ellipses placed horizontally represent 2-sets or 3-sets, where the
smaller ones stand for 2-sets and the larger ones stand for 3-sets. The cross symbol
represents an element covered by a k-set in A. Let (n1 , n2 , n3 ) be an ordered pair,
such that, n1 is the number of 1-sets, n2 is the total number of 2-sets and 3-sets
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X X
X X X
X X X

=⇒

X X
X X X
X X X

Figure 3.3. (2, 1, 0) ⇒ (2, 0, 0)

=⇒
X X
X X X X

X X
X X X X

Figure 3.4. (0, 7, 2) ⇒ (0, 4, 0)

which are not within one optimal set, and n3 is the number of 3-sets which are
not within one optimal set. These 1-sets, 2-sets and 3-sets are used to finish the
cover. The right picture is always a cover ordered before the cover in the left picture
lexicographically.
Suppose we finish the cover from the packing A with the lexicographically first
extension. Let F be an undirected graph such that each vertex in F represents
an optimal set. Two vertices are adjacent if and only if there is a 2-set in the
extension intersecting with the corresponding optimal sets. Since the number of
2-sets and 3-sets not within an optimal set is minimized, there are no multiple
edges in the graph. For brevity, when we talk about a node V in F, we also use
V to denote the corresponding optimal set. Moreover, when we say the degree of
a node V , we refer to the number of neighbors of V .
Proposition 1. F is a forest.

X X
X X X

=⇒

X X
X X X

Figure 3.5. (0, 2, 1) ⇒ (0, 2, 0)
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that there is no cycle in F. Otherwise, suppose
V1 , V2 , ..., Vl form a cycle in F. We remove the 2-sets intersecting with the adjacent
nodes in the cycle and add the 2-sets inside each Vi , for i = 1, ..., l. Then the total
number of 2-sets and 3-sets not within an optimal set decreases. A contradiction.

Proposition 2. In the lexicographically first extension, there is no 1-set inside an
i-level set for any i < k − 1. i.e., 1-sets can only appear in (k − 1)-level sets.
Proof. Let V1 be an i-level set which is covered by a 1-set, where i < k − 1. If
there are more than one 1-set covering V1 , we can replace them with 2-set or 3-set
inside V1 . Hence we only consider the case that there is only one 1-set covering
V1 . If there is a 2-set or 3-set inside V1 , we can remove the 1-set and replace the
2-set or 3-set with a 3-set or two 2-sets respectively. If V1 is a singleton node, since
i < k − 1, there exists a 2-set or 3-set inside V1 . Otherwise let Vl be any node of
degree 1 which connects to V1 via a simple path V1 , V2 , ..., Vl−1 , Vl . We remove all
2-sets intersecting with adjacent nodes in this path and move the 1-set from V1 to
Vl , then add 2-sets inside V1 , ..., Vl−1 . If there is a 1-set in any Vi , 2 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, it
can be replaced together with the 2-set just added inside Vi with a 3-set. If there
is another 1-set in Vl , it can be combined with the 1-set moved from V1 to a 2-set.
In this way, we create a new extension which is lexicographically smaller. Hence,
there is no 1-set in any i-level set for i < k − 1.
However, a 1-set can remain in a (k − 1)-level set. In this case, the (k − 1)-level
set is a singleton node in F.
Proposition 3. For any tree T in F, there is at most one node which represents
an i-level set, such that the degree of the node is smaller than k − i.
Proof. We consider a non-degenerate tree. Suppose there are two nodes, an i-level
set V1 and a j-level set V2 which satisfy the requirements. Consider a simple path
connecting V1 and V2 . We remove all 2-sets intersecting with adjacent nodes on
this simple path. For those nodes excluding V1 , V2 on the path, we can add a 2-set
inside each optimal set. Since V1 is not a (k − 1)-level set, there is no 1-set inside
V1 . Moreover, the degree of V1 is smaller than k − i, hence there is a 2-set or 3-set
inside V1 , we can then replace it with one 3-set or two 2-sets inside V1 respectively.
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The same argument applies to V2 . Hence, there can be at most one i-level set with
degree smaller than k − i.
For any tree, if there exists a node with the property in Proposition 3, we define
it to be the root. Otherwise, we know that all degree 1 nodes represent (k −1)-level
sets. We define an arbitrary node not representing a (k −1)-level set to be the root.
If there are only (k − 1)-level sets in the tree, i.e., the tree degenerates to contain
only one edge or to be a single node, we define an arbitrary (k − 1)-level set to be
the root. All leaves represent (k − 1)-level sets. We call such a tree a blocking tree.
For any subtree, we say that the leaves block the nodes in this subtree. We also
call the set represented by a leaf a blocking set.
We remark that a local improvement can be prohibited when there are two
sets covered by exactly one 3-set. We do not consider them being adjacent in the
definition of the blocking tree, because k − 2, k − 1 elements of those two sets are
covered by sets chosen by the algorithm respectively, which is not a worst case
scenario.
Equipped with these simple structures of the blocking tree, we are now ready
to prove the approximation ratio of the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm.

3.3.2

Analysis of the restricted Set Packing Algorithm

In this section, we prove the approximation ratio of the restricted k-Set Packing
algorithm.
Proof of Theorem 11. Let A be the collection of sets chosen by the restricted packing algorithm and consider a fixed optimal solution O. Suppose we extend the
packing A to the full cover using the semi-local (1,2)-improvement, and construct
the blocking trees by the lexicographically first extension. We consider sets in O
which are blocked (belong to a blocking tree) and which are not blocked (singletons) separately.
Implicit token routing in a blocking tree. Given one blocking tree T , we
assign 1 token to every element covered by sets chosen by the restricted packing
algorithm. Assume the root of the tree has level l and degree r. We show that the
algorithm has a good performance guarantee on a blocking tree if l + r ≥ 2.
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Lemma 12. Let α be the average number of tokens in sets of a blocking tree.
Assume l + r ≥ 2, then α ≥ 2 for k = 4, α ≥ 2.5 for k = 5 and α ≥ 3 for k ≥ 6.
Proof. All the summations in this proof go through all internal nodes of a blocking
tree, and dV represents the degree of an internal node V . The total number of
nodes in a tree can be expressed using the degrees of internal nodes and the root
as follows, where the first term counts the root, the second one counts the number
of the internal nodes, and the third one counts the number of the leaves.
1+

X

1+

X

(dV − 2) + r.

(3.1)

Thus, the total number of tokens can be calculated as follows,
X
X
(k − 1)( (dV − 2) + r) +
(k − dV ) + l.

(3.2)

Let αm = 2 for k = 4, αm = 2.5 for k = 5 and αm = 3 for k ≥ 6. We denote the
quantity (3.2) - αm ·(3.1) by ]ETk (the number of extra tokens). We have
• For k = 4, ]ET4 = r + l − 2.
• For k = 5, ]ET5 =

1
2

P
(dV − 1) + 1.5r + l − 2.5.

• For k ≥ 6, ]ETk = (k − 5)

P
(dV − 1) + (k − 4)r + l − 3.

Therefore, for l + r ≥ 2, ]ETk ≥ 0.
We do not show how to explicitly route tokens in a blocking tree as [27]. It is
sufficient to show there are “enough” tokens in each blocking tree for the proof of
Theorem 11. Let Ob ⊆ be the collection of sets which are blocked excluding any
root of level 0 and degree 1. Consider a blocking tree T with a root R of level 0
and degree 1. We pick an arbitrary leaf V of T and an arbitrary set A intersecting
with V . We “route” one common element of V and A to R. In this way, we think
of R being intersected with A by one element. Since we can remove A and add R
to the solution without introducing more 1-sets, we can think of R as an unblocked
set. Assume we have performed this element routing for roots of level 0 and degree
1. Let Ab ⊆ A be the collection of sets which intersect with only Ob .
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Let A0 = A \ Ab , O0 = O \ Ob . We use the bipartite conflict graph as in Section
2.2.2 (without partitioning) for the analysis of the approximation ratio. A bipartite
conflict graph G(A, O) can be defined as follows. Let one part of the vertices A
representing sets A chosen by the algorithm and the other part O representing
an arbitrary fixed collection of optimal sets O. We can assume without loss of
generality that O ∩ A = ∅. If two sets S ∈ A and T ∈ O are not disjoint, we put
an edge between the corresponding vertices in G(A, O). In the following, when we
talk about the bipartite conflict graph, we use the corresponding capital letter of
a calligraphically letter to represent a collection of sets. We use the corresponding
small letter of a capital letter to represent the size of a set.
Let E(A0 , Ob ) be the set of edges from Ob to A0 . By Lemma 12, we have
kab + |E(A0 , B ∗ )| ≥ αm ob .

(3.3)

For G(A0 , O0 ), we use the analysis of [1] to calculate the average degree of O0 .
We construct the auxiliary multi-graph GA0 from G(A0 , O0 ) on A0 . For every vertex
v ∈ O0 which is degree 1, we put a self-loop on its neighbor in A0 . For every vertex
v ∈ O0 which is degree 2 with neighbors u1 , u2 ∈ A0 , put an edge between u1 and
u2 . Recall the lemma from [1] which states that when the density of the auxiliary
graph is strictly greater than 1, there exists a binocular (see Lemma 6 with s = 1),
we have 2a0 ≥ o01 + o02 , where o0i is the number of sets in O0 with degree i to A0 for
i ≥ 1. To get a better bound, we use Lemma 3.3 from [1] as follows,
Lemma 13 ([1]). Let H = (V, E) be a multigraph and let H = (V , E) be obtained
from H by deleting all vertices of H with loops on them and, for each edge with
one endpoint incident to a deleted vertex, introducing a new loop on this edges
remaining vertex. Let t ≥ 3. Then, if H contains a binocular of size t, H contains
a binocular of size t + 2.
By Lemma 13, we delete all vertices with loops in GA0 . We have 2(a0 −o01 ) ≥ o02 ,
otherwise there is a binocular. However, when we consider the restricted packing,
it is possible that an improvement as a binocular of the first type is blocked, when
k = 5, as the replacement introduces a 1-set. We show in the following lemma,
which claims that when the density is large, we have a binocular of the second or
the third type.
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Lemma 14. Let G = (V, E) be a multi-graph with |E| > (1 + )|V |, for  > 0.
Then there exists a binocular where two cycles in the binocular are connected by a
path or two cycles intersect at two nodes.
We prove this lemma at the end of this section. Based on Lemma 13 and
Lemma 14, we have
2(a0 − o01 ) ≥ o02 .

(3.4)

Further, by counting the edges from both sides of G(A0 , B 0 ), we have
ka0 − |E(A0 , Ob )| ≥ o01 + 2o02 + 3o03 .

(3.5)

Combining (3.5) and (3.4),
(k + 2)a0 − |E(A0 , Ob )| ≥ 3o01 + 3o02 + 3o03 = 3o0 .

(3.6)

Combining (3.6) and (3.3),
kab + (k + 2)a0 ≥ αm ob + 3o0 .
Therefore,

a
o

=

ab +a0
ob +o

3
≥ min{ αkm , k+2
}=

the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm is

3
k+2

3
,
k+2

(3.7)

i.e., the approximation ratio of

for any k ≥ 4.

Proof of Lemma 14. We consider a minimum size subgraph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) of G
with |E 0 | ≥ (1 + )|v 0 |. Notice that there is no path of length at least 1 + 1/,
otherwise we can delete this path and obtain a smaller subgraph with density at
least 1 + .
We further modify the graph as follows. We replace any path in G0 by an
edge to get a multi-graph of minimum degree 3. If there exists an edge with both
endpoints of degree at least 4, delete some incident edges. We know from Lemma
6 that there exists a cycle C of size O(log n/). We pick an edge (u, v) such that
u ∈ C and the degree of u is 3. We do breadth-first search starting from v in G0
excluding the edge (u, v). We stop the search if a new cycle is found, or we reach
C at w. Notice that w 6= u as we assume the degree of u is 3.
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(k-1)-level set
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(k-2)-level set

A
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(p(k-2)/k+2/k)m

Figure 3.6. An illustration of a tight example of the restricted packing algorithm for
the 4-Set Packing problem.

3.3.3

A tight example

In this section, we construct a tight example of the restricted local search algorithm
for the 4-Set Packing problem. This construction also extends to a tight example
of the 3-Set Cover problem.
Theorem 15. For any t ≤



3e3 n
k

1/5

and k = 3, 4, there exist two disjoint col-

lections of k-sets A and B with |A| = (k − 2)n and |B| = kn, such that if any
collection of t sets in A is replaced by at least t sets in B, the number of 1-sets
which are needed to finish the cover increase.
In [8], they show that algorithms based on local improvements of constant size
for the 3-Set Cover problem cannot do better than 3/2. As a corollary of the
theorem, we improve this result by showing that local search algorithms of size
|S|o(1) for the 3-Set Cover problem have an approximation ratio at most 3/2.
Proof. We group sets in B into m groups, each containing p sets, where p − 2 of
them are k − 2 sets and 2 of them are k − 1 sets. We assign every element of sets
in A uniformly at random to the element being covered by A in B. As there are
(k − 2)p + 2 elements being covered in every group, k|A| = ((k − 2)p + 2)m. Let
n = |A| for short. (See Figure 3.6 as an illustration)
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For any subset T of A of size at most t, if there exists a group in B such that
T intersect with only one element in B, then there does not exist an improvement
which replaces T with some subset of B. The reason is that by removing T , this
one element will create a 1-set when we extend the packing to the whole cover by
the semi-local (1,2)-improvement.
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that, there exists an assignment of elements
in A to B, such that for every subset T ⊆ A of size at most t, there exists one
group in B which intersects with exactly one element of T . Let Et be the event that
for every subset T of A of size t, every group has at least 2 common elements with
T or it does not intersect with T . Thus, T intersects with at most kt/2 groups.
We bound Pr[Et ] as follows,
  

n
m
kt/2 kt
Pr[Et ] ≤
·
·(
)
t
kt/2
m
en t
em kt/2 kt/2 kt
≤ (
)·(
)
·(
)
t
kt/2
m

(3.8)

· p + k2 ) < pm. For k = 3, 4, let 16e3 tp = m/3, we can
As p ≥ 2, n = m · ( k−2
k
further bound (3.8) as follow.

epm t em 2t 2t 4t
) ·(
) ·( )
t
t
m
16e3 tp t
1
= (
) = t
(3.9)
m
3
P
P
t
Therefore t≥1 Pr[Et ] =
t≥1 1/3 < 1. Hence, there exists an assignment
(3.8) < (

where restricted local improvement of size up to O(m/p) does not exist. The
performance ratio of this instance is

|B|
|A|

=

mp
m·(p(k−2)/k+2/k)

→

k
k−2

for sufficiently

large p.

3.4

Analysis of Algorithm P RP SLI

We use the factor-revealing linear program introduced by Jain et al. [36] to analyze
the approximation ratio of Algorithm P RP SLI. Athanassopoulos et al. [35] have
applied this method to the k-Set Cover problem. We first present the set-ups and
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the notations of the linear program in Section 3.4.1. In Section 3.4.2, we give an
upper bound of the approximation ratio of P RP SLI. We thus prove Theorem 10.

3.4.1

Setups of the factor-revealing linear program

Let (U, S) be an instance of the k-Set Cover problem, where U is the set of elements
S
to be covered, S is a collection of sets, and S∈S S = U . For i = k, k − 1, ..., 3,
let (Ui , Si ) be the instance for Phase i of Algorithm P RP SLI, where Ui is the set
of elements which have not been covered before Phase i and Si is the collection
of sets in S which contain only the elements in Ui . Let OP Ti be an optimal
solution of (Ui , Si ) and OP T be an optimal solution of (U, S). Let ai,j be the ratio
of the number of j-sets in OP Ti to the number of sets in OP T . Let %i be the
approximation ratio of the set packing algorithm used in Phase i. Let b1 be the
ratio of the number of 1-sets chosen by the semi-local optimization phase over the
number of sets in OP T . Since |OP Ti | ≤ |OP T |, we have for i = k, k − 1, ..., 3,
i
X

ai,j ≤ 1 .

(3.10)

j=1

In each phase of P RP SLI, the number of i-sets chosen by the algorithm is
P
ni = 1i |Ui \ Ui−1 |. Since Ui−1 ⊆ Ui , |Ui \ Ui−1 | = |Ui | − |Ui−1 | = ( ij=1 jai,j −
Pi−1
j=1 jai−1,j )|OP T |. Let %i be the approximation ratio of the set packing algorithm
used in Phase i. At the beginning of Phase i, there are at least ai,i |OP T | disjoint
i-sets. Thus,
ni

i
i−1
X
1 X
=
(
jai,j −
jai−1,j )|OP T |
i j=1
j=1

≥ %i ai,i |OP T | .
i.e.

i−1
X
j=1

jai−1,j −

i−1
X

jai,j − i(1 − %i )ai,i ≤ 0 .

(3.11)
(3.12)

(3.13)

j=1

We consider additional constraints imposed by the restricted phases, namely
for Phase 5 to 3. Let bj be the ratio of the number of j-sets chosen by the semi-
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local optimization phase over the number of sets in OP T , for j = 1, 2, 3. In each
restricted phase, the number of 1-sets does not increase. By Lemma 2.2 in [8], we
have for i = 3, 4, 5,
b1 ≤ ai,1 .

(3.14)

Next, we obtain an upper bound of the approximation ratio of P RP SLI. From
Lemma 2.3 in [8], we have b1 +b2 ≤ a3,1 +a3,2 +a3,3 . Also notice that b1 +2b2 +3b3 =
a3,1 + 2a3,2 + 3a3,3 . Thus we have an upper bound of n3 as
b1 b1 + b2 b1 + 2b2 + 3b3
+
+
)|OP T |
3
3
3
a3,1 + 2a3,2 + 3a3,3
+
)|OP T |
3

n3 = (b1 + b2 + b3 )|OP T | = (

b1 a3,1 + a3,2 + a3,3
+
3
3
1
2
4
= ( b1 + a3,1 + a3,2 + a3,3 )|OP T | .
3
3
3

≤ (

(3.15)

Combining (3.11) and (3.15), we have an upper bound of the approximation
ratio of P RP SLI as follows:
k
i
i−1
X
X
ni
1 X
1
2
4
≤
(
jai,j −
jai−1,j ) + b1 + a3,1 + a3,2 + a3,3
|OP T |
i j=1
3
3
3
i=4
j=1

Pk

i=3

k
k−1 X
i
X
X
j
j
1
5
1
7
=
ak,j +
ai,j + b1 + a3,1 + a3,2 + a3,3
k
i(i + 1)
3
12
2
12
j=1
i=4 j=1

(3.16)
Moreover,
ai,j ≥ 0

for j = 1, .., i;
b1 ≥ 0 .

i = k, ..., 3.

(3.17)
(3.18)

Hence, we define the factor-revealing linear program of P RP SLI with objective
function (3.16) and constraints (3.10), (3.13), (3.14), (3.17), (3.18) as follows:
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max
s.t.

k−1 X
i
k
X
X
j
1
5
1
7
j
ak,j +
ai,j + b1 + a3,1 + a3,2 + a3,3
k
i(i + 1)
3
12
2
12
i=4 j=1
j=1
i
X
j=1
i−1
X

ai,j ≤ 1, i = 3, ..., k,
jai−1,j −

j=1

i−1
X

jai,j − i(1 − %i )ai,i ≤ 0, i = 4, ..., k,

j=1

b1 − ai,1 ≤ 0, i = 3, 4, 5,
ai,j ≥ 0, i = 3, ..., k, j = 1, ..., i,
b1 ≥ 0.

(LP)

We remark that for k = 6, as we use the restricted 6-Set Packing algorithm,
we have one more inequality b1 − a6,1 ≤ 0 in (LP).
The above arguments also imply the following fact.
Lemma 16. For any k ≥ 4, the approximation ratio of Algorithm P RP SLI is
upper-bounded by the maximized objective function value of the factor-revealing
linear program (LP).

3.4.2

Computing the approximation ratio of P RP SLI

In this section, we give an upper bound of the approximation ratio of P RP SLI
by finding a feasible solution of the dual program of (LP) and obtaining an upper
bound of the dual program.
Proof of Theorem 10. Plug in %i =
(LP). The dual program of (LP) is,

3
i+1

−  for i = k, ..., 6, %5 =

3
7

and %4 =

1
2

in
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min

k
X

βi

i=3

1
s.t. (1) δ3 + δ4 + δ5 ≥ ,
3
5
(2) β3 + γ4 − δ3 ≥ ,
12
1
(3) β3 + 2γ4 ≥ ,
2
7
(4) β3 + 3γ4 ≥ ,
12
(5) βi + γi+1 − γi − δi ≥

1
, i = 4, 5,
i(i + 1)
j
(6) βi + jγi+1 − jγi ≥
, i = 4, ..., k − 1, j = 1, ..., i − 1,
i(i + 1)
1
(7.1) βi + iγi+1 − 2γi ≥
, i = 4,
i+1
1
20
, i = 5,
(7.2) βi + iγi+1 − γi ≥
7
i+1
i(i − 2)
1
(8) βi + iγi+1 − (
+ )γi ≥
, i = 6, ..., k − 1,
i+1
i+1
j
(9) βk − jγk ≥ , j = 1, ..., k − 1, k ≥ 7
k
1
(9.1) βk − γk − δk ≥ , k = 4, 5, 6,
k
k(k − 2)
+ )γk ≥ 1,
(10) βk − (
k+1
(11) βi ≥ 0, i = 3, ..., k,
(12) γi ≥ 0,

i = 4, ..., k,

(13) δi ≥ 0,

i = 3, 4, 5.

(Dual)

For small k, we can solve this dual program directly using a linear program
solver. We remark that for k = 6, as we use the restricted 6-Set Packing algorithm,
%6 = 83 . We also have one more variable δ6 for (Dual). We should modify inequality
(1) as δ3 + δ4 + δ5 + δ6 ≥ 31 , and add one more inequality for i = 6 in (5).
For large k, we set inequalities (4), (6) when j = i − 1, (7.2), (8) and (10) to
be equalities as follows:
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7
,
12
i−1
(60 ) βi + (i − 1)γi+1 − (i − 1)γi =
, i = 4, ..., k − 1,
i(i + 1)
1
(7.20 ) βi + iγi+1 − (20/7 + )γi =
, i = 5,
i+1
i(i − 2)
1
(80 ) βi + iγi+1 − (
+ )γi =
, i = 6, ..., k − 1,
i+1
i+1
k(k − 2)
+ )γk = 1,
(100 ) βk − (
k+1
(40 ) β3 + 3γ4 =

For even k, we set γk =

1
, γk−1
k(k−1)

= 0. We have βk = 1 +

k−2
k2 −1

+ , and

βk−1 = 0.
Use (6’), we have βi = −(i − 1)γi+1 + (i − 1)γi +
k
X

βi = βk +

i=3

k−2
X

i−1
.
i(i+1)

−(i − 1)γi+1 + (i − 1)γi +

i=4

Therefore

i−1
+ β3
i(i + 1)

k−2
k−2
X
X
i−1
+
γi + 3γ4
= βk + β3 +
i(i + 1) i=5
i=4
k−2

k−2

X i−1
X
7
= βk +
+
+
γi
12 i=4 i(i + 1) i=5

(3.19)

We calculate the last two terms of (3.19).

k−2
k−2
k−2
k−1
X
X
X
X
i−1
1
1
1
1 1
1
=
−
( −
)=
− +
.
i(i + 1)
i + 1 i=4 i
i+1
i
4 k−1
i=4
i=4
i=5

(3.20)

From (6’) and (8’), we have,
γi+1 + (
Since

2i−1
i+1

+≥

15
8

2i − 1
1
+ )γi =
, for i ≥ 6.
i+1
i(i + 1)

for i ≥ 7, we have γi+1 +

15
γ
8 i

≤

1
,
i(i+1)

(3.21)
for i = 7, ...., k − 3.

Summing up these k − 9 inequalities with the equation γ7 + ( 11
+ )γ6 =
7
Pk−3
Pk−3 1
23
11
1
1
have γk−2 + 8 i=7 γi + ( 7 + )γ6 ≤ i=6 i(i+1) = 6 − k−2 .

1
,
6·7

we
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Therefore,

Pk−3
i=7

k−2
X

γi ≤

γi ≤

i=5

8 1
(
23 6

−

1
k−2

− γk−2 − ( 11
+ )γ6 ). Hence,
7

8
1
15
88
8
−
·
+
· γk−2 −
γ6 + γ6 + γ5 .
138 23 k − 2 23
161

By (3.21), as γk−1 = 0, we have γk−2 =
By (7.2’) and (6’), we have γ6 + (8/7 −

1
− .
(k−2)(2k−5)
1
)γ5 = 30 . Hence,

γ6 + γ5 =

(3.22)

γ6
8

+

7
.
240

Apply (3.20) and (3.22) in (3.19), we can upper bound the objective function
as
k
X

k−1

βi ≤ 1 +

i=3

X1 1
k−2
7
1
+

+
+
−
+
k2 − 1
12 i=5 i
4 k−1

8
8
1
15
1
88
1
7
−
·
+
·
−(
− )γ6 +
138 23 k − 2 23 (k − 2)(2k − 5)
161 8
240
1
(3.23)
= Hk − 0.6622 − 0.4216γ6 +  + O( ).
k
+

It remains to check that all other inequalities can also be satisfied. We use lhs
(rhs) as an abbreviation of the left (right) hand side of an inequality.
(9): βk − jγk = 1 + ( k(k−2)
− j)γk ≥ 1 >
k+1
lhs = 1 −

k−2
(k+1)k(k−1)

≥

k−2
.
k

j
k

for j ≤ k − 3. For j = k − 2,

For j = k − 1, lhs = 1 −

2k−1
(k+1)k(k−1)

≥

k−1
.
k

(6) when j ≤ i − 2 and i ≥ 5: use (6’), we have lhs − rhs = (i − 1 − j)(γi −
γi+1 ) +

i−1−j
.
i(i+1)

For i ≥ 6, γi − γi+1 +

i = 5, γi − γi+1 +

1
30

1
i(i+1)

=

2
i(i+1)

−

3i
γ
i+1 i

> 0 as γi ≤

1
.
i(2i−1)

For

= (2 + )γi > 0.

For the rest of the inequalities to be satisfied, it suffices to show that the
following linear program (LP-SAT) has a solution. Namely, we want
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max γ6
s.t.

1
(1) δ3 + δ4 + δ5 ≥ ,
3
7
5
(2) β3 + γ4 − δ3 =
− 2γ4 + δ3 ≥ ,
12
12
1
7
− γ4 ≥ ,
(3) β3 + 2γ4 =
12
2
3
1
(5.1) 2(γ4 − γ5 ) +
− δ4 ≥ ,
20
20
1
4
− δ5 ≥ ,
(5.2) 3(γ5 − γ6 ) +
30
30
1
(6) γ5 − γ4 ≤ ,
20
3
1
(7.1) β4 + 4γ5 − 2γ4 = γ5 + γ4 +
≥ ,
20
5
(12) γi ≥ 0, i = 4, 5, 6,
1
(12.1) γ6 + (8/7 − )γ5 = ,
30
(13) δi ≥ 0, i = 3, 4, 5.

i = 4,

(LP-SAT)

We can find a solution of (LP-SAT) using a computer program. We have
[γ4 , γ5 , γ6 , δ4 , δ5 , δ6 ] = [0.0547, 0.0150, 0.0161, 0.0573, 0.1792, 0.0968]. Plugging
P
in γ6 = 0.0161 in (3.23), we have ki=3 βi ≤ Hk − 0.6690 +  + O( k1 ).
For odd k, we set γk =
βk−1 = 0, βk−2 = 0, γk−3 =

1
, γk−1 =
k(k−2)
1
− .
(k−3)(2k−7)

0, γk−2 = 0. We have βk = 1 +

1
k+1

+ ,

The rest of the calculations follow the

same way as the even case and we omit the details.
Therefore, we obtain an upper bound of the approximation ratio of P RP SLI.

3.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, we present a packing-based approximation algorithm for the k-Set
Cover problem and obtain the currently best approximation guarantee. The improvement is based on the restricted k-Set Packing algorithm which packs small
sets without introducing unnecessary 1-sets in the complete cover. A direct question is to further improve the approximation guarantee of the restricted k-Set
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Packing algorithm using the packing heuristic by [7, 15]. A general question is to
seek new ways to further close the gap between the upper and lower bound of the
k-Set Cover problem.

CHAPTER

FOUR

THE STREAMING SET
COVERAGE PROBLEMS
In this chapter, we present a one-pass streaming algorithm which produces a prefixoptimal ordering of sets, which can be easily used to solve the Max-k-Cover and
the Partial-Cover problems. We demonstrate the efficiency and the quality of
our algorithm by experiments. This chapter is based on the paper “Set Coverage
Problem in a One-Pass Data Stream” [37].

4.1

Introduction

Given a universe of elements U , a collection of subsets S of U , the Max-k-Cover
problem asks for selecting at most k sets from S, such that the weight of the
total coverage by those k sets is maximized. Many applications can be reduced
to the Max-k-Cover problem. In the influence maximization problem [38] used
in marketing strategy design, we want to target a bounded number of nodes in a
social network which have a large influence on the rest of the network. In the sensor
placement problem [39] for water pollution monitoring, sensors are expensive and
therefore only a limited number is installed in a way that the area under detection
is maximized. In the blog monitoring problem [9], we want to know how to choose
a small number of interesting blogs which cover wide topics. A closely related
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problem is the Set-Cover problem, which asks for finding the minimum number
of sets which cover the whole universe. However, Set-Cover is sometimes not a
practical model, as it can be costly to cover the whole universe. In most cases, we
only require a sufficiently large fraction of the universe to be covered. Therefore,
we consider a variant of the Set-Cover problem, Partial-Cover, which for a given
c, finds a minimum number of sets which have a coverage of at least c. Dictionary
learning [40, 41], feature selection in frequent graph mining [42], feature selection in
text mining [43] are examples where we need to select a small number of informative
features which can approximately represent the whole dataset, and they can be
modeled as the Partial-Cover problem.
The Max-k-Cover and the Partial-Cover problems are NP-hard. They can be
solved by a simple greedy approach which iteratively picks a set maximizing the
increase of coverage. For datasets of small or medium scale, this greedy approach
can easily be implemented using an inverted index. However, there are two scenarios where this implementation fails to perform well. First, if data is too large
to reside on main memory. In this case, random access is not practical, and it
can be expensive to setup an inverted index. Therefore, we need to read through
the whole dataset on disk sequentially in each iteration. The running time partly
depends on the frequency an algorithm accesses the external storage. Cormode et
al. [2] give a more efficient algorithm dealing with disk-reside data. The algorithm
improves the number of passes through external storage, but is still not scalable
when a dataset is very large. Secondly, if data is given in an online fashion and we
are required to provide a high-quality solution efficiently once new data is available
[44]. In this situation, we cannot retrieve all data in previous time. Instead, we
have to keep a solution and make a fast update whenever there is new data. Blog
monitoring [9] is an example of the online Max-k-Cover problem. To overcome
the difficulties raised in those two scenarios, in this chapter, we study algorithms
which consume small memory and make only one-pass through the entire dataset.
The one-pass space-constraint Max-k-Cover problem has been studied in [9, 10].
In both papers, the algorithm keeps k sets in main memory as the current k-cover
solution. For each new set, the algorithm decides to keep it by replacing a set in
the cover or discard it. We call it swapping-based one-pass streaming algorithm
(SOPS). However, there are two major drawbacks of swapping-based algorithms.
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First, the algorithms produce a solution for a pre-determined k and does not
provide a ranking for sets in the cover. This can fail to solve some applications.
For example, query diversity can be modeled as a coverage problem [45]. A search
engine returns an ordered list of ranking results. It only loads more contents if a
user clicks to read results in the next page. In this example, the algorithm should
be able to give cover by an arbitrary number of sets which are ordered. Secondly,
the swapping-based algorithm cannot be extended to the Partial-Cover problem.
In this chapter, we present a novel one-pass streaming algorithm, which we
call greedy-based one-pass streaming algorithm (GOPS). GOPS outputs a prefixoptimal list of sets, such that for any k, the union of the first k sets forms a large
k-cover. The algorithm can be adapted to the Partial-Cover problem in a natural
way. GOPS needs O(|U |) space, which is the minimum requirement for solving the
Partial-Cover problem with c = Θ(|U |). It takes time O(|S|) to process a new set
S. We analyze the worst case of GOPS with the aid of computer simulation and
find that it has an approximation ratio around 0.3. We compare our algorithm
with swapping-based algorithms [9, 10] via extensive real-world and synthetic data.
Experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm is much faster and more
accurate than swapping-based algorithms in the Max-k-Cover problem. It has a
performance close to the standard greedy algorithm on the Partial-Cover problem.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. We review the standard greedy approach and related works in Section 4.2. We describe the swapping-based one-pass
algorithms and discuss the difficulty of extending to other set coverage problems
in Section 4.3. We then present and analyze our greedy-based one-pass algorithm
in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we show experimental results. Finally, we conclude
in Section 4.6.

4.2

Preliminaries and Related Works

In this chapter, we consider the Max-k-Cover problem and the Partial-Cover problem for the uniform-weighted case. Namely, the weight of a set is the size of the
set. The discussion can be extended to the weighted case, where we have a weight
function w : U → R+ and the weight of a set S is the total weight of the elements
in S. We always denote the weight of a set S by w(S).
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The greedy approach to both problems selects a set S which covers the maximum weight of uncovered elements in each iteration, until k sets are selected for
the Max-k-Cover problem or the total weight of coverage exceeds C for the PartialCover problem. This greedy algorithm has an approximation ratio 1 −

1
e

≈ 0.632

to the Max-k-Cover problem and 1 + ln c to the Partial-Cover problem [46].
For the Max-k-Cover problem used in many applications, we desire not only a
large coverage, but also a ranking of sets, which indicates the contribution of each
set to the cover. We introduce the concept of prefix-optimality to define such an
ordering.
Definition 1 (α-prefix-optimal). We say an ordered collection of k sets S1 , S2 , ...,
Sk is α-prefix-optimal for the Max-k-Cover problem, if for any 1 ≤ k 0 ≤ k,
S1 , ..., Sk0 is an α-approximation to the Max-k 0 -Cover problem.
As an example, the greedy algorithm outputs an ordered list of sets which is
(1 − 1e )-prefix-optimal for the Max-k-Cover problem. The prefix-optimal ordering
offers the flexibility to choose an arbitrary number of sets with a large coverage.
Once we have an α-prefix-optimal ordering, we can approximate the Partial-Cover
problem by picking sets in order until the weight of their union exceeds the predetermined threshold c. This simple algorithm has an approximation ratio 1 +
log

1
1−α

c (proof similar to the one in [46]).

Notations. In the following, small letters represent elements, capital letters
represent sets of elements, and calligraphic letters represent collections of sets.
Specifically, we always use O to represent a collection of optimal sets, and OP T
for the value of the optimal solution. We denote the number of sets in a collection
S by nS .

4.2.1

Related works

We can solve the Max-k-Cover problem by a greedy algorithm [46]. On the other
hand, a hardness result [47] indicates that we cannot do better than the greedy
approach in polynomial time assuming P 6= N P . Nemhauser et al. [48] presents
the first swapping-based algorithm for the Max-k-Cover problem. The algorithm
makes multiple passes over the entire dataset and has a 1/2 approximation ratio.
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Gomes and Krause [41] apply this idea and show empirically that this method converges in not too many rounds under reasonable assumptions. Saha and Getoor[9]
give the first one-pass swapping-based algorithm. Their algorithm has a 1/4 approximation ratio. Ausiello et al.[10] later improve the ratio for small k. They
also show that 1/2 is a lower bound for any deterministic or randomized algorithm
with the constraint that only k sets can be stored. Another line of works on finding large-scale maximum k-covers focus on designing efficient parallel algorithms
[49, 50].
The Set-Cover problem can be solved by the same greedy approach with an approximation ratio O(ln n), which is optimal assuming N P * DT IM E(nO(log log n) )
[47], where n is the size of the universe. Efficient solutions for the Set-Cover
problem have been studied for a long time. [51, 52] demonstrate that the greedy
approach works very well on real instances. Cormode et al. [2] modify the greedy
algorithm by applying the bucketing idea for disk-resident dataset. [53, 50] propose
efficient greedy parallel algorithms for the Set-Cover problem.
The Partial-Cover problem is a generalization of the Set-Cover problem which
can also be solved by the same greedy approach. Gandhi et al. [54] present a
primal-dual approach to the Partial-Cover problem where every element has a
bounded frequency. Könemann et al. [55] further generalize the Partial-Cover
problem by assigning different costs to sets.

4.3

Swapping-based Algorithm

In this section, we first review the structure of swapping-based one-pass algorithms
[9, 10], and give a time and space complexity analysis (which is missing in the
original papers). We then give a simple example to illustrate the difficulty of
extending the algorithm to provide a prefix-optimal ordering, or to the PartialCover problem. In the following context, we denote SOPS in [9] by SOPS1 and
in[10] by SOPS2.
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4.3.1

Swapping-based algorithms

The swapping-based algorithm always keeps k sets S1 , ..., Sk as the current solution
to the Max-k-Cover problem. The algorithm starts by picking the first k sets. To
process a new set S, it computes a specific score function for S and the k sets in the
current cover. The score function depends on C and S. The score of a set S with
respect to cover C is usually a function of the weight of the elements exclusively
S
covered by S. In SOPS1, score(S) = w(S \ C), score(Si ) = w(Si \ (C S \ Si )).
In SOPS2, score(S) = w(S \ C), score(Si ) = w(Si \ C). The algorithm replaces an
Sj of the smallest score with S if score(S) > 2 ∗ score(Sj ) (SOPS1), or score(S) +
w(C \ Sj ) > (1 + k1 )w(C) (SOPS2). Both algorithms achieve an approximation
ratio at least 1/4, with SOPS2 slightly better for small k. However, as we observe
in experiments, the solution quality of SOPS2 is much worse than SOPS1. We
include complete algorithm description of SOPS1 as follows.
Algorithm SOPS1 Swapping-based one-pass streaming algorithm[9]
1: C ←− first k sets, S1 , ..., Sk .
2: for each new set S do
3:
score(S) ←− w(S \ C). S
4:
score(Si ) ←− w(Si \ (C S \ Si )), i = 1, ..., k.
5:
Sm ← arg min1≤i≤k score(Si ).
6:
if score(S)S> 2 ∗ score(Sm ) then
7:
C ← C S \ Sm .
8:
end if
9: end for
10: return C.
P
Complexity. The space complexity for both algorithms is O( ki=1 |Si |). The
time complexity is quite different. In SOPS1, score(Si ) depends on both C and
S, which has to be recomputed each time the algorithm processes a new set. The
P
time for processing S is O(|S| + ki=1 |Si |). In SOPS2, score(Si ) depends only on
C. The algorithm recomputes scores of S1 , ..., Sk only after S replaces some Si .
Otherwise, the time for processing S is O(|S|). Hence, SOPS2 is usually much
faster than SOPS1, which is demonstrated in experiments.
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4.3.2

The difficulty of extensions

We give a simple example to show that the swapping-based one-pass algorithm fails
to produce a non-trivial prefix-optimal ordering, or solution to the Partial-Cover
problem. Suppose we have a stream of sets S1 , S2 , ...., Sk , Sk+1 , where S1 , ..., Sk are
S
pair-wise disjoint and of size 1, Sk+1 = k/2
i=1 Si . Both swapping-based algorithms
pick S1 , ..., Sk0 as solution to the Max-k 0 -Cover problem, k/2 ≤ k 0 ≤ k. However,
we need to put Sk+1 in the first place to form a nontrivial prefix-optimal ordering.
Using the same example for the Partial-Cover problem for c = 1 + k/2, if the
swapping-based algorithm decides to keep c sets, then it outputs c as a solution
while the optimal solution is 2.
Motivated by this example, we observe that the swapping-based algorithms
consider only the marginal increase of a set to the current cover, while the quality
of the cover depends also on the weight of the set. We utilize this information to
design a new one-pass streaming algorithm.

4.4

Greedy-based Algorithm

In this section, we introduce a novel one-pass streaming algorithm, which is based
on the standard greedy approach, but uses a restricted memory and makes one pass
through the entire data. Our algorithm outputs a prefix-optimal ordering of sets,
and thus can easily solve the Max-k-Cover and the Partial-Cover problems. We
first give the details of our algorithm with complexity analysis. We then compare
our algorithm to the swapping-based algorithms. Finally, we present an analysis
of the performance guarantee.

4.4.1

Algorithm

Contrary to previous approaches [48, 9, 10], we do not restrict the sets we can keep
to be exactly k. Rather, we assume that we can hold O(|U |) elements in memory.
This assumption basically says our memory can keep the universe of elements, and
thus is large enough for solving the Max-k-Cover or the Partial-Cover problems
with any k, c. We denote the collection of sets in memory by C. During the
execution of the algorithm, we might modify a set by deleting some elements it
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contains. In the following context, when we talk about the weight of a set in C,
we refer to its weight after possible element deletions.
We want to mimic the standard greedy process, where we always choose the set
which maximizes the increase of cover in each iteration, but in an online fashion.
To adapt to this change, we compare every new set S to the sets in C which have
weight at least a

1
β

fraction of w(S), for some parameter β > 1. We denote the

collection of these sets by US and the rest by LS . We delete elements in S which
are also contained in US . In other words, we count elements covered uniquely by
S \ US , rather than S \ C as in swapping-based algorithms. If S remains at least
w(S)/β elements, we insert S to C. Otherwise, as the weight of S decreases, we
update US and keeps on comparing S with the new US , until either S is inserted,
or S is empty and discarded. If S is inserted, we say S is ordered before sets in LS ,
and we also update LS by deleting all elements in LS which belong to S. We call
this whole procedure Sif t(S, C, β). To efficiently check if an element in S belongs
to US and to fast locate sets in LS which intersect S, we can use a map to keep
the set that every element in C belongs to. In this way, procedure Sif t runs in
time linear to the size of S.
We give a simple example on how Sift is executed.
Example 3. Suppose we have S1 = {a, b, c, d, e, f }, S2 = {g, h, i, j, k}, S3 =
{l, m, n, o}, S4 = {p, q, r}, S5 = {s, t}, S6 = {u} in C and set β = 1.1. Now
we have a new set S = {a, l, s, u, v}. In this case, US = {S1 , S2 }. S is updated
by S \ US = {l, s, u, v}. Then S3 is included into US and S is further updated to
{s, u, v}. S4 is then included into US but this time S stays unchanged and we insert
S into C. LS = {S5 , S6 }. S5 is updated by S5 \ S = {t}. S6 becomes empty and is
deleted from C.
The whole algorithm executes by calling the Sift procedure to every set in a
stream. We show later that the output of this algorithm is an αβ -prefix optimal
ordering of sets in C, for a constant αβ depending on the parameter β. To obtain
a solution to the Max-k-Cover problem, we pick the largest k sets from C. For the
Partial-Cover problem, we pick the largest p sets, for the smallest p such that their
total weight exceeds c. We give a description of this algorithm GOPS in Algorithm
GOPS.
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Algorithm GOPS Greedy-based one-pass streaming algorithm
1: C ←− ∅.
2: for each new set S do
3:
Sift(S, C, β).
4: end for
5: return C.
6: procedure Sift(S, C, β)
7:
 Insert S.
8:
while S is not inserted to C and S is not empty do
9:
S 0 ←− S.
10:
US ←− {T ∈ C|w(T ) ≥ w(S)/β}.
11:
S ←− S \ US .
12:
if w(S) ≥ w(S 0 )/β then
13:
Insert S to C.
14:
end if
15:
end while
16:
 Update LS .
17:
if S is not empty then
T
18:
for T ∈ LS and T S 6= ∅ do
19:
T ←− T \ S.
20:
Delete T from C if it becomes empty.
21:
end for
22:
end if
23: end procedure
Complexity. The space complexity of Algorithm GOPS is O(|U |), as sets in
C are disjoint. We compute the time the algorithm spends on processing a set S
by summing up the time for sifting S and possibly later updating LS . Notice that
after calling Sif t on S, the size of S shrinks by a factor of at least 1− β1 . Moreover,
the number of sets being updated in LS is at most the size of S when S is inserted
to C. Therefore, the total time is at most co · (1 +
co · (1 +

4.4.2

1
)
β−1

1
β

+

1
β2

+ · · · ) · |S|, which is

· |S|, for some constant co , i.e. O(|S|).

Comparison to swapping-based algorithms

We compare the two types of one-pass streaming algorithms, the swapping-based
algorithms SOPSs [9, 10] with the greedy-based algorithm GOPS from an algorithm design point of view. We give more comparisons based on experimental
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performance in Section 4.5. SOPS has the advantages of being nonparametric,
and it keeps the original data during execution. However, unlike GOPS, it is
less flexible as there is no easy way to extend SOPS to produce a prefix-optimal
ordering or to solve the Partial-Cover problem.
A typical swapping-based algorithm keeps k sets in memory. Hence, the memP
ory consumption is O( ki=1 |Si |). If k is large, this quantity can be much larger
than the space for storing the universe, and may not even be held in memory. The
P
time complexity for processing a set of SOPS1 is O(|T | + ki=1 |Si |). It is much
larger than GOPS especially for medium or large k. As for SOPS2, the time for
computing score(S) is less than the time GOPS takes to process S. However, if S
is kept, SOPS2 will recompute score(Si ), i = 1, ..., k, then the single set processing
time is higher than GOPS. As we observe in experiments, the average single set
processing time is higher for SOPS2 than GOPS.

4.4.3

Analysis

In this section, we show that GOPS outputs an αβ -prefix optimal set ordering
by analyzing its approximation ratio to the Max-k-Cover problem for arbitrary k.
This implies the approximation ratio of the Partial-Cover problem is 1 + log

1
1−αβ

c.

Since we cannot access the whole data in advance, the performance guarantee of
GOPS can be worse than that of the standard greedy algorithm, 1 − 1e . We explain
the main reason of this performance decay by the following example.
Example 4. Suppose in a data stream, we first have a collection S = {S1 , ..., Sn }
of disjoint sets of weight {w1 , ..., wn }, where w1 ≥ w2 ≥ · · · ≥ wn . The algorithm keeps every set in S. Then we have a collection T , where every set T in
T has weight at least β times the maximum set-weight in S when the algorithm
starts processing T . Moreover, T has an intersection of weight w1 − w2 with S1 ,
an intersection of weight w2 − w3 with S1 , S2 , and generally an intersection of
P
weight wi − wi+1 with S1 , ..., Si , for i satisfying that ij=1 j(wj − wj+1 ) ≤ µ and
Pi+1
Pi
j=1 j(wj − wj+1 ) > µ, and finally an intersection of weight (µ −
j=1 j(wj −
wj+1 ))/(i + 1) with S1 , .., Si+1 . By the Sift process, after inserting T , Sj decreases
P
by wj − wi + (µ − ij=1 j(wj − wj+1 ))/(i + 1), for j = 1, ..., i, i + 1.
In general, we say a set S splits a collection of sets C if S is ordered before the
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S

T

S'

Figure 4.1. Illustrative figure for the Example. A rectangle represents a set. The area
with the same color represents a same set of elements. The stream of sets comes in a
left-to-right order. At the end of the event, only S 0 and the white part of T are kept in
memory.

sets in C and S has an intersection with every set in C. To simplify description,
we sometimes say a collection C1 splits a collection C2 when we only require that
every set in C1 splits a subcollection of C2 , not necessarily the whole collection.
Back to the example, the splitting event could repeat many times until the set
Si in S remains of weight νi ≥ 0, i ≥ 1. Assume in this stream, the collection
S becomes empty at some point and we have a collection T . If the stream stops,
we can extract a better k-cover from T than S. However, the splitting events can
T
again happen. Suppose we have a collection S 0 , where S 0 T = T \ S. Every
set S 0 in S 0 has weight at least β times the maximum set-weight in T when the
algorithm starts processing S 0 . The way S 0 intersects T is similar to the way T
intersects S. The difference from the T splitting S scenario is that, S 0 intersects
of weight w(S 0 ) with T . Moreover, after we process all sets in S 0 , every set in T
leaves weight µ, which is the common part of T and S. Now, the stream ends.
We illustrate the whole event in Figure 4.1. Observe that S and S 0 are disjoint.
After being split by S 0 , T covers the same set of elements as S but using more sets.
The optimal solution contains the k largest sets in S 0 and S, while GOPS chooses
the k largest sets from S 0 and T after being split by S 0 (the white part of T ). If
we consider S and S 0 as collections of sets chosen by a greedy algorithm, GOPS
performs strictly worse due to splitting events.
We are now ready to compute the approximation ratio of GOPS. We first
summarize how we compute the approximation ratio. Let A be k sets chosen by
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Table 4.1. Approximation ratio of Algorithm GOPS with respect to β

β
gβ
cβ
αβ

1.1
0.597
0.208
0.124

1.2
0.565
0.346
0.196

1.3
0.537
0.458
0.246

1.4
0.511
0.556
0.284

1.5
0.487
0.609
0.297

1.6
0.465
0.654
0.304

1.7
0.445
0.683
0.303

1.8
0.426
0.709
0.302

1.9
0.409
0.734
0.300

GOPS and ALG be the value of this solution. We first construct a collection of
auxiliary sets G from A, such that G is a greedy solution. Let GR be the weight
of coverage by sets in G. For parameter β, we will show that
We then find a lower bound cβ of

ALG
GR

by (1 − e

1

≥ 1 − e − β = gβ .

with the aid of computer simulation. Hence,

the approximation ratio of GOPS, αβ =
− β1

GR
OP T

ALG
OP T

=

ALG
GR

·

GR
OP T

can be lower bounded

) · cβ . For practical reason, we consider β ranging from 1.1 to 1.9. We

list the approximation ratio αβ , and gβ , cβ in Table 4.1.
Let A = {S1 , ..., Sk }. We say a set S ∗ is the original set of S if S ∗ is a set with
no element deletion and S is a subset of S ∗ after S ∗ being modified. We construct
an auxiliary collection G as follows.
• Construction of G.
1. For any set Si ∈ A, let Si∗ be the corresponding original set of Si . Consider
a set of elements ES which belong to {Si∗ } but not {Si }. For any element
e ∈ ES , suppose e belongs to every set in the subcollection {Si∗j }, add e to
the set in {Sij } with the largest weight. Denote the new collection by A0 .
2. For any set S in the data stream and S ∈
/ A0 , consider all those sets such
that S \ A0 has at least the minimum set-weight in A0 . Add the qualified sets
to A0 greedily. (Note that we need to update A0 every time we insert a new
set.) Denote the new collection by G 0 .
3. Pick the first k largest sets from G 0 greedily, denote the collection of these k
sets by G.
Claim 2.

GR
OP T

1

≥ 1 − e− β .

Proof. Suppose G = {S1 , ..., Sk }. Let Ci =

Si

j=1

Si , C0 = ∅. For the i-th set Si

being selected, w(Si \ Ci−1 ) ≥ w(Si )/β. Then, w(Si \ Ci−1 ) >

1
β

·

OP T −w(Ci−1 )
.
k
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OP T − w(Ci ) = OP T − (w(Si \ Ci−1 ) + w(Ci−1 )) < (OP T − w(Ci−1 )) · (1 −

1
).
kβ

1 i
) . The final k-cover is at least OP T −
By induction, w(Ci ) > OP T − OP T (1 − kβ

OP T (1 −

1 k
)
kβ

1

which is at least 1 − e− β of the optimal solution.

• Compute lower bound of

ALG
.
GR

We first consider the splitting event in the Example 4. A collection S is split by
T and T is split by S 0 . This event can happen many times when we process a data
stream by GOPS. Namely, we can have a chain of collection, S1 , T1 , ..., Sl−1 , Tl−1 , Sl ,
where Ti splits Si and is split by Si+1 , for i = 1, 2, ..., l. The splitting events can be
more complicated than a chain of collections S1 , T1 ..., Sl−1 , Tl−1 , one splits another.
For example, a collection S1 might be first split by T1 into sets of weight ν 0 > ν, T1 is
then split by S2 , finally, S1 and S2 can be both split by T2 . Namely, a collection can
be split by more than one collection of sets. With the aid of computer simulation,
we rule out this kind of scenario as a worst case instance.
Hence, we focus on the event for collections S1 , T1 , ..., Sl−1 , Tl−1 , Sl , Ti splits Si
and is split by Si+1 , for i = 1, 2, ..., l. We deduct performance lower bounds for
this event, and then search for the minimum value of those bounds by numerical
computation.
For simplicity, we assume that every set in Si remains of weight ν ≥ 0 after
being split by Ti , and every set in Ti remains of weight µ ≥ 0 after being split
by Si+1 , for i = 1, ..., l − 1. The original collections S1 , ..., Sl−1 , Sl are disjoint.
Collections S1 , T1 ..., Sl−1 , Tl−1 after being split are also disjoint. A contains the
largest k sets from Sl and collections S1 , T1 ..., Sl−1 , Tl−1 after being split. G does
not contain sets in Ti . G contains the largest k sets in the original sets from
S1 , ..., Sl−1 , Sl . To compute the approximation ratio of GOPS, we first have the
following observation described in Claim 3.
Claim 3. Given a collection S which is split by a collection T into sets of weight ν.
Assume set Ti in T has an intersection of weight µ with S, then we can determine
the minimum collection T which satisfies those conditions by the procedure for
defining T described in the Example.
Proof. First, since every set in T has an intersection of weight µ with S, we know
the size of T is dw(S)/µe. The claim can be proved by induction. Suppose S1 has
the maximum set-weight in S which is wm . The minimum set T1 which can split
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S1 should have weight at least β · wm . Assume S2 has the maximum set-weight in
S after S being split by T1 . To minimize the set-weight of S2 , the intersection of
T1 and S is exactly as what describes in the Example 4.
Denote the collection of sets included in G from Si by Qi , i = 1, ..., l. Then
S
G = li=1 Qi . From Claim 3, since the weight of sets in Ti only serve as a lower
bound of weight of sets in Si+1 , we can assume that Ti consists of sets generated by
the procedure in the Example. Notice that in this way, the size of Ti is larger than
the size of Si . Assume for simplicity that µ ≥ ν, A contains the first min{k, nSl }
largest sets Sl0 from Sl , and k − nSl sets of weight µ if nSl < k, or A is Sl0 if nSl ≥ k.
Let ω be the minimum set-weight in G. Given ω and fix Si , let γi be the ratio of
w(Qi+1 ) and w(Qi ) when Si+1 is defined by the procedure in the Example, let δ be
the ratio of w(Sl0 ) and w(Ql−1 ) when Sl is defined by the procedure in the Example.
In general cases, w(Qi+1 ) ≥ γi w(Qi ), for i = 1, ..., l − 1, and w(Sl0 ) ≥ δw(Ql−1 ).
We first assume nSl < k. In this case, Sl0 equals to Sl . We can derive l lower
bounds of

ALG
GR

as follows,

w(Sl ) + (k − nSl )µ
ALG
=
GR
w(Ql ) + · · · + w(Q2 ) + w(Q1 )
w(Sl ) + (k − nSl )µ
≥
w(Sl ) + w(Ql−1 ) + · · · + w(Q2 ) + w(Q1 )
δw(Ql−1 ) + (k − nSl )µ
≥
(δ + 1)w(Ql−1 ) + · · · + w(Q2 ) + w(Q1 )
γl−2 δw(Ql−2 ) + (k − nSl )µ
≥
(γl−2 δ + γl−2 + 1)w(Ql−2 ) + · · · + w(Q2 ) + w(Q1 )
γl−2 · · · γ1 δw(Q1 ) + (k − nSl )µ
≥ ··· ≥
(γl−2 · · · γ1 δ + γl−3 · · · γ1 + · · · + γ1 + 1)w(Q1 )
γl−2 · · · γ1 δ + (k − nSl )µ/w(Q1 )
=
.
γl−2 · · · γ1 δ + γl−3 · · · γ1 + · · · + γ1 + 1

(4.1)

We explain the conditions that inequality (4.1) holds. If we combine sets in Sl
into a large set, w(Sl ) = w(Ql ), we have the first inequality. Then we take a partial
derivative with respect to w(Sl ), w(Ql−1 ), ..., w(Q2 ) one by one. Each time when
the derivative is nonnegative, we have the corresponding inequality. Otherwise, if
the partial derivative with respect to w(Qi ) is negative, we have a lower bound of
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Table 4.2. Parameter setting for searching lower bound of

β
l
w1
µ
ν
gβ
cβ
αβ

ALG
GR

1.1
7
5.5
1
0
0.597
0.208
0.124

1.2
6
4.8
1.4
0
0.565
0.346
0.196

1.3
6
3.6
1.4
0
0.537
0.458
0.246

1.4
4
2.9
1.3
0
0.511
0.556
0.284

1.5
4
3.5
1.8
0
0.487
0.609
0.297

1.6
3
3.4
1.7
0
0.465
0.654
0.304

1.7
3
4.6
2.4
0
0.445
0.683
0.303

ALG
GR

1.8
3
4.3
2.4
0
0.426
0.709
0.302

1.9
3
8.1
4.7
0
0.409
0.734
0.300

when w(Qi ) → ∞, which is
γl−2 · · · γi δ
, for i = l − 1, ..., 1.
γl−2 · · · γi δ + γl−3 · · · γi + · · · + γi + 1

Moreover, if nSl ≥ k,

ALG
GR

=

w(Sl0 )
.
w(Ql )+···+w(Q1 )

(4.2)

We can derive similar inequalities

as (4.2).
Therefore, the performance ratio of this instance is the minimum value of (4.1)
and (4.2). However, it is still not clear under what combination of parameters ν,
µ ω, l, S1 and k, the ratio

ALG
GR

obtains the minimum value. We search for the

combination of parameters ν, µ ω, l, S1 and k, such that

ALG
GR

obtains the minimum

value via numerical computation. The result is presented in Table 4.3.

4.5
4.5.1

Experiments
Experiments setup

We conduct experiments to test performance of GOPS and two SOPSs[9, 10] on
the Max-k-Cover problem, GOPS on the Partial-Cover problem, and GOPS with
respect to β. Experiments are conducted in in-memory or external environments.
The external tests are used to mimic the online scenario. As finding exact solution to either coverage problem is very time-consuming, we use standard greedy
algorithm to provide comparative quality results for both problems.
Datasets. • Synthetic data generation. For universe U = {1, 2, ..., N }, we
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Table 4.3. Statistics of real-world datasets. |U |- size of universe. |S|-number of sets.
Sm -maximum set-size. S-average set-size. File size measured by Mb

Data
pumsb
retail
accidents
kosarak
webdocs
astro
email
amazon
google
wiki
liveJ
graph

|U |
2113
16470
468
41270
5267656
18772
74660
403312
714545
2369181
4489240
4 · 106

|S|
49047
88163
340184
990004
1692082
18772
225409
402439
739454
147602
4308450
15591

Sm
74
76
51
2498
71472
504
930
10
456
100022
20293
1223310

S
74
10.3
33.8
8.10
177
21.1
1.86
8.42
6.90
34.02
16.01
41229

File
16.7
4.16
35.5
33.0
1414
2.01
2.29
22.2
33.6
34.1
483
4635

generate two types of set collection. First, we sample M sets of size K on U uniformly independently at random, we call such a collection of sets HN,M,K . Second,
after we generate HN,M,K , for each set S in HN,M,K , we sample a random number
MS from 1 to M 2 , we then generate MS random subsets of S. Finally, we compute
a random permutation of all sets. We call such a collection of sets PN,MS ,K . We
only perform in-memory test on synthetic data for k = 20.
• Real-world data. Datasets from the Frequent Itemset Mining Dataset Repository 1 . We in particular appreciate the effort of authors who make the dataset
retail.dat [56], accidents.dat [57], and webdocs.dat [58] available. We also generate another six datasets from network datasets 2 , ca-AstroPh (astro), email-EuAll
(email), amazon0601 (amazon), web-Google (google), wiki-Talk (wiki), and socLiveJounal1 (liveJ). For a network G with vertex set V and edge set E, let Sv be
the union of v and its neighbors. We let U = V , S = {Sv }v∈V . An interpretation
of a k-cover can be found in [59]. Finally, data from feature selection in subgraph
search problem [60], we call it graph.
The statistics of real-world data are summarized in Table 4.3. We perform
external tests on real-world data, for k = 20, 50, 100, 500.
1
2

http://fimi.ua.ac.be/data/
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
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Implementation and System. The swapping-based algorithms SOPS1 and
SOPS2 are implemented following what suggested in [9]. GOPS is implemented
following Section 4.4.1. We slightly modify the version of Set Cover algorithm
proposed in [2] to implement greedy algorithm. We set p = 1.1. As shown in [2],
their version produces covers of almost the same quality as standard greedy implementation. The modification to the Max-k-Cover and the Partial-Cover problems
follows Section 4.2.
The experiments are conducted on a server machine with a 2.67GHz Intel Xeon
4-core processer, running Linux 2.6.18 and gcc 4.1.2. The system has 256KB L2
cache per core, 8192KB L3 cache, and 24G main memory. We implement all
algorithms in C++, and use the STL implementation for all data structures.

4.5.2

Results

1. In-memory comparison on synthetic datasets. (Table 4.4). In the
in-memory environment, we notice that three algorithms have similar memory
consumption. GOPS outperforms SOPSs in both time complexity and solution
quality. More specifically, GOPS is often 50-100 times more efficient than SOPS1,
and produces cover 7% larger. SOPS2 is much more efficient than SOPS1 but with
worse cover. GOPS is about 3-5 times faster than SOPS2 and covers 10% − 20%
more. Compare to standard greedy solution, GOPS is up to 2% smaller.
2. Comparison of GOPS and SOPSs on the Max-k-Cover problem
(Table 4.6). Space complexity. The memory consumption for two SOPS algorithms are very similar, which increases when k increases. GOPS has the same
memory usage for any k. For medium-sized sets, GOPS consumes more space than
SOPSs as it has a space complexity linear to the size of the universe. While for
large datasets, GOPS outperforms SOPSs (webdocs, graph etc.). Time complexity.
GOPS has a clear win on time efficiency. It is of several orders of magnitude faster
than SOPS1, and 102 ∼ 103 faster than SOPS2 on large datasets and large k.
There are several tests SOPSs fail to finish within 24 hours. The time complexity
of GOPS does not depend on k. It has more significant advantage on larger k
(k ≥ 100). Solution quality. GOPS and SOPS1 generally produce higher quality
cover than SOPS2 (up to 25%, pumsb, astro, amazon). GOPS is often better
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Table 4.4. Comparison of in-memory performance on synthetic datasets. k = 20.
β = 1.1 for GOPS. Greedy by [2] with p = 1.1. Best result of time or solution in each
case is highlighted.
Data
H1000,5000,50
H1000,10000,50
H1000,50000,50
H1000,100000,50
H1000,500000,50
H5000,10000,100
H5000,50000,100
H5000,100000,100
H5000,500000,100
P1000,30844,50
P1000,60630,50
P1000,305046,50
P1000,59835,100
P1000,121566,100
P1000,594092,100

GOPS
16.93
24.6
120.5
239.8
1194
48.7
239.3
477.6
2382
30.4
58.6
290.0
102.2
206.6
1005

RAM(MB)
SOPS1 SOPS2
24.9
13.1
24.9
25.0
120.3
120.0
239.5
239.6
1193
1193
48.7
48.8
238.8
238.9
476.4
476.5
2377
2377
45.7
45.8
88.9
88.9
442.8
442.9
166.9
167.0
337.5
337.5
1652
1652

Time(s)
GOPS SOPS1 SOPS2
0.24
10.9
0.75
0.25
10.7
0.74
1.23
53.9
3.66
2.43
108.2
7.36
12.3
546.9
37.6
0.55
26.9
1.84
2.72
135.1
9.40
5.41
271.8
18.9
27.3
1350.6
92.5
0.27
35.4
1.73
0.60
71.3
3.27
2.82
354.9
17.3
1.81
77.4
4.44
2.19
161.4
9.25
10.5
799.8
46.2

Solution
Greedy GOPS SOPS1
781
762
680
766
747
661
780
760
691
782
760
681
798
770
680
1807
1745
1647
1809
1751
1647
1828
1775
1655
1842
1801
1651
733
712
674
751
723
691
761
736
678
946
931
915
961
939
907
964
949
935

SOPS2
636
636
636
638
641
1647
1647
1655
1651
517
545
542
707
708
731

than SOPS1 (5% ∼ 10%). GOPS performs a little worse but almost similar to the
greedy solution, e.g. 4% less in retail.
In conclusion, GOPS has a better time and space efficiency for large datasets
and similar solution quality as greedy algorithm. SOPS1 is not efficient even for
medium-scale datasets (e.g. retail). SOPS2 is more efficient than SOPS1 but does
not produce comparatively good solution. On the other hand, SOPSs has better
space complexity for medium scale datasets.
3.

Comparison of GOPS and standard greedy algorithm for the

Partial-Cover problem (Figure 4.2). To test performance on the PartialCover problem, we plot curve of coverage with respect to number of sets k on four
datasets. The curve has an increasing derivative. GOPS performs similarly for
the first half of coverage. However, as coverage approaching to full coverage, it
uses more sets than greedy algorithm (about 10% more in retail, kosarak.). In
practice, we often choose coverage when the corresponding derivative is small, e.g.
1 (otherwise we need much more sets to cover the same number of elements). In
this case, GOPS selects similar number of sets as greedy algorithm (up to 5% more
in retail).
4. Impact of β to GOPS (Table 4.5). We test the influence of β to the
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Figure 4.2. Partial cover results. Solid red curve for GOPS (β = 1.1), dashed green
curve for greedy algorithm [2] (p = 1.1).

performance of GOPS on four real-world datasets in-memory for k = 20, 50, 100.
As we observe from results that the running time and memory consumption do
not differ too much for different β, we include only the solution quality in Table 3.
For β = 1.9, the solution is often 5% worse than the best one. β < 1.5 generally
perform better. β = 1.5, 1.7 is a little worse (1% ∼ 2%) than the best one. Notice
that in Table 1, the worst case ratio for β = 1.1 is less than β = 1.9 because of
splitting. However, worst case ratio may not capture performance of an algorithm
on real-world data. Based on experimental results, we would prefer to choose
β < 1.5 for GOPS.
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Table 4.5. Performance of GOPS with respect to β. For each case, the best result is
highlighted.

Data

k
1.1
1.3
20
436
429
pumsb
50
683
687
100
931
940
20
1117
1086
retail
50
2157
2169
100 3431
3425
20
228
229
accidents 50
301
310
100
363
377
20 11999 11979
kosarak
50 14777 14750
100 16672 16657

4.6

1.5
438
681
936
1052
2122
3414
224
303
370
11923
14740
16659

1.7
435
682
936
996
2079
3366
224
296
359
11974
14770
16663

1.9
424
664
916
950
2030
3331
225
301
367
11676
14608
16545

Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose a novel greedy-based one-pass streaming algorithm for
the Max-k-Cover and the Partial-Cover problems by producing a prefix-optimal
set ordering. By computer-aided simulation, we find that the algorithm has an
approximation ratio around 0.3 on the Max-k-Cover problem. We show both from
analysis and experiments that our one-pass algorithm has better efficiency and
accuracy than swapping-based algorithms [9, 10] for the Max-k-Cover problem.
We also demonstrate by experiments that it has similar performance as standard
greedy algorithm for the Partial-Cover problem.
There are several questions left for future work. First, finding a swapping-based
one-pass algorithm which has a 1/2 approximation ratio or improving the 1/2 lower
bound. Second, seeking a rigorous proof of GOPS. Third, it is of practical interest
to design algorithms for set coverage problems with very large universe that cannot
reside in memory.
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Table 4.6. Comparison of external performance on real-world datasets. p = 1.1 for
Greedy Algorithm [2]. β = 1.1 for GOPS. An ”/” entry means the running time exceeds
pre-set wall-time (24 hours). The best results in solution (excludes Greedy), time and
RAM are highlighted.
Data

pumsb

retail

accidents

kosarak

webdoc

astro

email

amazon

google

wiki

liveJ

graph

k
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500
20
50
100
500

Solution
GOPS
SOPS1 SOPS2
440
405
330
693
643
535
955
912
746
1710
1783
1476
1103
922
831
2160
1966
1618
3433
3191
2686
7727
7540
6507
233
227
179
307
303
243
361
370
302
468
468
468
11999
11890
9858
14777
14714
11948
16672
/
14237
20241
/
17319
550894
/
489226
886041
/
/
1195202 /
/
1935057 /
/
3556
3370
2768
5627
5376
4444
7643
7473
6125
13274
13338 10737
10641
9825
8868
18139
17504
15930
26076
25147
23750
49163
/
41320
200
185
143
500
454
390
1000
900
730
5000
/
3812
5131
4646
4234
9934
9519
8117
15409
14874
13129
40320
/
33163
350701
/
323117
537415
/
477148
725158
/
648897
1352828 /
1171912
83084
/
71422
108086
/
95340
141635
/
/
328233
/
/
3537812 /
2929189
3734064 /
3253627
3832753 /
3522265
3939107 /
3783826

Greedy
445
718
1008
1861
1115
2204
3516
7986
238
319
386
486
12115
14902
16787
20380
551955
886681
1195715
1935616
3594
5676
7729
13517
10625
18159
26085
49166
200
500
1000
5000
5118
9943
15456
40356
349984
537454
724932
1352487
83036
107972
142137
329768
3565074
3771996
3860914
3953505

GOPS
1.90
1.88
1.90
1.89
0.606
0.594
0.604
0.593
6.76
6.73
6.77
6.75
12.96
12.97
12.95
12.94
585.1
578.6
567.8
564.6
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.83
0.84
0.83
0.83
2.51
2.53
2.49
2.49
4.25
4.27
4.18
4.21
30.9
31.0
30.1
30.2
226.7
226.9
226.2
226.2
782.2
787.5
774.3
776.3

Time(s)
SOPS1
41.3
150.6
399.6
3104
143.5
688.9
2010
19933
175.2
485.6
959.4
5135
16234
47651
/
/
/
/
/
/
366.4
406.2
900.7
7773
4249
17898
44397
/
127.9
786.5
3445
/
5064
22536
65474
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

SOPS2
3.36
4.43
4.77
7.18
6.24
10.6
17.5
38.1
11.9
12.6
13.9
16.7
692.3
829.6
974.0
1277
49370
/
/
/
4.45
6.80
8.74
15.5
185.7
348.8
496.2
901.7
7.12
15.8
27.2
129.8
240.2
467.3
689.4
1869
3401
5088
7003
11790
21412
37260
/
/
3171
5157
5257
12119

GOPS
61.2
61.2
61.2
61.2
25.3
25.3
25.3
25.3
163.3
163.3
163.3
163.3
227.4
227.4
227.4
227.4
4336
4336
4336
4336
14.9
14.9
14.9
14.9
47.9
47.9
47.9
47.9
108.3
108.3
108.3
108.3
207
207
207
207
265
265
265
265
1714
1714
1714
1714
1037
1037
1037
1037

RAM(Mb)
SOPS1 SOPS2
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.6
26.6
26.8
28.2
28.1
10.8
10.8
11.1
10.9
11.4
11.2
12.4
12.3
16.5
16.4
16.6
16.5
16.8
16.6
17.3
17.3
240.2
239.9
242.4
240.6
/
242.0
/
247.7
/
8069
/
/
/
/
/
/
61.8
61.9
62.3
62.3
62.9
62.9
66.7
66.6
115.2
115.5
116.6
117.1
118.2
118.9
/
127.5
5.01
5.00
5.05
5.04
5.12
5.11
/
5.84
56.3
56.4
56.9
57.1
57.5
57.8
/
62.4
/
7961
/
7989
/
8045
/
8268
/
1963
/
1966
/
/
/
/
/
1157
/
3907
/
4000
/
4149

CHAPTER

FIVE

SPACE SAVING BY DYNAMIC
ALGEBRAIZATION
In this chapter, we show how to construct a tree decomposition and extend the
algebraic techniques of Lokshtanov and Nederlof [13] such that the dynamic programming algorithm runs in time O∗ (2h ), where h is the maximum number of
vertices in the union of bags on the root to leaf paths on a given tree decomposition. We apply our algorithm to the set covering and partitioning problems. This
chapter is based on the paper “Space Saving by Dynamic Algebraization” [61].

5.1

Introduction

Exact solutions to NP-hard problems typically adopt a branch-and-bound, inclusion/exclusion or dynamic programming framework. While algorithms based on
branch-and-bound or inclusion/exclusion techniques [62] have shown to be both
time and space efficient, one problem with dynamic programming is that for many
NP-hard problems, it requires exponential space to store the computation table.
As in practice programs usually run out of space before they run out of time [63], an
exponential-space algorithm is considered not scalable. Lokshtanov and Nederlof
[13] have recently shown that algebraic tools like the zeta transform and Möbius
inversion [64, 65] can be used to obtain space efficient dynamic programming under
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some circumstances. The idea is sometimes referred to as the coefficient extraction
technique which also appears in [66, 67].
The principle of space saving is best illustrated with the better known Fourier
transform. Assume we want to compute a sequence of polynomial additions and
multiplications modulo xn −1. We can either use a linear amount of storage and do
many complicated convolution operations throughout, or we can start and end with
the Fourier transforms and do the simpler component-wise operations in between.
Because we can handle one component after another, during the main computation,
very little space is needed. This principle works for the zeta transform and subset
convolution [68] as well.
In this chapter, we study the problem of designing polynomial-space dynamic
programming algorithms based on tree decompositions. Lokshtanov et al. [69]
have also studied polynomial-space algorithms based on tree decomposition. They
employ a divide and conquer approach. For a general introduction of tree decomposition, see the survey [70]. It is well-known that dynamic programming has wide
applications and produces prominent results on efficient computations defined on
path decomposition or tree decomposition in general [71]. Tree decomposition is
very useful on low degree graphs as they are known to have a relatively low pathwidth [72]. For example, it is known that any degree 3 graph of n vertices has a
path decomposition of pathwidth n6 . As a consequence, the minimum dominating
set problem can be solved in time O∗ (3n/6 )1 , which is the best running time in this
case [12]. However, the algorithm trades large space usage for fast running time.
To tackle the high space complexity issue, we extend the method of [13] in a
novel way to problems based on tree decompositions. In contrast to [13], here we do
not have a fixed ground set and cannot do the transformations only at the beginning
and the end of the computation. The underlying set changes continuously, therefore
a direct application on tree decomposition does not lead to an efficient algorithm.
We introduce the new concept of zeta transforms for dynamic sets. Guided by a
tree decomposition, the underlying set (of vertices in a bag) gradually changes. We
adapt the transform so that it always corresponds to the current set of vertices.
Herewith, we might greatly expand the applicability of the space saving method
by algebraization.
1

O∗ notation hides the polynomial factors of the expression.
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We broadly explore problems which fit into this framework. Especially, we
analyze the problem of counting perfect matchings on grids which is an interesting
problem in statistical physics [73]. There is no previous theoretical analysis on the
performance of any algorithm for counting perfect matchings on grids of dimension
at least 3. We analyze two other natural types of polynomial-space algorithms,
the branching algorithm and the dynamic programming algorithm based on path
decomposition of a subgraph [74]. We show that our algorithm outperforms these
two approaches. Our method is particularly useful when the treewidth of the graph
is large. For example, grids, k-nearest-neighbor graphs [75] and low degree graphs
are important graphs in practice with large treewidth. In these cases, the standard
dynamic programming on tree decompositions requires exponential space.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we summarize the basis of
tree decomposition and related techniques in [13]. In Section 5.3, we present the
framework of our algorithm. In Section 5.4, we study the problem of counting perfect matchings on grids and extend our algorithmic framework to other problems.
We conclude in Section 5.5.

5.2
5.2.1

Preliminaries
Saving space using algebraic transformations

Lokshtanov and Nederlof [13] introduce algebraic techniques to solve three types
of problems. The first technique is using discrete Fourier transforms (DFT) on
problems of very large domains, e.g., for the subset sum problem. The second one is
using Möbius and zeta transforms when recurrences used in dynamic programming
can be formulated as subset convolutions, e.g., for the unweighted Steiner tree
problem. The third one is to solve the minimization version of the second type
of problems by combining the above transforms, e.g., for the traveling salesman
problem. To the interest of this chapter, we explain the techniques used in the
second type of problems.
Given a universe V , let R be a ring and consider functions from 2V to R.
Denote the collection of such functions by R[2V ]. A singleton fA [X] is an element
of R[2V ] which is zero unless X = A. The operator ⊕ is the pointwise addition
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and the operator

is the pointwise multiplication. We first define some useful

algebraic transforms.
The zeta transform of a function f ∈ R[2V ] is defined to be
X

ζf [Y ] =

f [X].

(5.1)

X⊆Y

The Möbius transform/inversion [64, 65] of f is defined to be
µf [Y ] =

X

(−1)|Y \X| f [X].

(5.2)

X⊆Y

The Möbius transform is the inverse transform of the zeta transform, as they
have the following relation [64, 65]:
µ(ζf )[X] = f [X].

(5.3)

The high level idea of [13] is that, rather than directly computing f [V ] by
storing exponentially many intermediate results {f [S]}S⊆V , they compute the zeta
transform of f [S] using only polynomial space. f [V ] can be obtained by Möbius
P
inversion (5.2) as f [V ] = X⊆V (−1)|V \X| (ζf )[X]. Problems which can be solved
in this manner have a common nature. They have recurrences which can be formulated by subset convolutions. The subset convolution [68] is defined to be
f ∗R g[X] =

X

f (X 0 )g(X \ X 0 ).

(5.4)

X 0 ⊆X

To apply the zeta transform to f ∗R g, we need the union product [68] which is
defined as
X

f ∗u g[X] =
X1

S

f (X1 )g(X2 ).

(5.5)

X2 =X

The relation between the union product and the zeta transform is as follows
[68]:
ζ(f ∗u g)[X] = (ζf )

(ζg)[X].

(5.6)

In [13], functions over (R[2V ]; ⊕, ∗R ) are modeled by arithmetic circuits. Such
a circuit is a directed acyclic graph where every node is either a singleton (constant
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gate), a ⊕ gate or a ∗R gate. Given any circuit C over (R[2V ]; ⊕, ∗R ) which outputs
f , every gate in C computing an output a from its inputs b, c is replaced by small
|V |

|V |

|V |

circuits computing a relaxation {ai }i=1 of a from relaxations {bi }i=1 and {ci }i=1
of b and c respectively. (A relaxation of a function f ∈ R[2V ] is a sequence of
functions {f i : f i ∈ R[2V ], 0 ≤ i ≤ |V |}, such that ∀i, X ⊆ V , f i [X] = f [X] if
i = |X|, f i [X] = 0 if i < |X|, and f i [X] is an arbitrary value if i > |X|.) For
a ⊕ gate, replace a = b ⊕ c by ai = bi ⊕ ci , for 0 ≤ i ≤ |V |. For a ∗R gate,
P
replace a = b ∗R c by ai = ij=0 bj ∗u ci−j , for 0 ≤ i ≤ |V |. This new circuit C1
over (R[2V ]; ⊕, ∗u ) is of size O(|C| · |V |) and outputs f|V | [V ]. The next step is to
replace every ∗u gate by a gate

and every constant gate a by ζa. It turns C1 to

V

a circuit C2 over (R[2 ]; ⊕, ), such that for every gate a ∈ C1 , the corresponding
gate in C2 outputs ζa. Since additions and multiplications in C2 are pointwise,
C2 can be viewed as 2|V | disjoint circuits C Y over (R[2V ]; +, ·) for every subset
Y ⊆ V . The circuit C Y outputs (ζf )[Y ]. It is easy to see that the construction of
every C Y takes polynomial time.
As all problems of interest in this chapter work on the integer domain Z, we
consider R = Z and replace ∗R by ∗ for simplicity. Assume 0 ≤ f [V ] < m for some
integer m, we can view the computation as on the finite ring Zm . Additions and
multiplications can be implemented efficiently on Zm (e.g., using the fast algorithm
in [76] for multiplication).
Theorem 17 (Theorem 5.1 [13]). Let C be a circuit over (Z[2V ]; ⊕, ∗) which outputs f . Let all constants in C be singletons and let f [V ] < m for some integer m.
Then f [V ] can be computed in time O∗ (2|V | ) and space O(|V ||C| log m).

5.2.2

Tree decomposition

For any graph G = (V, E), a tree decomposition of G is a tree T = (VT , ET ) such
that every node x in VT is associated with a set Bx (called the bag of x) of vertices
in G and T has the following additional properties:
1. For any nodes x, y, and any node z belonging to the path connecting x and
y in T , Bx ∩ By ⊆ Bz .
2. For any edge e = {u, v} ∈ E, there exists a node x such that u, v ∈ Bx .
3. ∪x∈VT Bx = V .
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The width of a tree decomposition T is maxx∈VT |Bx | − 1. The treewidth of a
graph G is the minimum width over all tree decompositions of G. We reserve the
letter k for treewidth in the following context. Constructing a tree decomposition
with minimum treewidth is an NP-hard problem. If the treewidth of a graph is
bounded by a constant, a linear time algorithm for finding the minimum treewidth
is known [77]. An O(log n) approximation algorithm of the treewidth is given in
[78]. The result has been further improved to O(log k) in [79]. There are also a
series of works studying constant approximation of treewidth k with running time
exponential in k, see [77] and references therein.
To simplify the presentation of dynamic programming based on tree decomposition, an arbitrary tree decomposition is usually transformed into a nice tree
decomposition which has the following additional properties. A node in a nice tree
decomposition has at most 2 children. Let c be the only child of x or let c1 , c2 be
the two children of x. Any node x in a nice tree decomposition is of one of the
following five types:
1. An introduce vertex node (introduce vertex v), where Bx = Bc ∪ {v}.
2. An introduce edge node (introduce edge e = {u, v}), where u, v ∈ Bx and
Bx = Bc . We say that e is associated with x.
3. A forget vertex node (forget vertex v), where Bx = Bc \ {v}.
4. A join node, where x has two children and Bx = Bc1 = Bc2 .
5. A leaf node, a leaf of T .
For any tree decomposition, a nice tree decomposition with the same treewidth
can be constructed in polynomial time [80]. We further transform every leaf node
and the root to a node with an empty bag by adding a series of introduce nodes
or forget nodes respectively.

5.3

Algorithmic framework

In this section, we explain the algorithmic framework using the problem of counting
perfect matchings based on tree decompositions as an example to help understand
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the recurrences. The result can be easily applied to other problems. A perfect
matching in a graph G = (V, E) is a collection of |V |/2 edges such that every
vertex in G belongs to exactly one of these edges.
Consider a connected graph G and a nice tree decomposition T of treewidth
k on G. Let Tx be the subtree rooted at x. Let Tx be the vertices contained
in bags associated with nodes in Tx which are not in Bx . For any X ⊆ Bx , let
YX be the union of X and Tx . Consider a function f ∈ Z[2V ]. Assume that
the recurrence for computing f on a join node can be formulated as a subset
convolution, while on other types of tree nodes it is an addition or subtraction.
Here, we can think of f [Z] as the number of perfect matchings in the graph induced
by Z. We explain how to efficiently evaluate f [V ] on a nice tree decomposition by
dynamic programming in polynomial space. For any X ⊆ Bx , we denote f [YX ] by
fx [X]. As in the construction of Theorem 17, we first replace fx by a relaxation
{fxi }0≤i≤k+1 of f , where k is the treewidth. We then compute the zeta transform of
fxi , for 0 ≤ i ≤ k +1. In the following context, we present only recurrences of fx for
all types of tree nodes except the join node where we need to use the relaxations.
The recurrences of fx based on fc can be directly applied to their relaxations with
the same index as in Theorem 17.
For any leaf node x, (ζfx )[∅] = fx [∅] is a problem-dependent constant. In the
case of the number of perfect matchings, fx [∅] = 1. For the root x, (ζfx )[∅] =
fx [∅] = f [V ] which is the value of interest. For the other cases, consider an
arbitrary subset X ⊆ Bx .
1. x is an introduce vertex node. If the introduced vertex v is not in X,
fx [X] = fc [X]. If v ∈ X, in the case of the number of perfect matchings, v
has no adjacent edges, hence fx [X] = 0 (for other problems, fx [X] may equal to
fc [X], which implies a similar recurrence). By definition of the zeta transform, if
P
P
P
0
0
v ∈ X, we have (ζfx )[X] = v∈X 0 ⊆X fx [X 0 ] + v∈X
/ 0 ⊆X fx [X ] =
v ∈X
/ 0 ⊆X fx [X ].
Therefore,
(
(ζfx )[X] =

(ζfc )[X]

v∈
/X

(ζfc )[X \ {v}]

v∈X

(5.7)
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2. x is a forget vertex node. fx [X] = fc [X ∪ {v}] by definition.
(ζfx )[X] =

X

fx [X 0 ] =

X 0 ⊆X

X

fc [X 0 ∪ {v}]

X 0 ⊆X

= (ζfc )[X ∪ {v}] − (ζfc )[X].

(5.8)

3. x is a join node with two children. By assumption, the computation of fx
on a join node can be formulated as a subset convolution. We have
fx [X] =

X

fc1 [X 0 ]fc2 [X \ X 0 ] = fc1 ∗ fc2 [X].

(5.9)

X 0 ⊆X

For the problem of counting perfect matchings, it is easy to verify that fx [X]
P
. We can transform the
can be computed using (5.9). Let fxi = ij=0 fcj1 ∗u fci−j
2
computation to
(ζfxi )[X]

i
X
=
(ζfcj1 )[X] · (ζfci−j
)[X], for 0 ≤ i ≤ k + 1.
2

(5.10)

j=0

4. x is an introduce edge node introducing e = {u, v}. The recurrence of fx
with respect to fc is problem-dependent. Since the goal of the analysis of this case
is to explain why we need to modify the construction of an introduce edge node,
we consider only the recurrence for the counting perfect matchings problem. In
this problem, if e * X, fx [X] = fc [X], then (ζfx )[X] = (ζfc )[X]. If e ⊆ X, we can
match u and v by e or not use e for matching, thus fx [X] = fc [X] + fc [X \ {u, v}].
In this case, we have
(ζfx )[X] =

X

fx [X 0 ] +

e⊆X 0 ⊆X

+

X

X

fx [X 0 ] =

e*X 0 ⊆X

fc [X 0 ] =

X
X 0 ⊆X

e*X 0 ⊆X

fc [X 0 ] +

X

(fc [X 0 ] + fc [X 0 \ {u, v}])

e⊆X 0 ⊆X

X

f (X 0 \ {u, v}).

e⊆X 0 ⊆X

Hence,
(
(ζfx )[X] =

(ζfc )[X]

e*X

(ζfc )[X] + (ζfc )[X \ {u, v}]

e⊆X

(5.11)
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In cases 2 and 4, we see that the value of (ζfx )[X] depends on the values of ζfc
on two different subsets. We can visualize the computation along a path from a leaf
to the root as a computation tree. This computation tree branches on introduce
edge nodes and forget vertex nodes. Suppose along any path from the root to a
leaf in T , the maximum number of introduce edge nodes is m0 and the maximum
number of forget vertex nodes is h. To avoid exponentially large storage for keeping
partial results in this computation tree, we compute along every path from a leaf
to the root in this tree. This leads to an increase of the running time by a factor of
0

O(2m +h ), but the computation is in polynomial space (explained in detail later).
As m0 could be Ω(n), this could contribute a factor of 2Ω(n) to the time complexity.
To reduce the running time, we eliminate the branching introduced by introduce
edge nodes. On the other hand, the branching introduced by forget vertex nodes
seems inevitable.
For any introduce edge node x which introduces an edge e and has a child c in
the original nice tree decomposition T , we add an auxiliary child c0 of x, such that
Bc0 = Bx and introduce the edge e at c0 . c0 is a special leaf which is not empty. We
assume the evaluation of ζf on c0 takes only polynomial time. For the counting
perfect matchings problem, fc0 [X] = 1 only when X = e or X = ∅, otherwise it
is equal to 0. Then (ζfc0 )[X] = 2 if e ⊆ X, otherwise (ζfc0 )[X] = 1. We will
verify that this assumption is valid for other problems considered in the following
sections. We call x a modified introduce edge node and c0 an auxiliary leaf. As the
computation on x is the same as that on a join node, we do not talk about the
computation on modified introduce edge nodes separately.
In cases 1 and 2, we observe that the addition operation is not a strictly pointwise addition as in Theorem 17. This is because in a tree decomposition, the set of
vertices on every tree node might not be the same. However, there is a one-to-one
correspondence from a set X in node x to a set X 0 in its child c. We call it a
relaxed pointwise addition and denote it by ⊕0 . Hence, f can be evaluated by a
circuit C over (Z[2V ]; ⊕0 , ∗). We transform C to a circuit C1 over (Z[2V ]; ⊕0 , ∗u ),
then to C2 over (Z[2V ]; ⊕0 , ), following constructions in Theorem 17.
In Theorem 17, C2 can be viewed as 2|V | disjoint circuits. In the case of tree
decomposition, the computation makes branches on a forget node. Therefore, we
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cannot take C2 as O(2k ) disjoint circuits. Consider a subtree Tx of T where the
root x is the only join node in the subtree. Take an arbitrary path from x to a
leaf l and assume there are h0 forget nodes along this path. We compute along
every path of the computation tree expanded by the path from x to l, and sum
0

up the result at the top. There are 2h computation paths which are independent.
0

Hence we can view the computation as 2h disjoint circuits on (Z; +, ·). Assume
the maximum number of forget nodes along any path from the root x to a leaf in
Tx is h and there are nl leaves, the total computation takes at most nl · 2h time
and in polynomial space.
In general, we proceed the computation in an in-order depth-first traversal on
a tree decomposition T . Every time we hit a join node j, we need to complete
all computations in the subtree rooted at j before going up. Suppose j1 , j2 are
the closest join nodes in two subtrees rooted at the children of j (if there is no
other join node consider j1 or j2 to be empty). Assume there are at most hj forget
nodes between j, j1 and j, j2 . Let Tx be the time to complete the computation of
(ζfx )[X] at node x. We have Tj ≤ 2 · 2hj · max{Tj1 , Tj2 }). The modified edge node
is a special type of join node. In this case, since one of its children c1 is always a
leaf, the running time only depends on the subtree rooted at c2 , thus similar to an
introduce vertex node. Suppose there are nj join nodes and let h be the maximum
number of forget nodes along any path from the root to a leaf. By induction, it
takes 2nj · 2h time to complete the computation on T and in polynomial space.
Notice that 2nj is the number of leaves in T , hence 2nj = O(|V | + |E|).
To summarize, we present the algorithm for the problem of counting perfect
matchings based on a modified nice tree decomposition T in Algorithm 1.
For any tree decomposition T of a graph G, we can transform it to a modified
nice tree decomposition T 0 with the convention that the root has an empty bag.
In this way, the parameter h, the maximum number of forget nodes along any
path from the root to a leaf in T 0 is equal to the maximum size of the union of all
bags along any path from the root to a leaf in T . We directly tie this number h
to the complexity of our algorithm. Let hm (G) be the minimum value of h for all
tree decompositions of G. We show that hm (G) is closely related to a well-known
parameter, the tree-depth of a graph [14].
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Algorithm 1 Counting perfect matchings on a modified nice tree decomposition
Input: a modified nice tree decomposition T with root r.
return (ζf )(r, ∅, 0).
procedure (ζf )(x, X,i). // (ζf )(x, X, i) represents (ζfxi )[X].
if x is a leaf: return 1.
if x is an auxiliary leaf: return 2 when e ⊆ X, otherwise 1.
if x is an introduce vertex node: return (ζf )(c, X, i) when v ∈
/ X, or
(ζf )(c, X − {v}, i) when v ∈ X.
if x is a forget vertex node: P
return (ζf )(c, X ∪ {v}, i) − (ζf )(c, X, i).
if x is a join node: return ij=0 (ζf )(c1 , X, j) · (ζf )(c2 , X, i − j).
end procedure
Definition 6 (tree-depth [14]). Given a rooted tree T with vertex set V , a closure
of T , clos(T ) is a graph G with the same vertex V , and for any two vertices
x, y ∈ V such that x is an ancestor of y in T , there is a corresponding edge (x, y)
in G. The tree-depth of T is the height of T . The tree-depth of a graph G, td(G)
is the minimum height of trees T such that G ⊆ clos(T ).
Proposition 1. For any connected graph G, hm (G) = td(G).
Proof. For any tree decomposition of G, we first transform it to a modified nice
tree decomposition T . We contract T by deleting all nodes except the forget nodes.
Let Tf be this contracted tree such that for every forget node in T which forgets
a vertex x in G, the corresponding vertex in Tf is x. We have G ⊆ clos(Tf ).
Therefore, td(G) ≤ h, here h is the maximum number of forget nodes along any
path from the root to a leaf in T .
For any tree T such that G ⊆ clos(T ), we construct a corresponding tree
decomposition T of G such that, T is initialized to be T and every bag associated
with the vertex x of T contains the vertex itself. For every vertex x ∈ T , we
also put all ancestors of x in T into the bag associated with x. It is easy to
verify that it is a valid tree decomposition of G. Therefore, the tree-depth of T ,
td(T ) ≥ hm (G).
In the following context, we also call the parameter h, the maximum size of the
union of all bags along any path from the root to a leaf in a tree decomposition
T , the tree-depth of T .
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Let k be the treewidth of G, it is shown in [14] that td(G) ≤ (k + 1) log |V |.
Therefore, we also have hm (G) ≤ (k + 1) log |V |. Moreover, it is obvious to have
hm (G) ≥ k + 1.
Finally, we summarize the main result of this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 18. Given any graph G = (V, E) and tree decomposition T on G. Let
f be a function evaluated by a circuit C over (Z[2V ]; ⊕0 , ∗) with constants being
singletons. Assume f [V ] < m for integer m. We can compute f [V ] in time
O∗ ((|V | + |E|)2h ) and in space O(|V ||C| log m). Here h is the maximum size of
the union of all bags along any path from the root to a leaf in T .

5.4

Counting perfect matchings

The problem of counting perfect matchings is ]P-complete. It has long been known
that in a bipartite graph of size 2n, counting perfect matchings takes O∗ (2n ) time
using the inclusion and exclusion principle. A recent breakthrough [81] shows that
the same running time is achievable for general graphs. For low degree graphs,
improved results based on dynamic programming on path decomposition on a
sufficiently large subgraph are known [82].
Counting perfect matchings on grids is an interesting problem in statistical
physics [73, 83]. The more generalized problem is the Monomer-Dimer problem
[73], which essentially asks to compute the number of matchings of a specific size.
We model the Monomer-Dimer problem as computing the matching polynomial
problem . For grids in dimension 2, the pure Dimer (perfect matching) problem
is polynomial-time tractable and an explicit expression of the solution is known
[84]. We consider the problem of counting perfect matchings in cube/hypercube
in Section 5.4.1. Results on counting perfect matchings in more general graphs,
computing the matching polynomial and applications to other set covering and
partitioning problems are presented in Section 5.4.2.

5.4.1

Counting perfect matchings on cube/hypercube

We consider the case of counting perfect matchings on grids of dimension d, where
d ≥ 3 and the length of the grid is n in each dimension. We denote this grid by
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Gd (n). To apply Algorithm 1, we first construct a balanced tree decomposition on
Gd (n) with the help of balanced separators. The balanced tree decomposition can
easily be transformed into a modified nice tree decomposition.
Tree decomposition using balanced vertex separators. We first explain
how to construct a balanced tree decomposition using vertex separators of general
graphs. An α-balanced vertex separator of a graph/subgraph G is a set of vertices
S ⊆ G, such that after removing S, G is separated into two disjoint parts A and B
with no edge between A and B, and |A|, |B| ≤ α|G|, where α is a constant in (0, 1).
Suppose we have an oracle to find an α-balanced vertex separator of a graph. We
begin with creating the root of a tree decomposition T and associate the vertex
separator S of the whole graph with the root. Consider a subtree Tx in T with the
root x associated with a bag Bx . Denote the vertices belonging to nodes in Tx by
Vx . Initially, Vx = V and x is the root of T . Suppose we have a vertex separator
Sx which partitions Vx into two disjoint parts Vc1 and Vc2 . We create two children
c1 , c2 of x, such that the set of vertices belonging to Tci is Sx ∪ Vci . Denote the set
of vertices belonging to nodes in the path from x to the root of T by Ux , we define
the bag Bci to be Sx ∪ (Vci ∩ Ux ), for i = 1, 2. It is easy to verify that this is a valid
tree decomposition. Since Vx decreases by a factor of at least 1 − α in each partition, the height of the tree is at most log

1
1−α

n. To transform this decomposition

into a modified nice tree decomposition, we only need to add a series of introduce
vertex nodes, forget vertex nodes or modified introduce edge nodes between two
originally adjacent nodes. We call this tree decomposition algorithm Algorithm 2.
We observe that after the transformation, the number of forget nodes from
Bci to Bx is the size of the balanced vertex separator of Vx , i.e. |Sx |. Therefore,
the number of forget nodes from the root to a leaf is the sum of the sizes of the
balanced vertex separators used to construct this path in the tree decomposition.
A grid graph Gd (n) has a nice symmetric structure. Denote the d dimensions
by x1 , x2 , ..., xd and consider an arbitrary subgrid G0d of Gd (n) with length n0i
in dimension xi . The hyperplane in G0d which is perpendicular to xi and cuts
G0d into halves can be used as a 1/2-balanced vertex separator. We always cut
the dimension with the longest length. If n0i = n0i+1 , we choose to first cut the
dimension xi , then xi+1 . We illustrate the construction in the 2-dimensional case
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Figure 5.1. An illustrative figure for balanced tree decomposition on G2 (n).

in the following example.
Example 5 (Balanced tree decomposition on G2 (n)). The left picture is a partitioning on a 2-dimensional grid. We always bipartition the longer side of the
grid/subgrid. The right picture is the corresponding balanced tree decomposition
on this grid. The same letters on both sides represent the same set of nodes. Pi
represent a balanced vertex separator. We denote the left/top half of Pi by Pi1 , and
the right/bottom part by Pi2 (see Figure 5.1). The treewidth of this decomposition
is 23 n.
To run Algorithm 2 on Gd (n), we cut dimensions x1 , x2 , ..., xd consecutively
with separators of size

1
nd−1 ,
2i−1

for i = 1, 2..., d. Then we proceed with subgrids

of length n/2 in every dimension. It is easy to see that the treewidth of this tree
decomposition is 32 nd−1 . The tree-depth h of this tree decomposition is at most
P∞ Pd−1 1
1
2d −1
d−1
, which is 2d−1
nd−1 .
j=0
i=0 2i · ( 2j n)
−1
Lemma 19. The treewidth of the tree decomposition T on Gd (n) obtained by
Algorithm 2 is 23 nd−1 . The tree-depth of T is at most

2d −1
nd−1 .
2d−1 −1

To apply Algorithm 1 to the problem of counting perfect matchings, we verify

that f [S] ≤ |V|E|
≤ |E||V |/2 and all constants are singletons.
|/2
Theorem 20. The problem of counting perfect matchings on grids of dimension
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2d −1

d and uniform length n can be solved in time O∗ (2 2d−1 −1

nd−1

) and in polynomial

space.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no rigorous time complexity analysis of
the counting perfect matchings problem in grids in the literature. To demonstrate
the efficiency of Algorithm 1, we compare it to three other natural algorithms.
1. Dynamic programming based on path decomposition. A path decomposition is a special tree decomposition where the underlying tree is a path. A
path decomposition with width 2nd−1 is obtained by putting all vertices with x1
coordinate equal to j and j + 1 into the bag of node j, for j = 0, 1, ..., n − 1. A path
decomposition with a smaller pathwidth of nd−1 can be obtained as follows. Construct n nodes {p1 , p2 , ..., pn } associated with a bag of vertices with x1 coordinate
equal to j, for j = 0, 1, ..., n − 1. For any pj , pj+1 , start from pj , add a sequence
of nodes by alternating between adding a vertex of x1 = j + 1 and deleting its
neighbor with x1 = j. The number of nodes increases by a factor of nd−1 than
the first path decomposition. We run the standard dynamic programming on the
d−1

second path decomposition. This algorithm runs in time O∗ (2n
∗

nd−1

space complexity is O (2

), however the

). It is of no surprise that it has a better running

time than Algorithm 1 due to an extra space usage. We remark that van Rooij et
al. [85] give a dynamic programming algorithm for the counting perfect matching
problem on any tree decomposition of treewidth k with running time O∗ (2k ) and
space exponential to k.
2. Dynamic programming based on path decomposition on a subgrid.
One way to obtain a polynomial space dynamic programming is to construct a low
pathwidth decomposition on a sufficiently large subgraph. One can then run dynamic programming on this path decomposition and do an exhaustive enumeration
on the remaining graph in a similar way as in [82]. To extract from Gd (n) a subgrid
of pathwidth O(log n) (notice that this is the maximum pathwidth for a polynomial
space dynamic programming algorithm), we can delete a portion of vertices from
Gd (n) to turn a ”cube”-shaped grid into a long ”stripe” with O(log n) cross-section
d

area. It is sufficient to remove O( (log n)n1/(d−1) ) vertices. This leads to a polynomial-
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O(

space algorithm with running time 2

nd
)
(log n)1/(d−1)

, which is worse than Algorithm 1.

3. Branching algorithm. A naive branching algorithm starting from any
d

vertex in the grid could have time complexity 2O(n ) in the worst case. We analyze
a branching algorithm with a careful selection of the starting point. The branching
algorithm works by first finding a balanced separator S and partitioning the graph
into A ∪ S ∪ B. The algorithm enumerates every subset X ⊆ S. A vertex in
X either matches to vertices in A or to vertices in B while vertices in S \ X are
matched within S. Then the algorithm recurses on A and B. Let Td (n) be the
running time of this branching algorithm on Gd (n). We use the same balanced
separator as in Algorithm 2. We have an upper bound of the running time as,
P
Td (n) ≤ 2Td ( n−|S|
) X⊆S 2|X| Td−1 (|S \ X|). We can use any polynomial space
2
algorithm to count perfect matchings on S \ X. For example using Algorithm 1,
d−2

since the separator is of size O(nd−1 ), we have Td−1 (|S \ X|) = 2O(n ) . Therefore,

d−1 P
|S| i
n
o(nd−1 ) |S|
Td (n) ≤ 2Td ( n2 ) · 2o(n ) |S|
3 . We get Td (n) = O∗ (3h ),
i=0 i 2 = 2Td ( 2 ) · 2
2d −1

i.e. O∗ (3 2d−1 −1

nd−1

), which is worse than Algorithm 1. We remark that this branch-

ing algorithm can be viewed as a divide and conquer algorithm on balanced tree
decomposition, which is similar as in [69].

5.4.2

Extensions

Counting perfect matchings on general grids. Consider more general grids
of dimension d with each dimension of length ni , 1 ≤ i ≤ d. We use Algorithm
2 to construct a balanced tree decomposition T of a general grid and obtain an
upper bound of the tree-depth h of T .
Lemma 21. Given any grid of dimension d and volume V. Assume n1 ≥ n2 ≥
· · · ≥ nd . Using Algorithm 2, the tree-depth of this tree decomposition is at most
3dV
.
n1

Proof. Assume that 2qi −1 ni+1 < ni ≤ 2qi ni+1 for some integer qi ≥ 0 and i =
1, 2, ..., d − 1. Let h(q1 , ..., qd−1 ) be the maximum number of forget nodes from the
root to a leaf in this case. We can think of the whole construction as in d phases
(the algorithm might do nothing in some phases).
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In Phase 1, the grid/subgrid is halved in dimension x1 in qi times. For i =
2, ..., d, suppose the lengths of dimension x1 , x2 , ..., xi−1 , xi are n01 , n02 , ..., n0i−1 , n0i =
ni respectively, we have n0i /2 < n01 ≤ n02 ≤ · · · ≤ n0i−1 ≤ n0i . For any 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1,
if n0j = n0j+1 , Algorithm 2 will first cut dimension xj then xj+1 . If n0j < n0j+1 ,
Algorithm 2 will first cut dimension xj+1 then xj . In this way, we obtain a new
partition order x01 , ..., x0i which is a permutation of x1 , ..., xi . In Phase i for i ≤ d−1,
the grid/subgrid is halved in dimension x01 , x02 , ..., x0i consecutively in qi rounds.
In Phase d, the algorithm repeats bipartitioning dimension x01 , x02 , ..., x0d until the
construction is completed. We denote the maximum number of forget nodes from
the root to a leaf created in Phase i by hi .
q1 V
V
. Notice that n1 = 2q1 +···qd−1 ( q1 +2q2 +···+(d−1)q
)1/d , h1 is maxin1
d−1
2
d
mized when q1 = ln12 · d−1
and q2 = ... = qd−1 = 0. We have h1 ≤ 3V
.
n1
1
1
V
1
1
V
q1
i = 2. If n1 = 2 n2 , h2 = n1 ·(1+ 2 +· · ·+ 2q2 −1 )+ n2 ·( 2q1 +1 + 2q1 +2 +· · ·+ 2q11+q2 ),

i = 1. h1 =

i.e. h2 =

V
n1

If n1 <

22 −1
2−1
q1
2 n2 ,

·

· (1 −

1
)
2(2−1)q2

≤

3V
.
n1

Algorithm 2 will alternate to cut the x2 dimension and x1 diV
· ( 12 + · · · + 21q2 ) + nV2
n1
1
(1− 2q12 )
1− 2q12
( 2 1−1/2
+ 1−1/2
) < 3V
.
n1

mension in q2 rounds. h2 =
Since 2q1 n2 > n1 , h2 <

V
n1

·

· ( 21q1 +

1
2q1 +1

In general, for any 2 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, we can bound hi as hi ≤
1
). Hence,
2(i−1)(qi −1)
3V
· (1 − 2(i−1)qi ), which is at most n1 .
2i−1 −1
V
2d −1
.
(
)1−1/d ≤ 3V
i = d. hd ≤ 2d−1
n1
−1 2q1 +2q2 +···+(d−1)qd−1
3dV
Hence, h(q1 , ..., qd−1 ) = h1 + h2 + · · · + hd ≤ n1 .

(1 +

2i −1

1
2

+ ··· +

1
)
2i−1
1

· (1 +

1
2i−1

+ ··· +

hi ≤

+ ··· +

1
).
2q1 +q2 −1

V
2q2 +2q3 +···+(i−2)qi−1 n1
V
2q2 +2q3 +···+(i−2)qi−1 n1

·
·

Based on Lemma 21, we give time complexity results of algorithms discussed in
Section 4.1. First, h is the only parameter to the running time of Algorithm 1 and
3dV

the branching algorithm. Algorithm 1 runs in time O∗ (2 n1 ) and the branching
3dV

algorithm runs in time O∗ (3 n1 ). The dynamic programming algorithm based on
path decomposition on a subgrid has a running time 2

O(

V
)
(log n1 )1/(d−1)

. Those three

algorithms have polynomial space complexity. For constant d, Algorithm 1 has
the best time complexity. For the dynamic programming algorithm based on path
V

decomposition, it runs in time O∗ (2 n1 ) but in exponential space.
The result can easily be generalized to the k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) graphs
and their subgraphs in d-dimensional space, as it is known that there exists a ver-
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tex separator of size O(k 1/d n1−1/d ) which splits the kNN graph into two disjoint
parts with size at most

d+1
n
d+2

[75]. More generally, we know that a nontrivial re-

sult can be obtained by Algorithm 1 if there exists a balanced separator of the
graph G with the following property. Let s(n0 ) be the size of a balanced separator S on any subgraph G0 of G of size n0 ≤ n. S partitions the subgraph into
two disjoint parts G01 , G02 , such that S ∪ G0i is of size at most cn0 , for some constant c ∈ (0, 1), i = 1, 2. If there exists a constant γ < 1, such that for every
n0 ≤ n, s(cn0 ) ≤ γs(n0 ), then the number of forget nodes along any path from
the root to a leaf is at most s(n) + γs(n) + γ 2 s(n) + · · · ≤

s(n)
.
1−γ

In this case,

the tree decomposition of treewidth k constructed by Algorithm 2 has the treedepth h = Θ(k). For k = Ω(log n), Algorithm 1 has a similar running time as the
standard dynamic programming algorithm but with much better space complexity.
Computing the matching polynomial. The matching polynomial of a
P
i
i
i
graph G is defined to be m[G, λ] = |G|/2
i=0 m [G]λ , where m [G] is the number of
matchings of size i in graph G. We put the coefficients of m[G, λ] into a vector
m[G]. The problem is essentially to compute the coefficient vector m[G].
For every node x in a tree decomposition, let vector mx [X] be the coefficient
vector of the matching polynomial defined on YX . Notice that every entry of mx [X]
is at most |E||V |/2 and all constants are singletons. m0x [X] = 1 and mix [X] = 0 for
i > |X|/2. The case of x being a forget vertex node follows exactly from Algorithm
1. For any type of tree node x,
- x is a leaf node. mix [∅] = 1 if i = 0, or 0 otherwise.
- x is an introduce vertex node. If v ∈ X, mix [X] = mic [X \ {v}]. Hence
(ζmix )[X] = 2(ζmic )[X \ {v}] if v ∈ X, or (ζmix )[X] = (ζmic )[X] otherwise.
- x is an auxiliary leaf of a modified introduce edge node. mix [X] = 1 only
when u, v ∈ X and i = 1, or i = 0. Otherwise it is 0.
P
P
0
- x is a join node. mix [X] = X 0 ⊆X ij=0 mjc1 [X 0 ]mi−j
c2 [X \ X ].
We then apply Algorithm 1 to other set covering and partitioning problems.
In all the following problems, we check that all constants are singletons. We omit
the recurrences for forget vertex nodes if we can directly apply recurrence (5.8) in
Algorithm 1.
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Counting l-packings. Given a universe U of elements and a collection of
subsets S on U , counting the number of collections of l disjoint sets (l-packing).
Packing problems can be viewed as matching problems on hypergraph. Tree
decomposition on graphs can be generalized to tree decomposition on hypergraph,
where we require every hyperedge to be assigned to a specific bag [86]. We can
construct a modified nice hypertree decomposition. This problem can be solved in
the same way as computing the matching polynomial on graphs. We remark that
if sets are assigned with integer weights from {0, 1, ..., M }, we can count packings
of weight W in a similar way.
Counting dominating sets, counting set cover. The set cover problem is
given a universe U of elements and a collection of sets S on U , find a subcollection
of sets from S which covers the entire universe U . The dominating set problem is
defined on a graph G = (V, E). Let U = V , S = {N [v]}v∈V , where N [v] is the
union of the neighbors of v and v itself. The dominating set problem is to find a
S
subset of vertices S from V such that v∈S N [v] covers V .
The two problems can be solved in a same way. The set cover problem can be
viewed as a covering problem on a hypergraph, where one selects a collection of
hyperedges which cover all vertices. The dominating set problem is a special case
of the set cover problem. We only consider the counting set cover problem. For any
subset X ⊆ Bx , define hx [X] to be the number of set covers of YX . hx [X] ≤ |U ||S| .
We remark that the set collection S is explicitly given. Hence, |S| is polynomial
in input size. For any node x, hx [∅] = 1.
- x is a leaf node. hx [∅] = 1.
- x is an introduce vertex node. If v ∈ X, hx [X] = 0. If v ∈
/ X, hx [X] = hc [X].
- x is an auxiliary leaf of a modified introduce hyperedge node. hx [X] = 1 when
X ⊆ e, and hx [X] = 0 otherwise.
P
- x is a join node. hx [X] = X 0 ⊆X hc1 [X 0 ]hc2 [X − X 0 ].
We remark that we can also explicitly compute the number of set covers of size
s. To achieve this, we need to compute hx [X, s] at every tree node, where hx [X, s]
is the number of set covers of YX and of size s.
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Finally, we point out that our framework has its limitations. First, it cannot be
applied to problems where the computation on a join node cannot be formalized as
a convolution. The maximum independent set problem is an example. Also it is not
known if there is a way to adopt the framework to the Hamiltonian path problem,
the counting l-path problems, and the unweighted Steiner tree problem. It seems
that for theses problems we need a large storage space to record intermediate
results.

5.5

Conclusion

We study the problem of designing efficient dynamic programming algorithms
based on tree decompositions in polynomial space. We show how to construct
a modified nice tree decomposition T and extend the algebraic techniques in [13]
to dynamic sets such that we can run the dynamic programming algorithm in time
O∗ (2h ) and in polynomial space, with h being the maximum size of the union of
bags along any path from the root to a leaf of T , a parameter closely related to
the tree-depth of a graph [14]. We apply our algorithm to many problems. It is
interesting to find more natural graphs with nontrivial modified nice tree decompositions, and to find more problems which fit in our framework.

CHAPTER

SIX

DIVERSIFYING SUBGRAPH
SEARCH RESULTS
In this chapter, we design two measures for ranking the subgraph search results
based on both similarity and diversity. We present and analyze three algorithms
for the problem, and demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness by experiments.
This chapter is based on the paper “Subgraph Search in Large Graphs with Result
Diversification” [87].

6.1

Introduction

Graphs are useful models for representing complex structures in nature and human
society. The subgraph search problem, i.e. finding a subgraph mapping in a target
graph which is similar to the query graph, is an important primitive for searching
and extracting information in the graph database. The problem has applications in
cheminformatics, bioinformatics [88] where one wants to find a specific component
from a compound, image patch search [89], RDF query in semantic web [90], and
social network such as the facebook graph search 1 .
We ask the question on how to efficiently find the top k similar subgraph mappings and effectively rank the results to improve the search quality. It has been
1

https://www.facebook.com/about/graphsearch
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shown that ranking search results based on not only similarity but also diversity
reduces information redundancy and provides the user with broader options [91].
Consider the expert search problem [92], where the user specifies a set of skills and
desired relationship between the experts, and the question is to find groups of experts satisfying the requirements. For example, the user might want to find three
people who know each other and have strong background in circuit design, embedded system and robotics respectively, so that they can form a team for robots
design competition. Suppose we search for a group of three people from a social
graph. We represent the query as a triangle with one label on each node representing a skill of the corresponding person. A ranking scheme based on similarity
returns all subgraph mappings satisfying the requirement. The top results might
each contain people from a same institute, of the same gender and major. However, it is usually good to have candidates with different backgrounds and other
relevant skills. Diversification plays an important role in building such type of
ranking systems.
Diversifying search result is a hard problem in general. First, it is a challenging
task to design effective diversity measure. A good measure should consider the
diversity factor by maintaining the similarity guarantee. Second, the problem is
usually NP-hard and thus computationally difficult. In this chapter, we consider
the problem of ranking subgraph search results based on diversification. We design
two diversity measures. One is based on the content similarity and the other is
based on the information coverage. We formalize the ranking problem as an optimization problem and propose two ranking algorithms with provable performance
guarantee. For any graph similarity measure and subgraph search algorithm, our
ranking algorithms can be used as a final step to order the search results.
On the other hand, in the general settings of the query diversification problem,
a typical assumption is that finding all similar results is not a hard problem. In the
case of the subgraph search problem, finding similar subgraph mappings measured
by e.g. edit distance [93], or finding exactly-matched mappings (the subgraph
isomorphism problem) are both NP-hard. Hence, it is desirable to eliminate generating all similar mappings before returning the top results with diversification.
In this chapter, we design a heuristic solution to achieve this goal.
To summarize, we have the following results in this chapter. (1) We design
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two diversity measures based on content and coverage respectively. We formalize
the problem of ranking subgraph search results based on diversification as an optimization problem. (2) We present two efficient polynomial-time algorithms with
provable performance guarantee. These two algorithms are based on greedy selection and swapping selection respectively. The swapping selection consumes less
space and is faster than the greedy selection, while the solution quality of the greedy
selection is generally better. (3) We give a novel heuristic based on local search
which combines the subgraph search step and the ranking step. This heuristic
performs at least 100 times faster and yet achieves similar solution quality compared to the greedy selection and the swapping selection. Moreover, we conduct
extensive experiments on both real-world and synthetic data which demonstrate
the efficiency and the effectiveness of our methods.
This chapter is organized as follows. We give basic definitions and notations in
Section 6.2. We formally define the problem and show the “diminishing return”
property of the new diversity measures in Section 6.3. We present three algorithms
to the ranking problem in Section 6.4. Experimental results are presented in
Section 6.5, and followed by conclusion in Section 6.6.

6.1.1

Related works

We review previous works on subgraph search algorithms and query diversification.
The exact subgraph matching problem or the subgraph isomorphism problem is
NP-complete. Lee et al. give detailed comparisons of several well-known exact
subgraph matching algorithms [94]. Algorithms for inexact subgraph matching
problem are heuristic-based [88, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99]. For example, TALE [95] by
Tian et al. first locates mappings of a subset of “important” nodes and then
expands them to the whole graph. For specific applications, there are matching
algorithms for RDF query [90], image patch search [89], graph nodes with multiple
labels [100], labels with ontology structure [101], querying probabilistic database
[102]. These algorithms rank the subgraph search results by similarity score.
Diversifying the search results has been addressed recently to improve the
search quality (see survey [103]). The widely-used diversity measures are based
on content [104], novelty [105] or coverage [106]. There are two commonly-used
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heuristics for the problems of diversifying the search results. One is based on the
swapping heuristic and the other is based on the greedy selection [104]. Tong et al.
first formalize the problem in an optimization point of view [107]. There are more
efficient methods [108, 109], and new measures proposed recently [110, 111, 112] to
further improve the search quality. On the other hand, Gollapudi et al. show that
it is impossible to satisfy many diversity requirements simultaneously [113]. Angel
et al. [114] and Fraternali et al. [115] study data access methods to efficiently find
the top diversified results. Borodin et al. [116] consider the max-sum diversification under matroid constraint. The idea of diversification has also been applied to
other application domains, such as query reformulation [117], skyline query [118],
feature selection in the graph classification [119], question recommendation [120],
news display [121], clique enumeration [122]. Fan el al. [123] also study the problem of diversifying the subgraph search results but with ranking functions which
do not have the “diminishing return” property (see Section 3).

6.2

Preliminaries

We represent a graph G by a triple (V, E, `), where V is the set of nodes, E is
the set of edges, and ` is a label function. In this chapter, we consider the case
where only nodes have labels. Our technique can be extended to the case where
edges also have labels. Given a collection of labels L, ` is a function from the node
set V to a subset of L. Given a query graph Q = (Vq , Eq , `) and a target graph
G = (V, E, `), the subgraph isomorphism problem, or the exact subgraph matching
problem is to find a one-to-one mapping φ : Vq → φ(Vq ) ⊆ V such that for any
node v ∈ V , `(v) = `(φ(v)), and for any two nodes (u, v) ∈ Eq , (φ(v), φ(u)) ∈ E. It
is usually more useful to consider inexact subgraph matching in most applications.
There are different graph similarity measures for inexact matching problem, e.g.
the graph edit distance [93], the maximum common subgraph [124]. Our ranking
algorithms take any graph similarity measure. We assume the similarity score is
normalized within [0, 1]. Let γ be the similarity threshold constant. We consider
mappings with a similarity score at least γ as similar mappings. Further, we
denote the shortest path distance of nodes v and u in the graph G by distG (v, u).
Let distG (v, S) be the distance of a node v to a set S ⊆ V , which is defined as
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minu∈S distG (v, u). Let NG (v) be the neighbors of v and NGi (v) be the set of nodes
within distance i to v. We might omit G in these notations if it is clear from the
context.
To introduce the diversity measures on graphs, we first define a similarity measure of two subgraph mappings H1 , H2 in G by their label coverage. We denote
the label coverage vector of a subgraph H in G by ~lH . The ith entry of the label
coverage vector represents the coverage weight of label i “covered” by H. Let nL
be the universal length of a label coverage vector, i.e. nL = |L|. If H does not
cover a label, the corresponding coverage weight is 0.
Definition 2 (label similarity). The label similarity of two subgraphs H1 and H2
in the target graph G is defined as
PnL

simL (H1 , H2 ) = Pni=1
L
i=1

min{~lH1 (i), ~lH2 (i)}
.
max{~lH (i), ~lH (i)}
1

(6.1)

2

Notice that this similarity of label coverage is used to define the diversity of
the subgraph search results. We use the graph similarity measure (Example 6) to
compare the topology along with the vertex labels of two subgraphs. To define the
coverage weight of a label, we assume that this weight decreases with respect to the
“strength” of the feature/label. We mainly consider one definition in this chapter
as follows. Given parameters α ∈ (0, 1) and an integer h, we say a label l is covered
by a set S if there is a node v within distance h from S and l ∈ `(v). The weight of
this label l is defined to be αdist(v,S) . We can interpret this definition using the idea
of information propagation. The influence of a node u to v decreases with respect
to the distance of u to v by a factor of α. If the diversity of a set H is determined
by the distinct features/labels it can access, we define the weight of a label l in ~lH
to be αdist(l,S) , where dist(l, S) is the minimum distance of any node v to S with v
containing the label l if dist(l, S) ≤ h. Otherwise, we consider the weight of l to be
P
0. Another way to define the coverage weight of a label is l∈~lv :dist(v,S)≤h αdist(v,S) .
In this case, repetitions of one feature increase the diversity. In a computational
point of view, those two definitions have similar complexity. We consider only the
first definition in this chapter.
Definition 3 (diversity by label coverage). Given parameters α ∈ (0, 1), h ≥ 0.
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1: d,e

1: a, b
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2: f

12: h

3: a

11: d

4: d

6: c

3: d

8: a, b

5: c
7: g

Query graph Q

10: j

9: i

Target graph G

Figure 6.1. Illustrative figure for Example 6. The description in a node: the number
is the index of the node and the letters are node labels.

For any subgraph H of G, the label coverage diversity of H with respect to G is
defined as,
divG (H) =

X

αdist(l,H) .

(6.2)

l∈L:dist(l,H)≤h

Example 6. In this example, we use a simple graph (Figure 6.1) to illustrate all
definitions introduced in this section. Let α = 0.5. We represent a subgraph by
its vertex set. Consider the subgraph mappings M1 = (8, 6, 11), M2 = (3, 6, 4)
and M3 = (8, 6, 4) of the query graph Q in the target graph G. We compute
~lM . We omit labels of weight 0. If h = 0, ~lM = (a, 1; c, 1; d, 1) with diversity
2
2
~
3. If h = 1, lM = (a, 1; b, 0.5; c, 1; d, 1; f, 0.5; g, 0.5) with diversity 4.5. If h = 2,
2

~lM = (a, 1; b, 0.5; c, 1; d, 1; e, 0.25; f, 0.5; g, 0.5; h, 0.25; i, 0.25; j, 0.25) with diversity
2
5.5. Consider the case of h = 1 again. ~lM = (a, 1; b, 1; c, 1; d, 1; g, 0.5; h, 0.5;
1

i, 0.5; j, 0.5). Then simL (M1 , M2 ) = 4/6.5 = 0.615.

6.3

Problem fomulation

We are ready to define the measures for ranking subgraph search results based on
diversification. Given a target graph G and a query graph Q, suppose a subgraph
search algorithm returns k subgraph mappings S1 , ..., Sk in G. Let si be the similarity score of Si to Q. We define two diversity measures which incorporate both
the similarity and the diversity. The first measure is based on content similarity
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(diversity measure f1 ) and the second one is based on information/label coverage
(diversity measure f2 ).
P P
si − λ1 ki=1 j6=i simL (Sj , Si ),
P
λ1 ≤ γ/ maxi { j6=i simL (Sj , Si )}.

1. f1 = 2

2. f2 =

Pk

i=1

Pk

i=1

si + λ2

Pk

i=1

si · divG (Si ), α ≤ γ.

The content-based or the coverage-based measure has been considered as two
important measures for diversity [103]. The novelty here is the extension of the
definitions to the subgraph search problem. For f1 , we can think of 1 − simL (·, ·)
as the distance metric commonly used in the content-based definitions. For f2 ,
we add a factor si to the diversity score to prevent selecting mappings of low
similarity score but with high diversity. However in this way, we need to make a
little modification to the computation of the diversity when a label l belongs to
several mappings. We assign l to the mapping which has the smallest distance
to l, and if there are more than one such mappings, we pick the one with the
highest similarity score. The parameter λ1 (λ2 ) balances the weight of similarity
and diversity. Namely, the larger λ1 (λ2 ) implies the more emphasis on diversity.
Example 6 (continued). We compute the f1 , f2 score on the instance in Example 6. We use a graph similarity measure generalized from the maximum common subgraph measure [124]. Let φ : Q → H ⊆ G. The similarity score of
a node v ∈ Q to φ(v) is the Jaccard similarity of their labels, namely |`(v) ∩
`(φ(v))|/|`(v)|. The similarity score of an edge (u, v) ∈ Q to (φ(u), φ(v)) is 1
if (φ(u), φ(v)) is adjacent in H or 0 otherwise. The similarity score of H to
Q is the sum of the similarity scores of all nodes and edges in Q after normalization. We have the similarity scores of M1 , M2 , M3 which are 1, 0.92, 0.83
respectively. Let h = 1. Consider the top-2 mappings, M1 , M2 and M1 , M3 .
~lM = (a, 1; b, 1; c, 1; d, 1; g, 0.5; i, 0.5; j, 0.5). simL (M1 , M3 ) = 5.5/6 = 0.917. Us3

ing the f1 measure and set λ1 = 0.8, f1 (M1 , M2 ) = 3.35 which is larger than
f1 (M1 , M3 ) = 2.93. Using f2 measure and set λ2 = 0.2. For M1 , M2 , divG (M1 ) = 6,
divG (M2 ) = 0.5 and f2 (M1 , M2 ) = 3.21. For M1 , M3 , divG (M1 ) = 6, divG (M3 ) = 0
and f2 (M1 , M3 ) = 3.03. Hence, under either diversity measure, we prefer the
M1 , M2 pair. Visually, M1 , M2 are relatively far apart in G than M1 , M3 .
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Before presenting the ranking algorithms for measure f1 or f2 , we first prove
an important property of f1 , f2 in the following theorem. Theorem 22 shows that
both functions f1 , f2 have a “diminishing return” property which is similar to the
monotone submodularity. As a direct implication of Theorem 22, the problem of
maximizing f1 or f2 is NP-hard.
Theorem 22. Let SQ be a collection of subgraphs in G. Let f be f1 or f2 . For any
subcollection S, S 0 ⊆ SQ and S ⊆ S 0 , for any subcollection R ⊂ SQ and R ∩ S 0 = ∅,
we have f (S) ≤ f (S 0 ), and f (S ∪ R) − f (S) ≥ f (S 0 ∪ R) − f (S 0 ).
Proof. For any 1 ≤ k1 < k2 , let S be a collection of k1 subgraphs, S 0 be a collection
of k2 subgraphs and S ⊂ S 0 , let T = S 0 \ S. R is a collection of subgraphs which
does not intersect S 0 .
• Monotonicity of f1 .
f1 (S 0 ) − f1 (S) = 2

X

s i − λ1

i∈T

=

X

si − λ1

i∈T

Since λ1

X

j∈S 00

simL (i, j) − λ1

i∈S j∈T

simL (i, j) +

X

X X
i∈T

X

si − λ1

simL (i, j)

j∈S 0 ,j6=i

simL (i, j).

j∈S 0 ,j6=i

i∈T

j∈S

P

XX

simL (i, j) ≤ γ for any S 00 and si ≥ γ, we have f1 (S 0 )−f1 (S) ≥ 0.

• Submodularity of f1 .
f1 (S ∪ R) − f1 (S) = 2

X

si −

i∈R

XX

simL (i, j) −

i∈S j∈R

X

X

i∈R j∈S

S

simL (i, j).

R,j6=i

f1 (S ∪ R) − f1 (S) − (f1 (S 0 ∪ R) − f1 (S 0 )) =
XX
X X
simL (i, j) ≥ 0.
simL (i, j) +
i∈T j∈R

i∈R j∈T

S

R,j6=i

• Monotonicity of f2 .
f2 (S 0 ) − f2 (S) =

X
i∈T

l∈~lS 0

≥

X

dist(l,S 0 )

l∈~lS

si +
s0l α

X

0

s0l αdist(l,S ) −

X
l∈~lS

− sl αdist(l,S) .

sl αdist(l,S)
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For label l satisfying dist(l, S) = dist(l, S 0 ), we know that s0l ≥ sl . For label l
satisfying dist(l, S) ≥ dist(l, S 0 ) + 1, we use the fact that γ ≤
In both cases, we have

0
s0l αdist(l,S )

− sl α

dist(l,S 0 )

s0l
sl

1
γ

≤

and α ≤ γ.

≥ 0.

• Submodularity of f2 .
f2 (S ∪ R) − f2 (S) =

X

si +

X

i∈R

=

X
i∈R

X

si +

X

l

sr αdist(l,R) +

l∈~lR \~lS

sr αdist(l,S∪R) −

si αdist(l,S)

l

X

sr αdist(l,R) − si αdist(l,S) .

l∈~lS

Here we use ~lS to represent a set of labels covered by S for simplicity. f2 (S 0 ∪
R) − f2 (S 0 ) can be calculated similarly. We compute a lower bound of each term
remained in f2 (S ∪ R) − f2 (S) − (f2 (S 0 ∪ R) − f2 (S 0 )). First, for l ∈ ~lR \ ~lS 0 , the
term of l cancels out.
For l ∈ (~lR ∩ ~lS 0 ) \ ~lS ,
X

0

sr αdist(l,R) − (s0r αdist(l,R) − s0i αdist(l,S ) ) =

X

0

s0i αdist(l,S ) .

For l ∈ ~lS and dist(l, R) < dist(l, S 0 ),
X

0

equals to

X

0

s0i αdist(l,S ) − si αdist(l,S) ≥ 0.

The last inequality is because of the constraint that γ ≤

6.4

0

sr αdist(l,R∪S) − si αdist(l,S) − (s0r αdist(l,R∪S ) − s0i αdist(l,S ) )

s0i
si

≤

1
γ

and α ≤ γ.

Top-k similar results with diversification

In this section, we study the problem of finding the top-k similar subgraph mappings with diversification measured by f (f is f1 or f2 ). Since both the subgraph
search problem and the ranking with diversification problem are NP-hard in general, we should not expect any exact solution to solve either problem in polynomial
time. Our goal is to design algorithms to approximately solve the problem in an
efficient way and attain high accuracy. We first give a close-to-optimal solution using the greedy selection. We then modify this approach to be more space-efficient
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using the swapping selection. These two algorithms are common approaches in the
general search diversification problem [103]. Finally, we give a very fast heuristic
based on local search.

6.4.1

Greedy selection

The problem of finding the top-k similar mappings with diversification guarantee
can always be solved in two steps. The first step is finding all similar subgraph
mappings and the second step is ranking those mappings based on some criteria.
Theorem 22 suggests that the objective functions f1 , f2 have a similar property to
the monotonically increasing submodularity. This property indicates that we can
use the standard greedy algorithm to select the top-k mappings and this approach
has a close-to-optimal approximation ratio 1 − 1/e ≈ 0.632 [125]. Let Ck be the
collection of the top-k mappings, which is initialized to be empty. In each iteration
of the greedy selection, a mapping S which maximizes the quantity f (Ck ∪S)−f (Ck )
is selected. Suppose there are in total M similar mappings, there are at most nl
labels with positive weight in any label coverage vector, the time complexity of the
greedy selection is O(knl M ). Since we need to store all similar mappings explicitly,
the space complexity is O(|V | + |E| + M (|Vq | + |Eq |)). When the number of similar
mappings is not too large, the greedy selection is very efficient. On the other hand,
it could consume too much space and take a long time to finish the computation.
We present the algorithm in Algorithm GR and summarize the approximation
ratio of this algorithm in Claim 4.
Claim 4. Algorithm GR has an approximation ratio 1 − 1/e, which is optimal
assuming P 6= N P .

6.4.2

Swapping selection

One of the drawbacks of Algorithm GR is that we need to generate all similar
subgraph mappings before selecting the top-k results. This approach is not scalable
when the number of candidate mappings is very large. A natural way to reduce the
space consumption is to generate and select the top-k candidates simultaneously.
Nemhauser et al. [48] show that a simple polynomial-time swapping-based selection
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Algorithm GR Greedy selection
1: Input: A collection Q of similar mappings returned by any subgraph search
algorithm.
2: Initialize a collection of the top-k mappings Ck ← ∅.
3: for i ← 1 to k do
4:
Hi ← argS∈Q\Ck max f (Ck ∪ {S}) − f (Ck ).
5:
Ck ← Ck ∪ {Hi }.
6: end for
7: return Ck .
algorithm for the problem of maximizing monotone submodular functions has an
approximation ratio 1/2. The algorithm might iterate through the whole candidate
set multiple times. More specifically, suppose at time t the algorithm selects a
set S of k elements (in our case, an element is a subgraph mapping), if there
exists a set of r elements T with T ∩ S = ∅, and r elements S 0 ⊆ S such that
f ((S \S 0 )∪T ) > f (S), the algorithm replaces S 0 by T . Inspired by this strategy, we
always keep k mappings Ck as a candidate solution. Each time the subgraph search
algorithm generates a new candidate mapping H, we check if there exists a mapping
H 0 from Ck , such that f ((Ck \ H 0 ) ∪ H) > βf (Ck ), for some β ≥ 1. We replace H 0
with H if such a mapping exists. However, for the sake of reducing time complexity,
in experimentation we only go through the entire collection of similar mappings
once. We remark that for a cover-based diversity measure f2 , we can show in a
similar way as [9] that a one-pass swapping-based algorithm has an approximation
ratio 1/4 by choosing β = 2. However, it is not clear if there is any theoretical
guarantee of the solution quality for one-pass or constant-pass swapping-based
algorithm for objective function f1 . Following the notations in Section 4.1, the
time of deciding whether a swap should be performed is O(nl ) and if so, there
is O(knl ) extra time to update the current solution. Suppose the algorithm goes
through the entire collection of similar mappings T times. The time complexity for
the whole algorithm is O(kT nl M ). The algorithm requires only space for storing
the current solution. Thus the space complexity is O(|V | + |E| + k(|Vq | + |Eq |)).
So far, we only select the top-k results without ranking them. We could rank the
results greedily. However, one drawback of the swapping-based algorithm is that
the top-k 0 (< k) results drawn from the top-k results do not have any performance
guarantee [37]. We present the algorithm in Algorithm SW and summarize the
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approximation ratio of this algorithm in Claim 5.
Claim 5. For β = 1, Algorithm SW has an approximation ratio 1/2. For β = 2,
T = 1, Algorithm SW has an approximation ratio 1/4 for diversity measure f2 .
Algorithm SW Swapping selection
1: Input: Query Q. A subgraph search algorithm A.
2: Initialize a collection of the top-k mappings Ck ← ∅.
3: for t ← 1 to T do
4:
Use A to generate a similar mapping of Q with similarity score at least γ,
5:
if |Ck | < k then
6:
Ck ← Ck ∪ {H}.
7:
else
8:
H 0 ← arg min f (Ck ) − f (Ck \ H 0 ).
9:
if f ((Ck \ H 0 ) ∪ H) > βf (Ck ) then
10:
Replace H 0 with H.
11:
end if
12:
end if
13: end for
14: return Ck ranked greedily.

6.4.3

Local search

While Algorithm GR and Algorithm SW both have the flexibility that they can be
used to rank the results produced by any subgraph search algorithm, one problem
of them is that they need to compute the label coverage vector for every similar
mapping. When the number of potential similar mappings increases, evaluating
every mapping can be time-consuming. In this section, we present a heuristic to
combine the subgraph search step and the ranking step. The key observation to
speedup the algorithm is that, intuitively mutually far apart mappings lead to large
diversity score. For f1 , if the label coverage vectors of two mappings Si and Sj do
not contain any common label, then simL (Si , Sj ) = 0. The set of nodes within
distance h of Si and Sj must have no intersection. Thus, Si and Sj are “far”
from each other in the graph G. For f2 , we have div(Si ∪ Sj ) ≤ div(Si ) + div(Sj )
because of a possible intersection of the label covers of Si , Sj . We might still prefer
to choose Si and Sj which are not close. Hence, to maximize f1 or f2 , we should
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skip evaluating mappings which are clustered together. Namely, after finding one
candidate mapping, the algorithm should jump to some “far-apart” location to
look for the next candidate.
Although we try to keep the subgraph search step as a black box, to better
explain the details of the local search procedure, we first summarize the common
approach of doing subgraph similarity search. A typical paradigm for subgraph
similarity search is first finding candidate matchings of a node or a small unit of the
query graph, then aggregating those candidate matchings based on some specific
function. For a given query graph Q, we denote a list of candidate matchings of a
node v ∈ Q by cand(v). The candidate matchings of v contain nodes in G which
are “similar” to v. The node similarity can be measured by comparing the two
corresponding nodes [95], or comparing an r-hop neighborhood (usually r ≤ 2) of
them [98, 99]. Then cand(v) is sorted in the descending order of this measure.
Let’s get back to our heuristic approach of choosing “far-apart” mappings. A
natural way to implement this intuition is using local search. Local search is a
widely-used strategy for solving optimization problems. In many situations, it is
proved to be very efficient and accurate. Our general search strategy starts from
finding an arbitrary similar mapping greedily. Namely, we always try node candidate matchings with the largest node similarity score. We call this mapping an
anchor mapping A (with vertex set VA ). We then perform local search around the
anchor by picking a small subset of nodes S, and search around the neighborhood
of VA \ S to improve the incremental diversity score with the guarantee that the
similarity of the new mapping is at least γ. Suppose we find a mapping H. To
find the next mapping, we search for the anchor mapping by avoiding nodes in H
unless it does not succeed, we relax this restriction by picking an arbitrary similar
mapping.
For f1 , we can continue using the node candidate matchings sorted with respect
to node similarity measure. As for diversity f2 , this strategy might not suffice
because our objective function is maximizing the “coverage”, thus ensuring only
large mutual distance is not enough. We propose two strategies to adapt to this
case. The first one is to find more than k candidate mappings and then use the
greedy selection (Algorithm GR) to pick the top k results. The second one is to
rank node candidate matchings by considering the diversity score, e.g. using f2 (v).
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The intuition can be explained as follows. Suppose we ignore the graph similarity
constraint. We can define the diversified coverage (DC) of a subset H ⊆ V as a
weighted set. An element represents a distinct label l with weight αdist(l,H) . We
define the “union”, ] of two DC sets S, T as the standard set union of elements, for
every element e ∈ S ] T , the weight of e is the maximum weight of e in S and T .
It is easy to show that this function g defined on ] is submodular. Hence, we can
employ the greedy algorithm to aggregate candidate lists and obtain a sufficiently
diversified result. The algorithm is presented in Algorithm LS.
Assume the greedy aggregation of an anchor mapping typically succeeds in Ta
steps and we perform T steps local search around the anchor. The time complexity
of Algorithm LS is O(k(Ta + nl T )). The space complexity is similar as Algorithm
SW, which is O(|V | + |E| + k(|Vq | + |Eq |)).

6.4.4

Optimization

We compute an index of the target graph G off-line so that the algorithms can
retrieve useful information efficiently. The index we use is standard. First, construct an inverted index for every label by maintaining a hash set of nodes in G
which contain this label. Second, for every node u ∈ G, we maintain an r-hop
neighbors of u. Let n be the number of nodes in G. The time complexity for setup
the inverted index is O(|L|n). Let dg be the average degree of nodes in G. It takes
O(drg · n) time to find all r-hop neighbors for every node. The space complexity for
maintaining the index is O((|L| + drg ) · n).
One important quantity considered in this chapter is the label coverage vector.
Equipped with the label and the neighbor index, we can compute the label coverage
vector in time linear to the number of labels with positive weight in this vector.
Consider a subset S as an example. Suppose we implement the label coverage
vector and the neighbor of a node using hash set. When we insert a new node v
to S, we scan each node u ∈ N r (v) and check if u ∈ N r (S). We also scan ~lu to
update ~lS .
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Algorithm LS Local search heuristic
1: Input: Query Q, a search order π, node candidate matchings {cand(v), v ∈
Vq }.
2: Initialize a collection of the top-k mappings Ck ← ∅.
3: for i ← 1 to k do
4:
 Find an anchor mapping.
5:
Initialize anchor mapping A to be empty.
6:
for v according to the search order π do
7:
while unmatched node not found do
8:
u ← the first node in cand(v) which has not been matched.
9:
if an upper bound of the similarity score of A ∪ {u} is at least γ
then
10:
A ← A ∪ {u}.
11:
break.
12:
end if
13:
end while
14:
end for
15:
if the anchor mapping is not found then
16:
Pick an arbitrary mapping A with similarity score at least γ.
17:
end if
18:
 Local search.
19:
for t ← 1 to T do
20:
Randomly pick a subset of p nodes S from Vq .
21:
if there is a subset of p nodes T in the r-hop neighborhoods of VA \ S
such that f (Ck ∪ A) < f (Ck ∪ (A \ S ∪ T )), and the similarity score of (A \ S) ∪ T
is at least γ then
22:
A ← A \ S ∪ T.
23:
end if
24:
end for
25:
Ck ← Ck ∪ A.
26:
Mark nodes in A as matched.
27: end for
28: return Ck .

6.5

Experiments

In this section, we present results of empirical evaluations of Algorithm GR, SW,
LS. We use results obtained by the greedy selection (Algorithm GR) as the ground
truth for comparison.
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6.5.1

Experiments setup

We test our algorithms on both real-world data and synthetic data. The statistics
of those datasets are summarized in Table 6.1.
DBLP2 . We construct a co-authorship graph from the DBLP dataset. The
nodes are authors. We add an edge between two nodes if the corresponding authors
have participated in at least one published work. The label of a node is the set
of places where the corresponding author has publications, and the weight of this
label is the number of publications at that place by this author. In this way, the
DBLP graph contains 1036991 nodes, 3491030 edges and 6748 labels.
IMDB3 . We construct a co-casting graph from the IMDB dataset. The nodes
are actors and actresses. We add an edge between two nodes if the corresponding
actors/actresses have co-casted in at least five plays. The label of a node is a set
of genres such that the actor/actress performs in at least one play of that genre.
The total types of genres is 30. We keep only nodes of at least 10 labels (with
repetition). In this way, the IMDB graph contains 199634 nodes, 8212206 edges
and 30 labels.
Synthetic data. We use a collaboration network ca-HepTh (hep), ca-AstroPh
(AstroPh), and a product co-purchasing network amazon0302 (amazon) from the
network datasets4 as the target graphs, and generate synthetic labels. We generate
the labels in the following two ways. First, assign a uniformly random number l
from 1 to lm to every node in G, and then sample l labels from a label set L
uniformly at random to this node. Second, assign a random number l to the node
v, where l is proportional to the degree of v plus a constant bias, and then sample
l labels from a label set L uniformly at random to v.
Query graphs. We generate query graphs of q nodes in two ways. First,
extract a subgraph from G. Starting from a random node of G, we use the random
breadth-first search to select the neighborhoods until q nodes are selected. For the
selected nodes, we randomly pick a small number of labels and assign to the query
graph. Second, generate a random graph of q nodes and assign a small number of
labels to every node uniformly at random from L. In our experiments, we use only
2

http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
http://www.imdb.com/interfaces
4
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
3
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Table 6.1. Statistics of the graph data.

Data
DBLP
IMDB
hep
AstroPh
amazon

|V |
1036991
199634
9877
18722
262111

|E|
3491030
8212206
51971
396160
1234877

degmax
5571
6695
65
504
420

deg
6.73
82.3
5.26
21.1
6.87

File(Mb)
75.1
33.2
0.66
5.3
17.2

the first method to generate queries for the real-world data as using the second
method usually results in queries which have only a small number of matchings in
G. We use the second method to generate queries for the synthetic data.
Implementation. We implement the procedure of generating node candidate matchings based on [99], which is demonstrated to outperform many other
approaches. We use the graph similarity measure defined in Example 6. To efficiently aggregate node matchings and find subgraph mappings, we traverse the
graph in depth-first order and use pruning rules.
System. The experiments are conducted on a server machine with a 2.67GHz
Intel Xeon 4-core processer, running Linux 2.6.18 and gcc 4.1.2. The system has
256KB L2 cache per core, 8192KB L3 cache, and 24G main memory. We implement
all algorithms in C++, and use the STL implementation for all data structures.

6.5.2

Experimental results

- Efficiency and solution quality of Algorithm GR, SW, LS on synthetic
data. We use a small dataset, the hep data to compare the performance of the
three algorithms. We use the first method to generate labels on nodes, with frequency 10 from in total 100 labels. We set the size of the query graphs from 3 to 9,
fix k = 10, α = 0.5, γ = 0.8, λ1 = 0.09, λ2 = 0.1. The result is given in Figure 6.2.
For any size of the query graph and any diversity measure, we conclude that on
average the Algorithm GR (greedy selection) performs the best in solution quality,
followed by Algorithm LS (local search heuristic), then Algorithm SW (swapping
selection). Algorithm LS is worse than Algorithm GR by at most 10% and very
close on average. Algorithm SW is 15% worse. As we observe from the results,
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Figure 6.2. Performance of Algorithm GR, SW, LS with respect to the query size on
the hep data.

the diversity scores of the top-k mappings returned by Algorithm LS also exhibit
a “greedy” style. As for Algorithm SW, they are more uniform. For the time
complexity, Algorithm GR and Algorithm SW are similar, while Algorithm LS is
2-scales faster. The time complexity of Algorithm GR and SW depends on the
number of similar mappings. Thus, their running time on smaller queries (k = 4,
f1 measure) can be higher than larger queries. On the other hand, the running
time of Algorithm LS is not very sensitive to the size of the query graph.
We then use the astroph10 and the amazon5.400 data to test the performance
of the three algorithms. We have observed from the hep data a large gap of time
complexity between Algorithm GR, SW and Algorithm LS. The difference becomes
more significant for these larger datasets. For example, in a test on astroph10 with
query of size 5 and diversity measured by f2 , Algorithm LS finishes in 0.37s while
Algorithm GR in 203s and Algorithm SW in 178s. In another test on amazon5.400
with query of size 4 and diversity measured by f2 , Algorithm LS finishes in 0.96s
while Algorithm GR in 467s and Algorithm SW in 402s. For larger datasets,
Algorithm GR, SW are more time-consuming. For example, in a test on the realworld dataset DBLP with query size 3 and diversity measured by f2 , Algorithm
SW finishes in 4.1 hours, and Algorithm GR cannot finish within 5 hours, while
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Figure 6.3. Solution quality of Algorithm GR, LS with respect to the query size on the
astroph10 and the amazon5.400 data.

Algorithm LS for about 3 minutes. Based on these results, for the astroph10,
amazon5.400 and the DBLP, IMDB data, we do not test performance of Algorithm
SW and we only compare solution quality of Algorithm GR and LS. We also modify
the Algorithm GR by early terminating the program if 5000 similar mappings are
found, while the total number of similar mappings is usually at least 106 .
The results of the astroph10 and the amazon5.400 data are presented in Figure
6.3. We can see that Algorithm GR and Algorithm LS have very close solution
quality for large size query. For small query, Algorithm GR is usually 10% better.
- Performance of Algorithm LS with different heuristics. As we point
out in Section 6.4.3, for Algorithm LS, we can try different heuristic to obtain
better solution quality for diversity measure f2 . We compare the performance of
the three heuristics, the first one is presented in Algorithm LS (LS = k), the
second one is first finding k 0 > k mappings then selecting the top-k of them by the
greedy selection (LS > k), the third one is sorting node matching candidate lists
with respect to f2 (v) (LS − f2 ). We compare the three heuristics on the astroph10
and the amazon5.400 data, varying query size from 3 to 5 and set k 0 = 2k. The
result is given in Table 6.2. We can see that there is no big difference among the
three heuristics. LS > k has better solution quality on average than the other
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Table 6.2. Comparison of the three heuristics for the local heuristic Algorithm LS by
solution quality. The best one is highlighted.

query size
LS = k
LS > k
LS − f2

astroph10
3
4
5
111 192 283
117 204 309
108 194 291

amazon5.400
3
4
5
215 358 535
220 351 530
216 353 536

two. LS = k and LS − f2 wins in different queries. Interestingly, the running time
of the three heuristics are also very close. Although in the testing data, there is
no significant advantage of employing the LS > k or the LS − f2 heuristic than
LS = k, we believe they are more reasonable heuristics for optimizing f2 , and it is
interesting to find data or analytically justify this intuition.
- Parameter k. We use the astroph10 data to test the efficiency and solution
quality of Algorithm GR, SW, LS with respect to k. We use the query graphs of
size 3, set k from 5 to 25 with step 5, α = 0.5,  = 0.2, γ = 0.8, λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 0.1.
Experiments are repeated 3 times for each value of k and every time with a new
generated query graph. The results are given in Figure 6.4. The running time of
Algorithm GR and LS increases with respect to k. For Algorithm SW, the running
time is larger for bigger k but there exhibits more oscillations. We also observe
that for some query (k = 15, f1 measure), the running time can be much larger.
This is because sometimes we might have a lot more node matching candidates.
For the solution quality, Algorithm GR outperforms Algorithm LS, Algorithm LS
is better than Algorithm SW. The gap increases for larger k, and is more significant
for the f1 measure.
- Solution quality of Algorithm GR, LS on real-world data. We compare the solution quality of the modified Algorithm GR and Algorithm LS on the
real-world data DBLP and IMDB. We set the size of the query graphs from 3 to 9,
fix k = 5, α = 0.5, γ = 0.8, λ1 = 0.09, λ2 = 0.08. The results are given in Figure
6.5. We observe again a very close solution quality of Algorithm GR and LS. Due
to the simplified implementation of Algorithm GR, as it does not generate all similar mappings, the quality of Algorithm GR is sometimes worse than Algorithm
LS. We remark that although the running time of Algorithm LS is much faster
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Figure 6.4. Performance of Algorithm GR, SW, LS with respect to k on the astroph10
data.

Figure 6.5. Solution quality of Algorithm GR, LS with respect to query size on the
DBLP and the IMDB data.

than Algorithm GR, SW, on these datasets where the number of node matching
candidates can be very large (104 for example), Algorithm LS might still require a
scale of 103 s time to finish the computation.
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6.6

Conclusion

We study the problem of ranking subgraph search results with diversification guarantee. We propose two diversity measures and formalize the problem as an optimization problem. We propose two algorithms to efficiently find top-k similarity
mappings with provable performance guarantee and one very fast heuristic by combining the subgraph search step and the ranking step. Experiments demonstrate
the efficiency and effectiveness of our methods. Future work includes designing
other diversity measures for subgraph search and applying sampling technique to
obtain more efficient local search algorithm.
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